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Abstract
The ubiquity of visuals affects human beings extensively in the contemporary world. Visuals are
powerful tools for giving information and communicating with people in our everyday lives. The
technological innovations brought a new light in the classroom as well, where the students are
digital natives and require this technology-embedded reality to be realized by the teachers. In
line with this perspective, the presented dissertation intends to work out the most applicabale
strategies to sharpen English writing skill through integrating movies and educational
technologies in teaching process. Professional literature proves writing skill to be one of the most
daunting skills to acquire for English as foreign language learners. The reasons could be of many
types: ill-prepareness in English, lack of background knowledge to generate ideas for writing,
wrong techniques, strategies and motivation level. This study aims to provide the readers with
the data that could be productive to enhance learners’ academic performance in writing and
increase their motivation level as well. The research context was set at Qafqaz University,
Azerbaijan. The primary focus of the study was to identify Azerbaijani undergraduate learners’
attitudes towards writing classes. In addition, the present study set out to trace the learners’
readiness to have movie and technology integrated writing classes. The experiment itself
measured the impact of movies and educational technologies on students’ academic
achievements in writing. The data collection consisted of pre-, mid and post survey
questionnaires, pre-, while and post assessment and interviews. The obtained data revealed that
the model designed by the reasearcher, which meant integrating movies through educational
technologies in the process of teaching writing, provides an ideal context for Azerbaijani
students develop their written competences.
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Introduction
Digital era provoked plenty of innovations and changes in people’s everyday lifestyles. The
spread of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) have reached its peak point
nowadays. Eventually, this digital world demands creating a corresponding environment, where
operating through high-order thinking skills plays a vital role. It is obvious, that a new world
with its new requirements, demands and wants employs the citizents who are equipped with 21st
century skills. This tendency, of course, tends to shape the education system itself, as all these
technological innovations brought a new light in the classroom, where the students are digital
natives and require this technology-embedded reality to be realized by the teachers.
Technology-embedded context became quite prevalent in contemporary English language
teaching classes. Traditional teaching methods changed their nature and moved to a new stage
through integrating different types of digital applications in the classroom. In the Web 2.0
century, many researchers have acknowledged blogs and wikis as the most productive
applications for teaching writing skill (Sun & Chang, 2012; Warschauer, 2009; Sayed, 2010;
Wang & Beasley, 2008). Wikis and blogs are believed to be innovative and appealing to EFL
environment with all the opportunities for interaction between the writers and readers. This
interactive process provokes learners’ active participation in the classroom (Brad, John, &
Naeko, 2007). These digital applications entail collaborative writing tasks aiming at developing
learners’ collaboration with the peers, critical and analytical thinking skills and their autonomous
learning (Hughes & Narayan, 2009; Ketih, 2006; Saovapa, 2010). It is note-worthy to mention
here that the result obtained through fulfilling collaborative writing tasks, which are viewed by
the peers, make students more responsible and organized for their writing.
Movies are thought to be one of the outstanding sources in teaching English as a Foreign
Language (Quiang, Hai, & Wolff, 2007; Kelly, 2010; Khoshniyat & Dowlatabadi, 2014).
Compared to course books, movies are mainly seen as a medium that attracts learners’ mind
since they present language naturally (Xhemaili, 2013). They are much more a dynamic medium
than coursebooks, as they provide a rich resource of English language in the context through
being exposed to different native speaker voices in real life situations.
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Movies are considered as the first link to English-speaking culture for many English learners
through being exposed to various features of speech, say, accent, voice, pronunciation, tone,
speech pace and so forth (Webb, 2010; Gruba, 2006). The knowledge of target language culture
is of a great importance while decoding a meaning in reading texts, aiming at writing audience,
producing a speech, which cannot be only obtained through classroom practices. Thus, movies
are believed to be useful in terms of supplying language learners with cultural knowledge and
other paralinguistic features which help them to use the language in context (Guichon &
McLornan, 2008; Sherman, 2003). English learners become more interested and engaged in
writing lessons when movies are implemented in the classroom (Esra & Tjut, 2013). They
provide learners with contextualized new vocabulary and information, which could be
considered as a springboard for collecting some interesting ideas for a writing task (Ergenekon,
2016). As a part of the mass media, movies also improve critical and analytical thinking and
develop new ideas for writing classes (Saeideh & Sepehran, 2014).
The presented dissertation is focused on teaching and learning writing skill in EFL context.
Professional literature proves writing skill to be one of the most daunting skills to acquire for
English as foreign language learners. It is a big challenge to create an extended and welldesigned piece of writing in one’s foreign language (Nunan, 1999). As for many people learning
writing skills seems to be more difficult and arduous than learning the other language
competencies (Abdel, 2010). According to many researchers, EFL learners may face many
difficulties while writing in English in terms of accuracy, fluency, quality, efficiency,
consistency, critical thinking, anxiety, and so forth (Tony, 1993, p. 666; Horwitz, 2008). Hence,
to state thoughts in a written way in a foreign language and to do so with sound coherence and
accuracy is a major success (Elite & Olshtain, 2001). These challenges might be provoked by
different reasons: ill-prepareness in English, lack of background knowledge to generate ideas for
writing, wrong techniques, strategies and motivation level.
Due to the fact, that teaching and learning writing skill has always been very challenging for
students and teachers even in their native language, this research was implemented to develop
EFL learners’ writing proficiency through integrating movies and educational technologies.
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Purpose of the Study
The goal of the dissertation is to work out the most applicabale strategies to sharpen English
writing skill through integrating movies and educational technologies in teaching process. This
study aims to provide the readers with the data that could be productive to enhance learners’
academic performance in writing and increase their motivation level as well. The presented
dissertation aims:
➢ to identify Azerbaijani undergraduate learners’ attitudes towards writing classes and
tracetheir readiness to have movie and technology integrated writing classes;
➢ to measure the impact of movies and educational technologies on students’ academic
achievements in writing;
➢ to develop the model of integrating movies through digital applications in developing
Azerbaijani learners’ writing competence and enhancing their motivation level in writing
lessons.
Sigificance of the Study
The Republic of Azerbaijan is a fast-developing country with its every field. Education in
Azerbaijan is concerned as the area that compromises the fundamentals for the development of
the country and society. Therefore, the government gives a special significance to education, and
the instruction of foreign languages, especially English Language is popular in Azerbaijan. A
relatively high proportion of Azerbaijani people obtain education with the latest technologies and
methods in ELT instruction. Both the educational technologies and movies are used to teach
English language skills in many language schools and institutions in Azerbaijan. Nevertheless,
the application of movies and digital technologies in English language teaching, in particular, in
writing is still not as high as it is desirable in language institutions in Azerbaijan. There is a lack
of efficient use of the digital technologies in writing lessons, and movies are almost not applied
in English writing lessons. Thus, reasons mentioned above makes the topic of my research
significant and urgent for this region.

Novelty
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A large and growing body of literature has investigated the impact of Web 2 technologies on
EFL writing skill (Craig, 2007; Godwin-Jones, 2008). What is more, regardless of the fact that a
considerable amount of research has been carried out upon the integration of movies in teaching
listening and speaking, far too little attention has been paid to movies’ impacts on writing skills
(Baratta & Jones, 2008; Kasper, 2000). The study provides a new experience with teaching and
learning writing skill. The novelty in this dissertation is the combination of the two leading
sources, namely movies and digital technologies for teaching writing lesson. The model of
integrating movies through digital applications in developing Azerbaijani learners’ writing
competence, designed and implemented by the researcher, is innovative itself. The
implementation of this model for developing writing competence has not been investigated in the
country where the experiment was conducted. The originality of the study lies in the fact that it
comprises the data collected from multiple sources, which were interpreted and analyzed
significantly.
Research Questions:
The study is to answer the following researchquestions:
•

What is Azerbaijani undergraduate learners’ level of readiness to have movie and
technology integrated in writing classes?

•

Does the integration of movies and educational technologies in writing classes have a
positive impact on students’ academic achievements in writing?

•

Does the designed model of integrating movies through digital applications in developing
Azerbaijani learners’ writing competence enhance their motivation level in writing
lessons?

Research Hypothesis
The hypotheses of the study are shaped by the following issues:
•

Integration of movies supported by educational technologies enhances EFL
students’ writing skills.

•

The use of movies supported by digital applications in EFL writing classes
increases students’ motivation.
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Research Methods
To measure the hypothesis quantitative methods of research were applied to analyze the
data and qualitative methodology was used to expand the researcher’s knowledge and look at the
issue from different perspectives. The following methods of research have been applied:
➢ literature analysis on the issue under study
➢ questionnaires (Pre-, mid and post-questionnaires)
➢ experiment
➢ knowledge and skills assessment of students participating in the experiment via testing
(pre-test, while-test 1, while test 2, post-test)
➢ Statistical analysis of the findings of questionnaires and test results of the experiment
The research involved five studies. Study 1 meant to shed light on Azerbaijani undergraduate
students’ perceptions towards learning writing in English. To conduct the study, a quantitative
approach was applied through placing the questionnaire on Google Forms. Study 2 examined
students’ readiness to use digital applications and have movies integrated into writing lessons. To
get the required data, the researcher applied the questionnaire. Once learners attitude towards
writing lesson and readiness to use online technology and movies have been measured, the
researcher set an experiment at Qafqaz University, Azerbaijan. Taking their English proficiency
level into account, the classes were chosen both for the control and experimental groups
randomly. After the first two weeks of the experiment, a questionnaire was prepared on
SurveyMonkey, and experimental group students were required to fill the survey. The purpose of
this survey was to determine the learners’ opinion about this innovative approach implemented
in the experiment. The experiment continued for two semesters, one academic year (2015-2016
spring semester and 2016-2017 fall semester). Having finished the experiment, the post-survey
was prepared on SurveyMonkey to figure out the experimental students’ satisfaction level while
integrating movies through digital applications in a writing lesson. Eight students participated in
the interview willingly. The results were analyzed in E-views (statistical forecasting software)
and illustrated in a detailed framework.
Theoretical and Practical Value of the Study
5

The theoretical value of the dissertation deals with the analysis of such issues as cognitive and
metacognitive processes in writing development (Hayes & Flower, 1981; Stewart, Seifert, &
Rolheiser, 2015). Besides, theoretical bases of the study are the analysis of motivation and selfefficacy in term of teaching writing skill (Pajares, Valiante, & Cheong, 2007; Dörnyei & Csizér,
1998; Pajares, Valiante, & Cheong, 2007). The study explores theoretical implications on the use
of themovies are in teaching English as Foreign language writing skills (Dupuy, 2001; Baratta &
Jones, 2008; Kasper, 2000). The presented study addresses the issue of integrating movies in
different stages of writing process to develop 21st century skills. The dissertation highlights the
importance of Web 2 applications in teaching writing to increase thelearners’ motivation level
(Lin, Li, Hung, & Huang, 2014; Eastment, 2005; David & Michelle, 2009). Several studies have
been discussed in alignment with movie and educational technology integration in writing
classes and their impact on students’ academic achievements in written competence (Mirvan,
2013; Champoux & Robert, 2007; Raitman, Augar, & Zhou, 2005; Ketih, 2006).
The practical value of the research mainly deals with the strategies of applying movies and
digital technologies in writing lesson. Different researchers’ experiments were investigated, and
their strategies for using movies and educational technologies have been provided and discussed
in the current dissertation. The model of integrating movies through digital applications in
developing writing competence designed by the researcher is of a great practical value as the
dissertation contains a huge bunk of activities with detailed procedures and practical strategies.
Materials in the appendices (activities, syllabus and so on) are of great importance for EFL
writing teachersas well.It is hoped that the present experiment can be helpful for EFL writing
teachers to renovate their teaching methods and make writing classes more interesting and
motivating. The findings of the research may encourage EFLteachers to apply movies and digital
technologies in their writing lessons. It is believed that the literature review and the results of the
survey and experiment will change EFL teachers mind that apart from listening and speaking,
digital technologies and movies could be applied to writing classes efficiently as well.
Organization of the Chapters
The dissertation involves four chapters. Chapter 1 is an overview of peculiarities while teaching
writing skill, namely importance of the writing skill, the role of the motivation in teaching
writing, strategies and difficulties in teaching writing. Chapter 2 concentrates on the literature
6

review on educational technologies and application of movies in writing classes. Chapter 3 is
about the practical strategies to integrate a digital supported filmic approach in teaching EFL
writing skill. Chapter 4 presents a design of the research, findings, discussions, and limitations of
the studies. The dissertation ends with the conclusion and the recommendation to further studies,
references and appendices.
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CHAPTER 1- LITERATURE REVIEW ON TEACHING WRITING SKILL
TO EFL LEARNERS
Introduction to Chapter 1
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the literature review of previous studies on writing
skills, approaches and strategies to teaching English as a Foreign Language writing skill. The
Chapter also intends to provide data about the important factors that impact the teaching and
learning EFL writing and possible difficulties that learners face while acquiring the writing skill.
Another aim of this chapter is to reflect the opinions and overviews of existing studies and delve
into the results of a number of relevant literature: that is to say, to provide appropriate findings
for the current study.
1.1. Teaching Writing
Since we are human race, from the beginning of human life, we have always had innate desire to
communicate in writing. From the ancient times, people started to sketch on the cave walls to
express their ideas, thoughts, and successes. Being an important vehicle for communication,
writing competence is assigned in many parts of modern life. Children receive written notes from
parents; medical practitioners write prescriptions; technicians write work orders; politicians write
formal talks to the audience; friends text e-mail to each other, and so forth. Thus, writing is
considered as an essential means of communication. Not only has writing been taught and
assessed in educational institutions as a separate subject but it has also been evaluated in
international language assessment exams, say, TOEFL and IELTS (Caswell & Bahler, 2004).
With its complexity and difficulty to acquire, writing is one of the primary language skills.
Barbara (1990) argues that writing is challenging for all language users and it presents difficult
tasks both for native and non-native speakers. Nunan (1999) believes that it is a big challenge to
produce an extended and well-organized piece of writing in one’s second and foreign language.
Abdel (2010) notes that acquiring writing skills appears to be more challenging and exhausting
than learning the other language skills.
Writing is a skill that needs proficiency and knowledge in different areas. Zeliha & Senem
(2014) state that satisfactory writing needs the acquisition of various linguistic competencies,
such as grammatical and lexical knowledge, syntactic expression and a number of planning
8

strategies (style, organization, and rhetoric). In the same vein, Archibald (2001) argues that
together with being a multi-dimensional skill, writing is a complex competence that emerges
from the interaction of the owner's experience, general knowledge, skills and the cognitive
demands of the activity. Similarly, Douglas(2001) noted that it is a process that an author is
required to meet the needs of a particular audience and supply the tools for readers to understand,
comment, and read between the lines to comprehend a message.
The aim of instructing writing as one of the four language skills is to assist the progress of
learners' education, career, and daily communication. It is notable that while writing learners
experiment with words, sentences, and utterances to express their ideas efficiently, which serves
to develop their language competence highly. Writing is also considered as a psychological
demand which supports learners with proof that they are making advancement. In other words,
when EFL learners feel that they can produce successful writing they can see what they learned
in the target language.Shourafa (2012) argues that writing is an essential skill to be taught in
learning English as a foreign language, since it is not only a means of communication where
learners can exchange their ideas and thoughts, but it is, in fact, an imperative to acquire other
language skills (listening, speaking and reading) (Shourafa, 2012).
Like all other language skills, methods and approaches to teach writing competence to foreign
language learners have been created at different time periods and have also emerged different
writing techniques, and various class activities till now (Sangamitra & Mohamed, 2016; Susser,
1994; Raimes, 1991). The main purpose of these changes in the approaches to teach writinghas
beento assist students to write better by helping them in the actual writing process by finding the
cause of students’ problems in making better-written texts. Reid (1993) mentions about three
types of writing approaches; the product approach which pays attention to form, the process
approach which is concerned with the writer, and the genre approach which concentrates on the
reader.
1. 1. 1Apporaches to TeachingWriting
Writing was seen as a product before the improvement of the process approach. Writing
instructors mainly concentrated on the final product of the writing (Douglas, 2001). Linguistic
knowledge rather than linguistic skill was the most crucial part of successful writing. The term
9

‘product’ is chosen since its purpose was to produce right texts. Product writing approach
motivates learners to create an end product which may be connected to a model essay, which was
mainly provided by an instructor (Palpanadan, Salam, & Ismail, 2014).
Pica et al. (1987)state that examination of words, sentences and paragraphs, the use of syntax,
spelling, punctuation, and the style of writing (emphasis, clarity, etc.) are so essential in product
writing. Apart from the use of syntax, product or traditional approach to writing focused on
cohesion, and vocabulary (Pincas, 1982). Hedge (1988) mentions eight component skills that
writers need in product approach: grammar, vocabulary, punctuations, conventions of a layout
(e.g., in a letter), spelling, sentence structure, linking ideas to develop a topic and organizing the
content convincingly. Ken (2003) mentions four stages in product approach; a) familiarized
writing, b) controlled writing, c) guided writing and d) free writing. Familiarization accounts for
preparing learners for actual writing by showing one or other of the skills that are planned to be
practiced. As for Pincas (1982), providing learners with contrasting topics and asking them to
write the differences can be a good example for familiarization stage. Another way of
familiarization stage may be to provide learners with confusing instructions and assign them to
write them in the right order and carry them out. Ken (2003) states that familiarization stage can
be ended with teaching particular vocabulary and grammarvia using a particular context.
Even though practices on this stage concentrate on showing learners the writing they are planned
to write, in the controlled writing stage learners are assigned to practice these exercises
(Albesher, 2012).There are two types of practices in this stage: combining exercises, like joining
word by re-ordering or matching, and substituting practices, which includes imitating items
prepared by the instructor and following the instructor’s instruction. For instance, instructors
may show some paragraphs and then supply them with some words, phrases or sentences that
can be used instead of existing words (Pincas, 1982). Raimes (1985)considers that controlled
composition is a helpful way that provides learners with form and content.
The guided writing stage is seen as a connector between controlled and free writing (Albesher,
2012). In this stage types of practices may also bechanged (Pincas, 1982):
a) completion type - filling in the blanks or matching words with their pictures;
b) reproduction type - re-writing something from personal experience;
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c) comprehension - note-taking,
d) paraphrasing - like shifting a statement from the active voice into passive voice (e.g., ‘I accept
your money - your money was accepted’).
Guided writing lets the learner some freedom in writing, yet this is somehow restricted to
structuring sentences and practices that concentrate on understanding questions and improving
vocabulary (Reid, 1993).
Free writing in the product approach lets learners write freely without stopping which is
sometimes called express writing (Elbow, 1975; Reid, 1993). Free writing is based on the
spontaneity of the learners. Instead of concentrating on the final product and giving feedback, the
learners are concerned with self-discovery and do not pay attention to grammatical or critical
comments. Elbow (1975) held the idea that in free writing not to forget ideas or miss essential
parts learns do not stop even when they make a mistake. On the other hand, this stage does have
some negative sides: learners make lots of errors (grammar, spelling, and vocabulary) and
teachers may not give feedback easily(Elbow, 1975; Pincas, 1982).
Nevertheless, Silver and Leki (2004) argue that the product approach to writing does not give
importance to the aim of written text or the reader. Here the reader is only an instructor and the
class is the context. Albesher (2012)notes that the product approach helps learners to improve
their grammatical accuracy, whereas writing processes, such as brainstorming or outlining are
neglected. It could be concluded that product approach is mainly interested in knowledge
regarding the structural language (Badger & White, 2000).
The process approachadvanced in 1960’s and then it has been applied by English teachers in
their classrooms, thus became popular in the 1970s and 1980s. As is seen by the name, process
approach to writing is different from product approach which focuses on the process but not the
product (Nunan, 1989). According to Nunan (1999), the process which approach concentrates on
the steps intended in preparing a piece of written work, and it is taken into account that no
written text is excellent, but that an author could get closer to perfection merely by first
preparing a rough draft and redesigning alternative drafts of a written text. Writing skill is
believed to be a developmental skill that each learner can favorably experience at different stages
when it is systematically approached (Caswell & Bahler, 2004). Process writing involves some
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stages: pre-writing, drafting, editing (reflecting and revising) and publishing. In the pre-writing
stage before starting to write, the proficient writer decides or plans what is he or she going to
write. In this stage making detailed notes or just writing down some keys points about what will
be written are involved. As for Jeremy (2004), planning stage includes three important issues.
First of all, the writer should know the aim of his\her writing because it will affectthewritten text,
the type of language will be used, not to mention the kind of information will be chosen. Second,
the writer should think of the reader they are writing for, as it will have an impact on the
organization of writing (such as organizing paragraphs) and the language will be used (formal or
informal language). Third, an effective writer ought to think of content and logical order of the
facts, arguments, and opinions. In pre-writing stage ideas are gathered and generated by
brainstorming, questioning, reading and discussion. Drafting stage is the first step that writers
take, in other words, the writer starts to write. This stage can also be called the initial writing as a
draft. Here learners write down their opinions fast into a first draft. Whatever is written in this
stage can be altered later on in other sections. It should not be forgotten that a writer should not
expect to achieve perfection on the first draft. Perhaps much punctuation, grammar, spelling, and
others errors will occur. Of course, these errors will be changed later in the other stages (editing
or revising). Also, different drafts can be produced in different stages until the final version of
the writing. In the stage of revising and editing, the writer checks the first draft to see whether it
meets the needs and general purpose of the writing.

Maybe, the order of the information or

sentences is not correct. Perhaps, some of the provided information is vague or ambiguous.
Grammar and spelling errors can be checked, or maybe some vocabulary can be changed in order
to make writing more beautiful. After the draft writing is read by the owner again if needed,
your draft can be evaluated and examined by other classmates, or a teacher. Suggestions and
opinions of classmates are taken into account. Here learners can form peer editing groups and
edit their writings, for example, grammar can be checked or spelling. Finally, learners’ writing is
shared with each other which can be in different formats; written by hands or computer. Sharing
final version of writing shows the value of learners work and motivates writers (Sangamitra &
Mohamed, 2016; Susser, 1994; Peregoy & Boyle, 2005).
In theprocess of finalizing,the learners are involved to use their mental skills in order to form a
piece of writing. Of course, it is not obligatory for learners and instructors to follow the all stages
in order as illustrated above; however, they can go to any stage whenever needed (Please see the
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table 1.1). In the pre-writing stage, brainstorming can be done about the topic, in this way the
first draft can be organized and written in the drafting stage. In the next period, a view on the
draft would cause its revision before it is eventually analyzed and refined. Once all these
stagesare completed, the final version is ready to be sent to wherever is needed. The final version
of the text can be different from the first plan or first draft. This is due to possible changes that
can be made in the editing process.
In general, the following features can be mentioned about the process approach (Douglas, 2001):
•

The process approach mainly concentrates on the process of writing that ends with the
final product

•

Helps learners to comprehend their composing process

•

Helps learners to build a range of strategies for prewriting (drafting and rewriting)

•

Provides learners with extra time to write several times

•

Places central significance on the process of revision

•

Allows learners find out what they wish to say while writing

•

Provides learners with feedback not only at the end of the writing but also during the
process almost in every stage

•

Allows learners to get feedback from both the teacher and classmates

•

Involves individual conferences between instructor and learner during the writing
process.

Nevertheless, Douglas(2001) notes that there should be a balance between product and process in
writing. Since writing is a composing process and mainly demands several drafts before efficient
product, instructors should make sure that learners are guided carefully via appropriate stages in
the process of writing. This involves teachers’ careful attention as a guide and who gives
feedback. Instructor ought to make learners understand that it is worth to make an effort on every
stage since is leading up to final product. Nevertheless, although in the process writing stages
(brainstorming, editing, and so on) are significant, an instructor should not stick to the same
stage more than is needed because the product of the well-organization is not less significant
than its stages. The following table designed by the researcher illustrates the difference between
a product and a process approach.
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Table 1. 1Comparison of Process and Product Writing
Process writing

Product writing

•

sample texts may be for comparison

•

sample texs are for imitation

•

views as starting point

•

•

more than a single draft

views’ organisation more crucial than
views themselves

•

more global, focuses on purpose, theme,
text type, i.e., reader is emphasised

•

just a single draft

•

features highlighted including controlled
practice of those features

•
•

individual type of work
focuses on the final product

•

collaborative type of work

•

focuses on the process

The genre approach, on the other hand, has flourished as a cure approach to the limitations of the
process approach, which lets learners discover the recurring writing rules and structures for
themselves by experimenting and investigation (Hyejeong, 2012). According to Swales (1990),
the genre approach accommodates a class of communicative actions, the members of which use
some set of communicative reasons in common with others.
A genre-based approach to writing emphasized the relationship between text genres and their
contexts. The main purpose here was to assist learners to become better participants in their
professional and academic world and their larger communities as well (Luu, 2011).
As regards the instructor’s role in genre approach, they ought to discuss the specific genre with
the learners at the beginning of the lesson, and then the learners can continue and accomplish
their written work by themselves (Albesher, 2012).
Although there are some similarities between genre and the product approaches like focusing on
linguistic knowledge, the main concentration in this approach on writing is about different social
contexts, such as, economics, medicine or politics that can be used in different situations like
writing articles or reports (Badger & White, 2000). Hyland (2003) argues that the main attention
in this approach is not only about writing but about writing something to get a specific need or
reason, say, describing the technical procedure.
According to Tony and Brice(2004), the genre approach involves numerous contexts and moves
from writing general essays to more specific essays. Also, in genre-based aproach the context
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moves from school-sponsored writing to the real world context. Although the general essays
include writing in the classroom, in testing situations or in laboratories, the particular essays can
involve various genres: for example, doctoral narratives, care plans, business or personal letters,
research proposals, research article publications and textbooks
Nonetheless, some researchers have negative viewpoints about the genre approach. For instance,
Kay and Dudley-Evans(1998) sates that ‘the genre-based approach is restrictive, especially in the
hands of unimaginative teachers, and this is likely to lead to lack of creativity and de-motivation
in the learners and it could become boring and stereotyped if overdone or done incorrectly’ (p.
311).
1.2 The Role of Cognitive-Oriented Strategies in Teaching Writing
Writing is frequently used as a record of speech when a student (if one) newly starts to learn any
foreign language. Learners are asked to write the information that they hear during the
communication process. Moreover, students might be asked to describe one of their friends after
being taught descriptive adjectives. Then the teacher might examine student’s way of using
identified vocabularies, descriptive adjectives, possessive pronouns, etc (Horwitz, 2008). This
kind of writing does not involve very much problem solving, the use of academic language, or
organization. Learners just learn how they would answer and what they would say if someone
asked them to describe a friend, perhaps, proofread the efforts they made. If we do not take
proofreading section into account, beginning foreign language writing can be likened to the kind
of writing which is used at an early learning stage of school children to foster the improvement
of oral language (Horwitz, 2008).When learners are required to write essays and any extended
academic papers under controlled practice, the process of writing becomes more purposeful.
Thus, even though learners might start learning writing through putting their opinions into
papers, academic writing requires planning, organizing, analyzing and synthesizing thoughts,
gathering data and presenting them in a cohesive and persuasive manner. In addition, it can be
seen as a problem-solving task rather than a simple communication. Hyland (2003)notes that
writing process is mental operation as writers are searching for solutions to different problems.
Thus, the writing process is a complex cognitive task which involves a series of process and
strategies.
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It should be stated that an academic writing is not only about grammatical and lexical knowledge
(Weigle, 2002; Hyland K. , 2003). Alongside with the linguistic knowledge, the key to producing
successful writing or essays depends on the variety and a number of cognitive and strategies and
on the preparation of the strategies for obtaining ideas or for revising what type of writing has
been produced (Abbasian & Heydarpour, 2016; Ridhuan & Abdullah, 2009).
Cognitive strategies help learners to process, transform, and create information to help them
performing complicated tasks, through the use of the language efficiently and engaging actively
"in the knowledge acquisition process" (McCrindle & Christensen, 1995, p. 170)
Studies show that the unsuccessful writers seldom apply cognitive strategies in classroom review
and tend to use rote memorization, repetition of spelling words (Olivares-Cuhat, 2002; Sasaki,
2002). In terms of the relationship of strategy use and proficiency level, many researchers had
similar findings that high proficiency learner used strategy use more frequently than those in the
lower proficiency levels (Khalil, 2005; Lee, 2003).
Moreover, a certain number cognitive-oriented studies have also determined that successful
writers use more efficient planning and revising strategies than inexperienced writers and
concluded that the writers, who use well-designed writing strategies, display better in the
language achievement practices were assigned to them. (Hayes & Flower, 1981; Sasaki, 2000)
Hayes and Flower (1980) presented a model of skilled writers in which cognitive processes
formeda major component. These included three basic processes: planning (learners build an
internal representation of the information which is likely to be used in writing); translating plans
(bringing opinions into seeable language); and reviewing (editing the text).
In Hayes and Flower’s (1980) model planning stage in itself has three sub-sections which are
generating ideas, organizing, and goal-setting. In the act of generating ideas learners bring
relevant information back from their old memory. Organizing lets writers scaffold their ideas
meaningfully which is also significant for creative thinking because in sub-process of organizing
different ideas (which are together) create new concepts. In goal-setting,” goals lead a writer to
generate ideas; those ideas lead to new, more complex goals which can then integrate content
and purpose.”(p, 373).
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BytranslatingHayes and Flower(1981) do not mean translating one language from another
language. The term translating here is explained as transforming separate thoughts, vocabulary
and perhaps grammar into special requirements of written English language.
Reviewing in Hayes and Flowers’ (1981) model is divided into two parts namely; evaluating and
revising. These sub-processes can be done at any time during the writing process. A writer can
evaluate and edit a written work at any stage of the writing process which may “frequently lead
to new cycles of planning and translating (p, 374).”
Additionally, monitoring is discussed in Hayes (1981) model and stated that while learners
compose their work they can monitor their progress and process. It enables learners to be aware
of their work, for instance, when writers move from one process to another. Monitoring
strategies are deliberately done by learners to check, monitor and evaluate their performance to
finish the task successfully (Abbasian & Heydarpour, 2016).
Apart from cognitive factors, many researchers focus on the role of the metacognition in
improving the writing skill. Briefly, metacognition can be understood as learners’ think about
thinking (King, 2004). Metacognitive strategies refer to students' global skills and knowledge
about cognition for helping them raise their self-awareness, direct their own learning, and
monitor their own progress. In other words, it is motacognitive act that helps learners to choose
an appropriate cognitive strategy. Schmidt (2001) considers them as a conscious process used by
learners to control their language learning. The literature demonstrates that metacognition is
made up of several various mental procedures, Stewart et al. (2015), for example, discusses
metacognitions’ six components: (a) identifying your need; (b) looking for steps that will meet
your needs; (c) identifying a strategy about how you will take steps (d) choosing a mental
representation of knowledge; (e) allocating resources; and (f) solution monitoring.
In terms of writing, metacognition is concerned with how learners comprehend their writing
processes and how they adapt their processes to evolving needs. To get successful writing,
regardless of the level, writers rely on some tactics or strategies that are mainly considered
metacognitive. Also, an excellence of strategies will automatically affect the quality of the
learners writing (Connor, 2007). Nightingale (1988) notes that writing requires metacognition
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abilities based on the purpose of the writing task, the ability to analyze and address the needs of
the readers, fluency with the design and demand of their discipline, and the need to comprehend
the structure of information within an involved discipline. Hence, increasing learners’ capacity of
metacognition would affect their writing positively.
Cognitive-oriented writing strategies are presented as rational and organized, belonging to the
control level of the mind (Hayes J. R., 2000). They are deliberate and typically involve the
imposition of order onto a series of disparate tasks. However, Stewart et.al (2015) mentions
emotional factors those promote or impair the use of cognitive-oriented strategies. Emotional
factors in this work are motivation (self-efficacy) and anxiety will be discussed in further
sections of the dissertation.
According to Rodríguez(2014), cognitive and metacognitive strategies have always been
together. The difference between these strategies is that the cognitive process is used to support
improvement in the process of learning and the metacognition act is used to monitor and control
learning. Indeed, cognitive and metacognitive strategies are not separable from each other; they
function together while the subject is doing any task (Cook, 2008)
When it comes to a particular writing strategy, since there are numerous types and purposes for
writing, it is hard to deal with only one foreign language writing process and strategy.Yet it
should not be forgotten that not an even most experienced writer can begin writing without
pausing since successful writing requires thinking (Horwitz, 2008). Therefore, there should be at
least some steps (perhaps flexible) for EFL writing learners to follow.
Scrivener (2011) states that a strategy to teach writing may be primarily putting a writing task
and asking the students to do it (as it may be a home task) later compiling it and marking it.
However, (Scrivener, 2011) draws out attention on the gap in the diagram below between setting
the task and compiling it (Please see Figure. 1.1).
Figure 1. 1Setting a writing task

Set writing practice
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Collect
Grade
(taken from Scrivener, 2011, p. 236)

Scrivener (2011) argues that the hard writing work appears here in the gap - shown above–
oftentimes teachers cannot do something to help the student improve as it is done at home.
Believing the idea that writing is mainly an individual task (different writers may approach
writing differently) some instructors rightly may consider that there is not a single typical type of
writing process and strategy. Nevertheless, there are a few steps that can be given as an example
of how to become a better writer. Initially, instructors ought to encourage and help learners to
follow preparatory steps before produced text. The other one may be being more mindful of the
process of preparation; as a result, it may be done individually and unsupervised in the future.
Although there is not a typical method for planning classroom writing, Scrivener (2011)
recommends teachers some of the following sample strategies which would help learners to
write:
Table 1. 2 Plan for In-Class Writing Task
1

Bring out the topic

Get students alerted, perhaps by reading a text (article, advert, etc.)
or showing pictures, making a discussion on some key problems,
etc.

2

Introduce and sum up the Make sure that students have already understood what they are
primary writing task

supposed to do. Genre should be clear for them (letter? Magazine
article?), who and what they are writing. Avoid pointless text for no
exact audience.

3

Get ideas by brainstorming

With small groups: speak and take notes. With whole class: use the
board for getting as many ideas as possible.

4

Quick-write

In order to avoid “blank page” terror and get ideas flowing is to
“fast-write” them.
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5

Choose and refuse ideas

What can be left out?

6

Sort and order ideas

Start to plan structure of text by sequencing ideas

7

Decide on exact requirements: How is the text to be arranged? Are there any specific

8

layout, style, data, etc.

requirements?

Focus on helpful samples

Co-operate with students by giving them model texts like what they
are writing. Focus on theme, content, arrangement, language use,
etc.

9

Arrange the text

Make notes, cut-up cards for beginning to plan a potential shape for
the text.

10

Get feedback

Useful comments/approaches could be made by students, or you in
different points. This may be helpful for content, message, etc.

11

Draft a rough text

Often it helps students to prepare draft version before the final text.
By doing so, they have a chance of getting feedback from readers

12

Rearrange

Each text is examined carefully by the students themselves in
different aspects

13

Prepare final text

Students write the final text based on feedback

14

Ready for the audience!

Get other students to respond to the text in more real ways instead
of just ‘marking’ the text.
(taken from Scrivener, 2011, p. 237)

The studies presented thus far provide evidence that writing strategies are generally mental
operations, so strategies in writing are cognitive-oriented in general.

Cognitive and

metacgognitive strategies are of a great value and they play a significant role in English writing
proficiency. Regarding typical strategies for writing it could be said that depending on the major
principles and theories in teaching writing, teachers can develop their own strategy to teach
writing or different researchers or teachers’ strategies can be used. In the following sub-chapter,
emotional factors (motivation-self efficacy) will be discussed in teaching writing.
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1.3 The Role of Motivation in Teaching Writing
The term motivation has come to be used to refer to a willingness to do something, or
something that causes such willingness(Cambridge Dictionaries, 2008). Motivation is the
power that forces us to do activities, and it is also an internal energy that stimulates, guides, and
preserves things regularly (Guerid, 2015). Motivation is a crucial factor in giving a reason for the
success or failure of any hard job (Alizadeh, 2016). It is a motive power that awakens, starts, or
stimulates action. According to Pourhosein et al. (2012), the accomplishment of any activity is
based on the range to which a person made an attempt and his motivation. Mainly individuals
refer to this psychological aspect–the stimuli that trigger the action –as motivation. Rehman et al.
(2014) noted that apart from being an intrinsic part in the accomplishment of any goal,
motivation is a crucial factor that has a beneficial impact on any educational process. Even,
concerning foreign language learning, Al-Ghamdi (2014) claims that what stands out as the most
crucial factor in the general process of language learning is a students’ motivation and wish to
acquire it. Motivation determines how ready and willing learners are to get more information to
increase their ability to understand, speak, and write the foreign language (Engin, 2009).
Motivation supports students with a target and direction to pursue. Hence, it has a crucial role in
language learning. Because of the insufficient motivation, some hardships may occur for
students. Without a wish to learn, it is very tough for students to obtain an impressive education
(Alizadeh, 2016). Similarly, Dörnyei & Csizér (1998) argue that since motivation is in charge of
accomplishment in language learning, without sufficient motivation, even students with special
abilities might not be able to achieve such objectives, even if they are supported by curriculum
and instructors.
Gardner (1985), however, sees motivation from a different perspective and points out that it
refers to the mixture of effort to obtain the objective of learning the language and desirable
manner against acquiring the language. Attempt alone does not show motivation.
In his detailed investigation into motivation, Dörnyei (2001) stated that motivation is a
significant factor in successful language learning and is a vital factor in longmonotonous
learning process. That is to say, motivation is not stable, and language teachers can make
attempts eagerly to enhance students’ motivation. Williams & Burden (1997) argue that each
single foreign language learner’s motivation is affected by both external conditions which are
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related to the social environment of the student and internal factors which are related to the
learners’ desire.
As is discussed in the previous sections, writing has been considered as one of the most
challenging language skills by many researchers (Barbara, 1990; Nunan, 1999; Abdel, 2010).
That is why to promote writing skills many educators conducted a study on the influence of
motivation on writing skill (Julia & Fiona, 2007; Shourafa, 2012; Pajares, Valiante, & Cheong,
2007). Commenting on motivation and writing Lipstein & Renninger (2007) state that if the
motivation for writing fosters, that motivation will almost certainly enable learners to participate
in the class activities, set a target, and use learning (cognitive and metacognitive) strategies that
ought to improve their writing skills.
Deneme (2011) conducted a qualitative research at ELT Department of Tourism at a university
in Turkey. Believing that motivation increases writing performance of students, she suggested a
lesson model to prove the link between motivation and learners’ positive performance. Twentythree freshman students (13 girls and 10 boys) of tourism department chosen randomly were
involved in the lesson. The study is believed to offer a useful model for instructors who wish to
enhance learners’ motivation in English as a foreign language writing classes. The model lesson
was prepared to take various points and features of content-based teaching into consideration.
The model started with a warm-up stage, motivating the learners and attracting their attention to
the topic. Next, she applied the pre-writing stage involving class in discussion tasks. Then the
informative slides about the topic were demonstrated, and the learners gathered information from
the slides so as to add them to their writing. Finally, students were assigned to do the writing
activity where they did the task in groups of three. After completing writing, learners read their
works loudly and received feedback from teacher and classmates. Subsequently, a role-play
activity was applied by learners as a post-writing task. Apart from post-writing activity, a
speaking was integrated into the writing tasks, and at the end, the learners were given homework.
As a result, to assess learners’ motivation and satisfaction an interview was conducted. The
response from the interviewees was positive, and the researcher reached the following main
results:
-

Highly motivated learners attended the practices a long period.
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-

Motivation caused learners to be more attentive while performing writing practices; this
viewpoint also supported Crookes & Schmidt’s (1991) argument which suggested that
there is a close link between motivation and attention.

-

Motivated learners appeared to enjoy the writing class and took part successfully in
writing practices, interacting with each other and taking notes.

-

Motivation also influenced learners’ written products and performed well during the
lesson. When the writings were assessed, they were accurate regarding sentence structure
and semantic in general.

Another important investigation into the correlation between motivation and writing skill was
carried out byNasihah & Cahyono(2017)in Indonesia with 100 eleven-grade students from high
school. It was concluded that there is a significant relationship between motivation and writing
achievement and successful writers were more motivated.The researchers also noted that
“teachers’ negligence on the important role of motivation may lead to students’ lack of
enthusiasm in writing which in turn affect their writing achievement” (p. 258). Also, it was
recommended that when teaching writing EFL teachers should consider encouraging students
and raising their motivation.
Besides this, Zimmerman & Kitsantas (2007) draw our attention to self-motivation and note that
to be a proficient writer requires more than learning vocabulary and grammar, it is based on
rather high levels of self-motivation since writing tasks are mainly self-initiated, self-planned,
and self-sustained. Similarly, Pajares et al. (2007) point out that learners’ self-confidence in their
writing abilities positively depended on motivation variables ‘such as writing self-concept, selfefficacy for self-directed learning, the perceived value of writing, and strength of task goal
orientation’ (p. 157).Self-efficacy, for instance, is defined as individual belief whether one can
achieve any task (Bandura, 1995). As for the writing skill, higher belief in someone’s ability to
perform successful writing motivates the use of greater writing strategies, which also relates to
metacognition. In other words, self-efficacy refers to whether or not learners believe that they
can complete a writing practice that they are assigned, and if or not they feel confident that they
have chosen right tactics. Thus, it could be stated that self-efficacy directly or indirectly
correlates with successful writing outcomes.
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Addressing the link between writing, interest, and self-efficacy (in other words internal
motivation) in the production and improvement of the written works, Hidi et al. (2002)
conducted a research. The intervention involved classroom arguments, identifying the features of
a discursive text, and drafting a text also in small groups. The purpose of the study was to foster
junior writers’ beliefs and interests by using some authentic writing practices. The study
recruited 180 sixth graders who were asked to fulfill a survey about interest in writing generally,
and concerning different text genres and on their writing skill. Outcomes indicated that there was
a remarkable improvement in the production of the discursive text. Moreover, it was seen that
working in small groups caused to develop learners’ performance, in particular, boys. The
emotionally positive environment fostered learners’ motivation and self-confidence in their
writing skills. Students’ genre-specific liking and self-efficacy of writing were found to be
closely associated and related to the interest and motivation in writing. The study affirmed that
the motivational and emotional factors of writing are able to foster argumentative writing and
help learners to consider themselves as writers.
The literature review presented in this section suggests that motivational factors play important
role in the process of teaching writing. In particular, motivational factors promote cognitive and
metacognitive strategies (planning, organizing, editing), foster lexical and grammatical
knowledge, improve learners’ attention (long term as well), interaction and note taking.

1.4 Learner Difficulties in Writing Classes
“The ability to express one’s ideas in writing in a second or foreign language and to do so with
reasonable coherence and accuracy is a major achievement; for many native speakers of English
never truly master skill” (Elite & Olshtain, 2001, p. 26). Expressing one’s thoughts in a written
way in a native language is not easy, and when this process is in another language, it is much
more challenging. A number of researchers in their studies investigated the difficulties and
possible hardships that foreign language learners may face while learning writing skills. In
general, researchers point out that L2 language learners have problems with quality, fluency,
accuracy, structure and morphosyntactic features. For instance, Moragne (1989) in his study
noted that composing a foreign writing was apparently challenging and is not effective as in L1.
In addition to this, Skibniewsk (1986) states that many English language writing learners may
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have difficulty in planning their essays. Tony (1993) points out that fluency is another problem
in L2 writing, say, L2 writings contain fewer and shorter words. Other researchers noted that in
terms of lexico-semantics, L2 writers had more errors regarding verbs, prepositions, nouns, and
articles (Tony, 1993; Benson, 1980). Tony (1993) in his article noted that L2 writers are less
proficient about reporting of conditions, less defining, and less exemplifying and they do not
support their positions fully. In general terms, Tony argues that L2 writing is “less efficient in
quality, less complex, less mature and less stylistically appropriate, less consistent and academic
with regard to language, style, and tone” (Tony, 1993, p. 666).
Douglas(2001) suggestions that are concerning the sub-skills of writing can be taken into
consideration while helping to avoid difficulties in teaching and learning:
-

Make orthographic patterns and graphemes of English;

-

Create a common and appropriate core of words and create adequate word order patterns;

-

Convey a specific meaning in various grammatical forms;

-

Use appropriate grammatical forms such as tense, agreement, patterns, and rules;

-

Make use of the cohesive device in writing text;

-

Connection between events, main idea, controlling ideas, exemplifications, and so on should
be conveyed.

Horwitz (2008) identified some possible difficulties of L2 writing regarding teaching methods,
motivation, anxiety, critical thinking, the and so forth and offered some recommendations. They
are as follow:
First and foremost, teachers many times do not have realistic expectations for writing. Some of
the new teachers feel surprised and disappointed at their students’ writing ability. Many students
even most talented in oral communication can write in novice level, as written language must be
more organized and explicit than oral. One thing also should be remembered that students can to
use a single word or single phrases in conversation, but that written text requires using full
sentences. Moreover, novice writers make basic structure errors frequently and will continue to
make mistakes even in structures which you have “corrected” before. Thus, teachers should have
realistic expectations for writing. Often teachers forget that learners’ intelligence is different and
they use the same type of activities which may not be suitable for all learners. Therefore, using
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different type of writing activities would be in beneficial.Many times, learners also do not have
realistic expectations about writing. As students have much more time when writing rather than
when speaking, they will try to translate the patterns into L1. However, try to prevent these
translations and explain to students that they should think in English. They should understand
that the ideas they will express in a foreign language will not be as sophisticated as in the
nativelanguage. Therefore, teachers should facilitate students to develop realistic expectations
about writing. Some students are not capable of organizing their ideas before writing. In this
case, help students to have brainstorming and outlining ideas before beginning to write. You can
give pre-writing activities to remind students what they have already learned. It can be helpful
for them. Sometimes students do not know what to include into their writings. Show the specific
methods of writing genre. Give them clear guidelines about important components of writing.
For instance, if their task is to write a for and against essay, explain to them how to begin with an
introductory paragraph, then write for and against opinions in the body and to conclude the ideas
later on in conclusion part. It is better to show them some essay samples. Also, it can be
challenging to work alone for L2 writing students. In fact, we use group working in oral rather
than writing. Nevertheless, in writing lesson with small groups, students will be able to express
them clearly since they can gain ideas from each other and at the end will comprehend the topic
better.
Because of differences in writing conventions or restricted literacy of L1, many students will fail
to organize written task and find appropriate ideas to write. In order to improve students writing
ability, give them authentic reading material that contains similar sentence structures, patterns,
etc. they have learned in writing class. It helps them to find out how to write and they get to
practice with the writing that they will need in academic classes.
One of the greatest problems is critical thinking in writing. Many writing learners lack critical
thinking skills. Give them questions which can trigger their critical thinking. If students do not
know what to write and how to make an outline, provide them with some guide questions. When
they have responded these questions, they will produce a draft of the assignment subconsciously.
Another problem is that learners are not informed about how to use useful dictionary strategies.
Discussing using dictionaries and different writing strategies with them would be better.
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Steward et al. (2015) draw our attention to anxiety and claim that asan emotional factor it plays
an important in learning writing. By anxiety simply they refer to the fear of failure which is
believed to be occurring from lack of self-efficacy. However, anxiety seems to be negatively
connected to self-efficacy, which means those who have low self-efficacy are more tend to
witness stress and anxiety, and this feeling does not affect learners’ written work positively.
Many researchers note that defeating anxiety is a crucial strategy to improve the writing skill.
Anxiety also is thought to cause other negative effects such as feelings those are unpleasant,
tension and nervousness and some other unproductive writing approaches (e.g., avoidance,
withdrawal, and procrastination). Other studies demonstrated a close link between learners`
writing anxiety and grades obtained in writing lessons. In early studies, Powers, Cook, and
Meyers (1979) noted that some learners with low levels of writing anxiety were obviously not
successful writers. Fowler and Ross (1982) reported that highly anxious learners were more
likely to obtain low grades in writing classes. Additionally, many students do not feel
comfortable to write about their feelings and thoughts in their native language; thus, they may
not want deal with the additional difficulty of writing in a foreign language requires much more
responsibility and knowledge. Hence, teachers should advise students to brainstorm with others
or encourage students to divide paragraph into small parts. Unfortunately, sometimes teachers
make students feel anxious. It is better to avoid telling them this kind of assignment is hard to
write and try to give them correction feedback for errors kindly.
Horwitz (2008) also mention that as writing is process-oriented which takes students’ time and
requires attention it can be boring to them. For this reason, it is better to motivate learners to
consider writing as a process and build revision into writing tasks.
Collectively, based on the above - discussed studies in this sub-section, one may suppose that L2
writers face linguistic, cognitive and emotional difficulties in their writings. As regards the
linguistics, L2 writers may have lexical (such as the relationship of words), grammatical (e.g.,
sentence structure, prepositions) and fluency problems (natural flow) problems. Turning to
cognitive difficulties, L2 writers are in general not satisfactory in writing cohesive essays and in
planning their works. The last but not least emotional factors such as anxiety and lack of selfefficacy have been discussed to affect writings of L2 learners negatively. The current sub-chapter
also provided some suggestions from the researchers in order to handle hardships of L2 writers.
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1.5 Conclusion to Chapter 1
In view all that has been mentioned so far, there seems to be some evidence to indicate that
successful writing requires the acquisition of several linguistic skills, say, grammatical and
lexical knowledge, syntactic expression and several organization strategies. Either it is a native
or non-native speaker, to produce successful writing is challenging. In particular, for L2 writers
it is not easy to express thoughts in a written way academically. Foreign language writing
learners face challenges regarding general quality, fluency, accuracy, and other sub-skills (e.g.,
orthographic patterns). The findings of previous studies have shown that there are three main
types of writing approaches; the product approach which gives significance to form; the process
approach which focuses on the several stages teaching writing skills and focuses on the writer;
and the genre approach which concentrates on the reader in general. Educators and language
instructors emphasize a number of stages such as brainstorming, composing ideas, writing the
first draft, revising, producing a second draft and so on. Still, there is not a single or the best
approach for teaching English as a foreign language writing skill. Furthermore, motivation has
been found to be one of the significant factors in teaching writing to a speaker of other
languages. Motivated learners enjoy writing class and take part in the lesson eagerly, and
motivation is also believed to help learners be more attentive.
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CHAPTER 2- THE IMPACT OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES AND
MOVIES ON TEACHING WRITING
Introductionto Chapter 2
This chapter presents a theoretical foundation for the current study. Initially, the chapter will
focus on providing an overview of educational technologies and the integration of contemporary
educational technologies into EFL writing process. It investigates and reflects different studies
concerning the use of the Web 2 technologies in writing classes. Itis also devoted to providing a
detailed overview of the application of movies in EFL classes, in particular, writing instruction.
The last section of thechapter intends to provide opposing viewpoint about the filmic approach in
English Language Teaching.
2.1. Definition and Historical Development of Educational Technologies
2.1.1 Defining Educational Technologies
The term “educational technology” has always been difficult to define. Describing educational
technology has been not only unstable but also complicated until today due to the constant
technological development and its effect on the education process (Luppiccini, 2005; Stošić,
2015; Joseph & Maria, 2014). What is more, since the availability of technological devices
(such as computers, smart boards and so on) for education cannot be found in early years,
definitions and commentaries for educational technologies may not be appropriate for all time
periods(Ahmad, 2015).
One main reason why the term educational technology is misconstrued is that the term
“technology” has been used in different meanings which caused heated debates among scholars
(Solomon, 2000). Luppicini (2005)states that while describing educational technologies, it is
essential to differentiate how the term “technology” is employed. For instance, Solomon (2000)
interpreted “technology” as the systematic application of all sources of organized knowledge
(e.g., literature, science, the arts). On the contrary, Lakhana (2014) argues that employment of
the term “technology” may simply refer to the application of mechanical(e.g., DVDs, computers)
and material (e.g., books) tools used in education. He also states that “technology” can pertain to
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processes and systematic ways of thinking in the educational process. Luppiccini(2005)defines
educational technology as:
..a goal oriented problem-solving systems approach utilizing tools, techniques,
theories, and methods from multiple knowledge domains, to: (1) design,
develop, and evaluate, human and mechanical resources efficiently and
effectively in order to facilitate and leverage all aspects of learning, and (2)
guide change agency and transformation of educational systems and practices
in a view to contribute to influencing change in society.(p. 108)

Lipuccini (2005) also notes that the term “technology” should be perceived as (a) a process or
organization of knowledge and (b) material construction.
UNESCO defines educational technology as: “the development, application, and evaluation of
systems, techniques, and aids to improve the process of human learning” (Sampath, A, &
Santhanam, 2007, p. 31). From the definition, it is apparent that educational technologies are not
perceived just as gadgetry in education but also as a process of learning.
An academic association AECT (The Association for Educational Communications and
Technology) defines educational technologies as: “the study and ethical practice of facilitating
learning and improving performance by creating, using, and managing appropriate technological
processes and resources” (AETC, 2008, p. 1; Richey, 2008). Reiser & Dempsey (2012) stated in
their book that the definition of AECT in 2008 focuses on helping learners acquire theoretical
knowledge and also apply the new skills and information they have gained. They also maintain
that technological processes in the definition should be seen as the processes involved in the
organized implementation of scientific and other systematic knowledge to an accomplished
practical task. Technological resources can be viewed as hardware and software tools, such as
pictures, videos, computer programs, DVD player and so forth.
Nevertheless, in his analysis of Educational Technologies, Kinshuk (2013) points out that with
the massive growth of computers in academia in the latter half of last century and the emergence
of the Internet in education in the nineties, educational technology has become synonymous
withcomputer-based or online education. In the same vein Lakhana (2014) noted in his work that
in recent U.S. government publications, articles related to ET (educational technologies) in ERIC
the term “educational technology” was used in the meaning of hard technology, especially
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computer systems rather than methods, theories or practices. Moreover, among 199 peerreviewed journal articles published in 2012 and indexed under the ERIC thesaurus descriptor,
“educational technology” of 199 articles, it was found that 166 (83%) seems to use the term in
the sense of hard technology, in particular, computer system.
Regardless of the fact that it is not easy to give a single clear description to what educational
technology is there is a common consensus among scholars and researchers that educational
technologies assist in the improvement of teaching and learning process.
The definitions and commentaries for ET presented thus far provide evidence that educational
technologies are considered as material (book, DVD, computer) and non-material (methods,
processes and techniques) which have been used in the educational processes, and been an
integral part of teaching and learning. Contemporary understanding of ET (Educational
technologies) also refers to hardware (e.g., computers, smart boards and so on) and software
(e.g., websites) technologies. Nevertheless, apart from perceiving the term Educational
Technology as methods or techniques, throughout this dissertation the term “educational
technology” will be mainly used refer to an online digital technology.
2.1.2 Historical Development of Educational Technologyfrom Slate Board to Smart
Board
In a broad sense, the integration of technologies in the educational process is not a new idea
(Dudeney & Hockly, 2007). Technologies which are integrated into the educational process are
pre-mechanical and mechanical. Pre-mechanical technologies are tools such as quill, ink, paper,
pictures, chalk and so on. Mechanical technologies, however, are considered technologies like
radios, tape recorders, PCs and other mechanical and electronic devices (Catherine, John, &
Peggy, 2010). In the late 1830s, before electronic and digital tools were invented, slate boards,
for example, were earliest technologies integrated into the classrooms (Schifter & Stewart,
2010). Slate boards were book-sized and were used to practice language arts, handwriting,
spelling and math almost in all schools as a technology. Initially, small rocks were used to write
on the slate boards, which were replaced by chalks later. They have serviced in educational
institutions for about two hundred years (Schifter & Stewart, 2010). Slate boards were followed
by chalkboards or blackboards which are still used in educational institutions all around the
world.
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In 1920s technologies which serviced student-teacher interactions were called media as well. As
a technology flat pictures, models, exhibits, charts, maps, graphs, stereographs, stereopticon
slides, and motion pictures were used in the classrooms (Reiser & Dempsey, 2012). They were
considered innovative technologies in the early years of 20th century. The British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC) started broadcasting educational radio programs for schools in the 1920s. In
1924, BBC broadcasted the first education radio programs for adults about ‘Insects in Relation to
Man’(Bates, 2005).
Starting from 1930 an overhead projector was introduced as an additional tool for educating
learners.Transparent sheets were used with the overhead projector. It was possible to write on the
sheets with a marker and clean quickly. Written texts were reflected on a screen in the classroom
(Haran, 2015).Tape recorders, TVs, computer laboratories, and videos have been used in the
educational process since 1960. Tape recorders have broadly been used in teaching English as a
foreign language in many countries around the world.
The concept of technology in education was understood as a written medium like a pen, book,
paper, chalk, and others which have been used to improve teaching and learning. However, in the
late 20thcentury, electronic media dominated print media with CDROMs, DVDs, word
processing, e-mail and the Internet (Picciano, 2006). Computer-based materials were integrated
into the educational processes in the 1980s. Since 1990 with great evolution the internet has
been implemented in educational processes around the world (Dudeney & Hockly, 2007). It is
worth to say that online technologies changed the nature of teaching and learning processes.
Today one of the educational technologies is Smart board, and it is not surprising to see it in the
classrooms anymore. Smart boards replaced slate boards, chalkboards, maps, images, radios,
overhead projector, CDs, tape recorder and many other educational technologies. They have the
functions of PCs and touchscreen monitor as well. Additionally, availability to go on the internet
makes it as a leading educational technology. Modern technologies, like Smart boards, the
internet and so on are now a crucial part of education and innovations are being integrated into
classes without stopping to make teaching better (Schifter & Stewart, 2010).
2.2 The Importance of Educational Technologies in Teaching English Language
The significant advancement in ICT technologies made them an inseparable part of human being.
Information and communication technologies strongly affect our lifestyle, the way we
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communicate, have fun, learn something, work and even they affected our beliefs and thoughts.
In a short time, modern technology has spread every sphere of our life and keeps continuing
increasingly. Particularly, the internet is one of the most leading parts of business, education
mass media and other areas across the globe. It is impossible to dream up the world without ICT
technologies. For instance, almost everyone from children to adults has an account in social
networking websites such as Facebook, Instagram, and so on.
Indeed, whatever becomes popular in people’s life is normal to be brought into the classroom
environment (Aliyev & Ismayilova, 2017, p. 2). Therefore, ICT technologies almost with its
advancement have been integrated into the educational process in order to enhance the quality of
education. Even some standards were prepared by some organizations, such as ISTE
(International Society for Technology in Education) in order to provide leadership and service to
the educational process in term of using technology effectively (Catherine, John, & Peggy,
2010).
Also, the integration of ICT technologies into EFL classes has always been extensively
contemplated subject among the linguists and educators. Their uses are believed to have many
benefits for the learners in EFL classrooms. Since ICTs provide learners with many
opportunities, thanks to them lessons become more engaging and comfortable. Information and
communication technologies with the internet, promote learner autonomy and let English
learners practice and use the language. Apart from this, computer technologies enable English
learners to assess and evaluate themselves and get feedback. The use of digital technologies help
students to acquire the language at their own pace or learners can join any online group which
can make the learning environment more enjoyable (Alsied & Pathan, 2013).
ICTs present the EFL learners with a gateway to several practices for developing their language
abilities. The use of a computer as a listening device is argued to be one of the most significant
learning tools for fostering EFL learners’ listening abilities. It helpsstudentslearn on their own
and receive instant feedback on the completion of practices (Hoven, 1999). Instruction of
listening using several media (better sound, colorful pictures, and texts) involved in ICTs can
help to trigger the student’s interest; thus, embellish the skill and assist in producing better
results. Using computers also provide learners a chance to foster language acquisition by
bringing in the real English speaking environment (Yusof, 2012). Digitized speeches and videos,
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recommended by the utilization of the internet can also be immensely beneficial to improve the
listening skill.
Application of technologies can also be helpful for acquiring, fostering, practicing and testing
speaking skill. EFL learners can use various gadgetry, such as tablets and Smartphones (which
have access to the internet) to interact with native speakers and improve their language
production in real and friendlier environment. Payne & Whitney (2002) support the view that
social websites (e.g., Facebook) create an opportunity for English learners to improve speaking
skill as well as proficiency. Even the application of computer technologies motivates the
reluctant learners to speak. Therefore, applying ICTs for developing speaking provides myriad
learning opportunities where there is less teacher centered environment.
Information and communication technologies can assist in improving EFL students’ reading
comprehension skill and other sub-skills. Using computer technologies provide many creative,
authentic reading materials as opposed to textbook reading material. Since most of the computer
programs are featured with verbal, visual, and audio systems, it helps EFL learners to imagine
the situation better, which contributes to comprehend the reading material easily and keep in
mind long enough (Bhatti, 2013).
Alsied & Pathan (2013) state that concerning vocabulary learning, digital sources help EFL
students to learn unfamiliar words considerably faster than the conventional way of learning
them. The myriad of reading sources are available online that motivate EFL students and create
opportunities to read widely in English (Biancarosa & Griffiths, 2012). Hence, it is held that
computers can promote extensive reading, build reading fluency and rate, foster encouragement
for reading (Alsied & Pathan, 2013).
2.3Web 2.0-supported Writing
2.3.1 Computer Assisted Writing Instruction
Technological conditions undoubtedly influence teaching writing and its processes (composing,
planning and editing and so on) (Salomon, Kosminsky, & Asaf, 2003). The nature of writing is
first changed by the PCs, in particular word processor and then Web2 technologies.
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Computers play an important role in the process of teaching and learning writing skill. For
instance, by using linguistic functions of computers learners can exercise rhetorical grammar.
Computer tutorials suggest logical choices and provide instant feedback on rules, such as the
structure of the sentence, subject and verb agreement or the use of countable and non-countable
nouns and so on (Ali, 2006).
One of the leading computer programs is a word processor that allows users composing,
checking and correcting writing (style, spelling, and grammar) by giving commands from
keyboards. There are several major applications for the word processor in writing, such as
copying, cutting, pasting, formatting, searching, insertion and deletion, editing up, down and
across.
Pennington states that (2003) word processors influencestudents' writing positively because they
foster learners’ attitudes toward writing skill and build up their self- confidence. Since it is
innovative for learners, writing has become more efficient. Pennington (2003) also believes that
with the help of the word-processor students writing improves in terms of process and product.
On the other hand, Patterson (2006)argues that apart from getting better performance in their
quantity and qualities of work, learners who write on word processors tend to have higher levels
of enthusiasm and involvement. Also, it is mainly believed by the researchers that the use of a
word processor can help writers facilitate the process of outlining the plan, revising the work,
and sharpening key organizational skills (Costanzo, 1994; Troia, 2009; Warschauer, 2009).
As the grammar and spelling corrections in the word file are mechanically provided, learners can
concentrate more on the revising or adding more information to content or meaning compared to
the forms of language. In this way, a student's time and energy allocated to the editing process
can be reduced. Thus, this leads to much more time to write as well as leads to a more productive
result in writing quantity (Vernon, 2000).
2.3.2 The Effect of Web 2.0 Technologies onWriting
A large and growing body of literature has investigated the impact of Web 2 technologies on
EFL writing skill (Craig, 2007; Godwin-Jones, 2008; Wang, Wang, Fang, & Lin, 2010).
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Web 2.0 programs are believed to contribute much to teaching and learning process and add high
quality to the educational environment. Web 2.0 technologies help to promote English as a
foreign language writing skills, including the methodological approach, technical issues,
assessment and so forth.
In his investigation into merits of Web 2.0 Alm (2006) states that even though Web 1.0 supplied
foreign language instructional setting with new authentic materials, sources, and means for CMC
(computer mediated communication), Web 2.0 adds extra advantages which can be applied to
strengthen and support the virtual writing environment.
Similarly, some other authors (Godwin-Jones, 2008; Thompson, 2008) argue that different from
being a static website of text, most Web 2.0 writing technologies share characteristic which have
the same function as editing and formatting features of a regular word processor. In addition,
some of them offer markup, live chat, co-editing, annotation and so forth.
In the same vein, Craig in his article (2007) points out that the nature of writing experienced a
remarkable change from a pen and paper to computer-assisted writing through integrating Web
2.0 technology. He also refered to the social environment, where the audience is not limited to
the teacher only, yet is broader, and includes some other student readers, peers and online
participants as a consequence of the accessibility.
The chance to work with various classmates as peers on different practices and projects also
changed the nature of writing conditions. The appearance of Web2.0 tools provides a high user
experience as well as builds a trust in connection with teamwork, collaboration, and
decentralizing knowledge sharing.
Wang et al. (2010) argue that collaborative and interactive writing skills can be improved by
integrating Web 2.0 to college writing classrooms, each learner can use dialogue with other
users. It could be said that collaborative writing and Web 2.0 go hand in hand by involving
learners to write, create and change interactively with one another from wherever they want via
password-secured access.
In view of all that has been mentioned so far, it could be concluded that the opportunities of the
Web 2.0 ruin the traditional barriers between publishing and inactive members. Thus, Web 2.036

assisted collaborative writing can be integrated into the classroom to create better and
collaborative writing environment by letting students make offers, interpret on studies as well as
editing.
Much work on the significance and potential of Web 2.0 technologies has been carried out and
they are broadly considered as having a high capacity for improving the instruction of foreign
language writing (Warschauer, 2009; Ming, Nicholas, & Chin-Ying, 2016). In particular, there
has been a growing interest in blogs and wikis in recent years, and they are regarded as best
received writing technologies in the Web 2.0 century by many researchers (Sun & Chang, 2012;
Warschauer, 2009; Sayed, 2010; Wang & Beasley, 2008). It is highly believed that blogs and
wikis have changed the dynamic and nature of the EFL writing process and are seen as an
effective method to teach writing to foreign learners (Lin, Li, Hung, & Huang, 2014).
2.3.3 Blogs as Educational Tools for Teaching Writing
Blogs are interactive home pages that are simple to arrange and direct and they allow learners to
share their works online. They improve students’ language learning and study in a virtual
environment or away from the real physical class (Brad, John, & Naeko, 2007). They are simply
online agendas which are made of opinions and impressions. Blogs allow people to write about
subjects they choose with an opportunity for readers to write comments about what they have
read (Eastment, 2005).
Many researchers support the view that the use of blogs could improve interaction among
learners through written language, augment students’ encouragement towards learning writing,
and also increase their writing competence (Arslan & Şahin-Kızıl, 2010; Blau, Mor, & Neuthal,
2013; Guttler, 2011; Ming H. L., 2015; Taki & Fardafshari, 2012).
Ward (2004) mentions that blogs are impressive technology for language instructors to teach
writing since, with the help of them teachers can meet many of the essentials (e.g., showing
common mistakes of the learners) in writing instruction.Also, learning environment becomes
process-directed, communicative, collaborative and peer-reviewed with blogs in which an actual
audience is linked to a learner writer.
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Moreover, Lowe and Williams (2004) point out that language instructors advocate integration of
blogs into class learning since blogs are not difficult to set up and give learners chances to write
to a target group, allowing interaction between the writers and readers.
The design of templates can assist learners to create a sense of possession and unique online
personality and author identity (Yu-Chih & Yu-jung, 2012). Also, learners are likely to write
more attentively, since they know that their work will be published and reviewed by some other
readers (Stefanone & Jang, 2008; Rozema, 2005).
Furthermore, Brad et al. (Brad, John, & Naeko, 2007) stated that autonomous language
learningis also improved by regular blogging. They also noted that the motivation of the learners
is increased through interactive written work as their classmates, teachers and other readers can
review their finalized tasks.
In study done by Simsek (2009) the effectiveness of blogs was measured on Turkish EFL writing
learners. Seventy students studying at Marmara University were recruited for this study. An
experiment was carried out and in one group he used blogs and in another group continued their
lessons without blogs. The study was conducted in the form of survey and interview and the
students writing performances were evaluated through t-test and ANACOVA. The analysis
revealed that students in the experimental group developed their overall writing skills better than
students in the control class. In particular, students who used blogs were better in the
organization of essays than other students.
In another experiment, Vurdien (2012) also used a blog in her study which was conducted in
Spain about 5 months among EFL writing learners in language school. The study aimed to
evaluate how a blog (which is collaborative and has peer editing option) can enhance learners
writing skills. Eleven learners (with different English levels) who were preparing for the English
Examination at Cambridge University participated in her study. She mainly used blogs for
reflective and collaborative writing. Participants created their own blogs in order to read one
another’s opinions, and comment on each other’s posts. As for the writing, particular writing
practices (e.g., letters, review, report, article, proposal, and essay) were assigned every two
weeks. Learners participating in the study were asked to discuss a suitable plan (outline) for
different questions on their blogs. To assess their works blended learning was applied after
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which learners were assigned to complete the rest of the writing again in their blogs.
Subsequently, their errors (e.g., grammatical, lexical) were corrected by their peers with the help
of the editing option. Lastly, after submission, their teachers assessed their writings. To collect
data questionnaires and interview were applied in the classroom. The researchers reached to the
following conclusions:
•

Application of blogs promotes learning autonomy in terms of both writing teachers and
students.

•

The application of blogging as a digital technology in the writing process is interactive and
enhances learners’ motivation.

•

Blogs let learners think carefully concerning the content of different practices,

•

Blogs let writing learners express their thoughts on their peers’ blog entries which also
improves their linguistic knowledge.

With 35 participants, Aljumah (2012) measured the effectiveness of blogs on English writing
skill development in the Department of English Language at Qassim University, Saudi Arabia.
He mainly investigated the learners’ ideas about the integration of blogs in EFL writing classes
and also studied general merits and demerits of implementation of blogs. Per week students were
assigned to write an essay (at least 150 words) and they were required to comment on other
learners’ blogs. When the semester finished, the researcher used survey questionnaire to assess
the effectiveness of blogs on students’ written performance. Based on the received data, learners
had a positive attitude to the integration of blogs in writing classes. On the whole, learners
enjoyed activities done through blogs and majority of the answerers stated that it was not
difficult to set up and edit blog pages. Students’ responses also revealed that benefits of using
blogs involve high curiosity and interest to writing. In his article, Aljumah (2012) also mentioned
that using blog helped students to focus on writing class more than ever before and made learners
active participants.
2.3.4 Wikis as Educational Tools for Teaching Writing
A wiki, presented in the mid-1990s, is an internet-based collaboration technology that can be
created, viewed, edited without difficulty by using any web browser (Zeliha & Senem, 2014;
Wei, Maust, Barrick, Cuddihy, & Spyridakis, 2005). As a term wiki originates from Hawaii and
means “quick” to indicate that a wiki website could be created quickly for a team work (Bold,
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2006; Lamb & Johnson, An information skills workout: Wikis and collaborative writing, 2007).
The first wiki was usedas collaborative technology and a debate medium, which was created and
advanced by Ward and Cunningham (2001).
In recent years, there have been a number of researchers who attempted to analyze the role of
wikis in teaching English as a foreign language writing skill (Saovapa, 2010; Lin & Yang, 2011;
Karasavvidis, 2010; Hughes & Narayan, 2009). Some researchers point out that through using
wikis considerable amount of information can be gathered and shared via asynchronous internet
conversation (Quek & Wang, 2014; Yates, 2008). Others state that wikis can set an online
environment that encourages and involves learners in interactions and social activities (David &
Michelle, 2009; Beldarraina, 2006). It is also believed that wikis support multiple modalities of
expressions and communication of meaning via incorporating audios, graphics, animations,
videos, or multimedia and other resources (Nguyen, 2008; Jewitt, 2005). Furthermore, Chang
(2004)draws our attention to open editing and notes that wikis provide learners with simple
editing process that enables non-technical users to take part in the collaborative work. Likewise,
Farabaugh (2007) maintains that editing in wikis provides an accessible way for accomplishing
teamwork projects, developing group work by going on asynchronously out of the course, and
motivating students to take part in the interview on their own in the online setting.
It is widely believed that thanks to wikis it is possible to promote writing competence to
language learners. Especially collaborative writing activities can be practiced a lot which also
enhances learners’ negotiation (Hughes & Narayan, 2009; Ketih, 2006; Saovapa, 2010; Lamb &
Johnson, 2007).
Collaboration is essential in learning writing because learning from each other leads learners to
become better writers. Wikis let learners imitate what they have acquired and compare their
personal experiences, the course content and their previous knowledge (Saovapa, 2010).
What is more, to contribute to the wiki pages, reflect the process and comment to others work
students spend much time. Allocating time on reading and commenting wiki pages help other
learners as well. Moreover, different from individual writing tasks, posting to the wiki pages
requires learners become aware of their peers’ beneficence. By doing this, an instructors’ role in
the language classroom may change to the facilitator (Matthew & Felvegi, 2008).
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One of the crucial studies on the integration of wikis was designed by Franco (2008).The aim of
the survey was to help students increase learner autonomy by using the technology and creating
more student centered educational process in EFL writing classes. In his study, Franco also
aimed improving peer correction. Eighteen students were recruited in the experiment from
different age range (about 13-17) who studied in private school of languages in Brazil.
Qualitative (an anonymous online survey) and quantitative methods were applied to gain and
evaluate the data. After collecting the data, based on the replications following main outcomes
were found:
a) Wikis help learners improve their writing skills in different ways
b) Learners indicated that wikis improved their motivation in language learning and
belonging to an online community was innovative which also improved their interest in
learning
c) Learners also noted that wikis caused them to work collaboratively instead of competing.
Further investigation and experimentation on the application of wikis (Pbwiki) was conducted by
Mak & Coniam (2008) in Hong Kong secondary school(Shatin Pui Ying College) in EFL writing
class. With the participation of 24 intermediate students, the study aimed at examining the
effectiveness of wikis on collaborative working in writing lesson outside the class. What is more,
the study aimed at measuring how editing and revision are useful via wikis. The study continued
six weeks, and the researchers found essential results. Primarily, the researchers found that the
wiki supported writing process and improved students’ creativity and self-confidence. When it
comes to the collaborative writing, the research indicated that through the use of a wiki learners
generated a better writing concerning coherence and accuracy. Consequently, the significance of
the legitimate use of wikis in incorporating activities that fit learners' curiosity and language
proficiency levels is also mentioned in the research.
Lin and Yang (2011) measured how wiki technology benefits learners’ writing, in particular,
they measured peer feedback in EFL writing course in Taiwan with 32 intermediate sophomore
university students. The research was carried out in a sociocultural theoretical framework to
examine EFL writing students' understanding of the benefit of the wiki to writing activities and
projects. Data was collected in several ways; namely questionnaires, interviews and monitoring
of students learning. The study revealed that majority of learners acknowledged application of
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wikis as a meaningful social interaction task. Moreover, learners mentioned that wikis are
collaborative as it led peer feedback during the process. Even though the majority of learners
appreciated the integration of wikis in writing lesson, some students still preferred traditional
paper based writing approach due to some psychological and functional barriers.
Other researchers, however, do not fully support the use of using wikis. Some of them (Ebner &
Holzinger, 2008; Cole, 2009; Karasavidis, 2010; Thomas, King, & Minocha, 2007) argue that
learners do not collaborate while using the wiki and almost never modify and change one
another’s works.It is also maintained that unwillingness and resistance to using wiki, ownership
problem, lack of suitable methodology and pedagogy and so on are the drawbacks of using
wikis. Also, Keith (2006) states collaborative writing in wikis might not be supported by all
learners since some learners may not feel comfortable or acquainted with the system. This view
is supported by Raitman et. al (2005) who suggests that learners may not want to release their
works in public, or they may not want to edit others works.
2.3.5 Blended Learning in Teaching Writing
The researcher also decided to examine blended learning as it appeared with the popularity of
web-based instruction. For many reasons, the use of blended learning is apparently increasing in
higher education. As a completion and balanced ELT education, many scholars agreed on
blended learning. Alongside with the introduction and spread of internet-based instruction many
threats, dangers and barriers have also occurred. With the Internet-based education, learners may
be anxious and may have a fear of losing control of learning process and may feel forgotten in
the complexity of ICT. For example, learners may not know how to study and what to study or
they may not understand definitions, explanations and clarifications about their subject in online
written way. Sharma & Barrett (2007) stated that advancement and improvement of digital
innovations could be face-threatening and arduous for instructors whose current and future
students are more and more digital natives - was born in Information and Communication
Technology world. Also, some teachers in digital era who are often regarded as “digital
immigrants” may need to adapt themselves to fast improving and changing digital innovations.
For many teachers it may be difficult to control teaching process, like explaining something,
giving feedback and so on. Therefore, blended learning approach, integration of face-to-face and
online learning, has been seen as a hopeful opportunity to traditional teaching and learning (So &
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Bonk, 2010). To keep a balance between traditional face to face education and internet teaching
blended learning approach is applied in many institutions today.
Simply, “blended learning is the thoughtful integration of classroom face-to-face learning
experiences with online learning experiences” (Garrison & Kanuka, 2004, p. 96). Also, BL is
commented like lessons that combine online with traditional face-to-face classroom practices in
arranged pedagogically and\or where some parts of face-to-face time in class is changed by
online practices. Additionally, Colis & Moonen (2001)comment blended learning as a hybrid of
the internet and traditional face-to-face education since instruction takes place both online and in
the classroom, and where the web component becomes a natural production of traditional face to
face class instruction.
Shea (2007) states that blended learning often combats the access problem. As regards time and
physical location and eliminating the need to be in a physical classroom space at a particulartime,
student access to education is grown up. Due to the fact that some parts of the blended learning
take place online, with less demand for physical classroom space, institutions can care for more
learners with the same opportunity. Shea (2007), on the other hand, emphasizes that in order to
avoid loss of results, the quality of education must remain the same or improve when a blended
learning environment is applied.
In their study about the flexibility of the BL materials, Collopy & Arnold (2009) concluded that
flexibility of the use of the sources is another significant plus of blended learning. The authors
emphasized that it is easy to share online materials in terms of sharing the experience between
different teachers in different context. Additionally, individual teachers could also match and
mix face to face and online materials within courses just as they continue both online and face to
face discussions. All these opportunities contributed to improved flexible learning and teaching
environment.
Even though blended learning has gained popularity recently, it has not been well implemented
in writing lessons, and there has not been much research done on blended learning in a writing
lesson. Different researchers in this area have shown that blended learning generates a
motivating and supporting environment for students and improves learners’ independent writing
skills (Liu, 2013). Similarly, Faye & Andrea (2014) noted that blended learning has a positive
effect on learners in writing class regarding individualized education
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Dana & Ayda (2013) maintain that blended learning is a creative teaching approach which offers
writing learners a flexible instructional environment. Blended learning is a flexible approach
which besides the face-to-face sessions offers a fully online writing course and enriches face to
face teaching interaction. Blended learning not only improves learning by providing another
chance for learners to be in touch with their instructors and group mates but it also makes the
web-based course available to other learners from all over the world.
Blended Learning makes writing environment collaborative and it has a crucial role in combating
learners’ writing problems such as their writing apprehension and their poor writing
performance. It also motivates the English learners to practice writing and change their attitude
towards writing positively. Researchers also note that blended learning encourages students to
socialize and share their thoughts (Ala’a, Nadzrah, & Latif, 2016).
In addition, Awad & Ismail (2013) state that blended learning creates better writing environment
through numerous multi-media resources which improves self-learning strategies. They also
claim that blended learning help to promote the independent practice of English language writing
skill. Concerning flexible time and comfort, availability of both online and off-line resources
allows writing learners to revisit the language quickly.
In accordance with North American Council for online learning (2013; as is cited in (Camahalan
& Ruley, 2014)), it is very likely that blended learning will be the predominant model of the
future, and will become much more familiar than just online or face-to-face learning alone.
On the other hand, some researchers are not in favor of blended learning. For instance, Mswazi
et al. (2014) argue that blended learning accepts the term “blending” from teachers’ viewpoint
and does not incorporate the perspective of the student. Also, they point out that blended
learning requires systematic and logical instructional techniques in order to make the educational
process meaningful which is hard and will take careful planning to achieve it. Besides it, only a
few of learners could absorb and deal with all the units of blended learning. So, there is no need
to make such effort. Some other of the disadvantages may include computer and internet
accessibility, limited knowledge in the use of technology, and lack of computer labs on the
university campus and so on.
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2.4 Integration of Movies in English Language Teaching
Universally it is proven that no medium like a visual medium can propagate ideas, affect minds,
and rule exclusive mindsets, aggressively display ideologies, and affirm ideas to guide human
beings (Vishwanathan, 2014). That is why motion pictures have always been popular in our life
in different ways (e.g., movies, advertisement, TV and so forth). In addition, it is an indisputable
fact that today visuals, such as pictures, videos or movies are exposed to people much more than
ever before.
In fact, whatever becomes famous in human being’s life is normal to be brought into the class
environment for instructing different fields(Aliyev & Albay, 2016). In recent years, there has
been a considerable amount of literature on teaching English through movies (Quiang, Hai, &
Wolff, 2007; Sherman, 2003; Kelly, 2010; Khoshniyat & Dowlatabadi, 2014). Teaching English
using movies in language classes is relatively not a new idea. Educators started to search how
movies could be integrated into education to improve teaching and learning in the classroom
environment in the early 20th century right after motion pictures appeared as a medium for massmarket (Butler, Zaromb, Lyle, & Roediger, 2009). From the beginning of1970s, video materials
have been integrated into EFL classrooms, assisting authenticity for language learning. EFL
classes have improved and expanded their approaches and methods about instructing target
language through the use of famous foreign movies via digital media with the advancement of
ICT (information and communication technologies) in the past 40 or so years (Kelly, 2010).
Apart from being alternative to traditional learning, multimedia has been considered to improve
ongoing methods and give other options (Islam, Ahmed, Islam, & Kalam, 2014).
Teaching and learning a foreign language is a long and complicated process, especially when the
target language is not taught and learned where it is spoken. Besides this, one fact is indisputable
- English language acquisition demands much effort and time. Nevertheless, it has been claimed
by several researchers that the use of English-speaking foreign movies illustrate the target
language in a straightforward way and helps learners assimilate these English language structures
(Quiang, Hai, & Wolff, 2007). Movies can be used to enhance learners’ listening skills, and they
get used to spoken English as well as written literary English. Movies are also believed to be
useful for auditory students who have the difficulty of understanding the text while reading
(Perumal, 2013).
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Movies are usually seen as a medium that attracts students’ attention; they present language in a
more natural way than found in course books (Xhemaili, 2013). Butler et al. (2009)note that
movies increase students’ interest in learning and English speaking foreign movies enable
learners to hear and see great native dialogues since movies are not aimed at English language
students – they are created for speakers of English language. In this way, learners could be in
touch with real context of functional language. This view is supported by Kelly (2010) who
asserts that different from using video material which is mainly designed and prepared for EFL
students,English movies have the promising egregious images which expose students numerous
positive learning experiences, skills and of course a target language and its culture. That is to
say, movies are realistic and enable learners natural (seeming) discourse, dialects and accents,
slangs and colloquial language, body gestures, language and its cultural customs (Sherman,
2003). The language in movies is asnatural as it is spoken in real life – it is spoken spontaneously
and quickly, with native pronunciation, accent and using many everyday expressions, especially
idioms and colloquial expressions and so on. Likewise, Kusumarasdyati (2004) maintained that
movies provide exposures to the real language, used in authentic settings and the culture in
which the foreign language is spoken.
Movies also could illustrate the current condition of a city, a town, or rural areas and the concrete
skeleton of culture, objects such as landforms, national and traditional customs, and locals’
personalities and so forth. English movies can assist improve the learners’ skill in cross-cultural
interaction as well (Ying & Hai-feng, 2012).
Every language has its metaphors and idiomatic expressions which indicate the proficiency of
their speakers. Although the use of metaphors and idiomatic expressions was limited to literary
works, metaphoric expressions are seen as the proficiency indicators of a target language.
(Khoshniyat & Dowlatabadi, 2014). Littlemore & Low (2006) emphasize the promotion of
metaphoric and idiomatic competence in all aspects of communication and suggest their
incorporation in the early stages of curricula. Therefore, to introduce and teach idiomatic and
metaphoric expressions and their right use, movies are leading sources for non-native speakers.
Regarding the movies with a subtitle, Winke et al. (2010) mentioned that a subtitle might be
beneficial since it assists language students to link audio to imaged input that may help formmeaning mapping, which means “the psycholinguistic process of connecting the meanings of
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new vocabulary or grammar to their spoken and written representations (p. 82).” What is more,
the mapping of form to meaning becomes easy as captioning aids to determine word boundaries,
that is to say, it helps students separate vague speech parts in ongoing speech.
In his analysis of movies with the subtitle, Putra (2012) states that students can extend their
vocabulary stock by watching movies with English subtitles, and they can see the spelling of
words as well. They may take some new words or phrases down to look up in the dictionary or
may ask their teachers about their meanings. Watching movies with subtitles in learning new
words, especially idioms and collocations can be very useful.
In terms of the level of the students, Markham (1993) argues that subtitles were more beneficial
for high-level learners, especially when the video materials were harder to understand. He
suggests that for intermediate to advanced students, subtitling ought to be implemented only
when the movie is hard for the language learners.
On the contrary, Guillory (1998) found that subtitling is useful for beginning-level language
students.

In particular, she suggests that rather than presenting entire sentences, low-level

students benefit more when just some keywords are shown as a subtitle. She also argues that
keyword subtitling may be better for low-level language learners since it does not impose as
large of a mental load.
Concerning the selection of the English movies, Tuncay (2014) notes that since genres of movies
vary, educators should choose appropriate movies taking the learners’ interest and level into their
account. For a beginner, for instance, anime movies are usually recommended, since the use of
language is very friendly, helpful, and easy, not to mention that anime movies attract young
learners’ attention due to the color effects used in them and learners do not get bored while
watching them.Listening skill is an important skill in English language teaching, and learning
process and its improvement is one of the major concerns to language instructors. Gowhary et al.
(2015) note that regardless of the fact that the listening in mother language seems acquired or
learned without difficulty, it is a complicated mental process and requires a great deal of effort in
foreign language learning process.
To provide a critical language input in foreign language teaching and learning, the application of
authentic materials has a long history. In fact, in recent years, educational technology as an
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authentic tool has experienced a rapid improvement in various audio-visual forms on a global
scale; among them movies - as is mentioned in the previous section- would play a vital role in
English language teaching. Previous researchers have indicated that movies have a positive
impact on teaching English as a foreign language listening skill (Zhaogang, 2015; Whatley,
2012; Khan, 2015; Guichon & McLornan, 2008). By drawing our attention to the naturalness of
the movies, Thammineni (2016) points out that with the help of movies learners can improve
their listening competence, which might help learner comprehend the language in the contextembedded environment. Movies also are believed to have a considerable number of opportunities
for language instructors to prepare practices for numerous authentic programs that are related to
listening (Bahrani & Sim, 2012). An alternative advantage of integrating them in learning to
listen is that the sound and visibility help arrange the scene of events and its alternative
information, say, paralinguistic features, which are provided to support the process of developing
listening skill (Guichon & McLornan, 2008).
Khan (2015) sees the „visibility‟ of movies as support to listening, and he states that movies
assist the progress of teaching and learning by exemplifying the language with an entire visual
context. Similarly, Gruba (2006) asserts that movies help the students’ understanding by
allowing them to listen to language exchanges and visuals help such as facial expressions and
body language at the same time. These visions assist the verbal communication and capture
learners’ attention.
In the same vein, Wang (2015) argues that movies supply visual aids for the listening materials
that English students are exposed to. He also claims that when learners are doing their listening
practices, they oftentimes find it hard to hold their concentration long enough once they are
exposed to long communication or passages without visual help. Movies can give much more
knowledge for listeners and can hold students’ attention concentrate on the aural material.
Meanwhile, authentic video materials can build more real language learning atmosphere and
provoke English students’ curiosity in English language learning and improve their
comprehensive linguistic skill.
Movies can also help students to improve their listening skill with subtitles. Some researchers
(Whatley, 2012; Tuncay, 2014; Pujola, 2002) have also attempted to investigate the role of
movies with subtitles in teaching listening. Rokni & Azzam (2014) state that compared to
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subtitled movies those are without subtitles have a less significant role on students’ listening
skill.Students may have a chance to listen to real life conversations in different versions.
However, sometimes it can be difficult for a learner to understand what the actor or actress is
talking; in this case, it is better to have students to listen to the native speakers with captions.
This viewpoint is also supported by Whatley (2012) who said that with the help of movies word
identification is enhanced, especially, idioms became better recognized and understood which
helps learners follow a plot without difficulty.
Furthermore, with subtitling movies, learners are more interested in learning functional language
which can also be considered as a bridge that links gap between reading and listening
competencies. Pujola (2002) in his study on language learning strategies found that those who
are not proficient at listening skills can use subtitle and transcripts to comprehend the language
better.Nevertheless, he points out that students mainly had better experiences with subtitles than
with transcripts since they feel that their listening was improving along with subtitle use, while
with transcripts learners were just practicing their reading. Additionally, Pujola emphasizes that
this “misuse” of subtitles can prevent the improvement of listening strategies, and suggested that
learners ought to be advised before using subtitles.
In short, whether the movies chosen are shown with or without subtitles, listening skill is the
dominant one among other integrated competencies in presenting in EFL lessons; thus, movies
can provide a chance for extensive listening (Tuncay, 2014).
Teaching speaking is challenging and finding authentic material which can grab students’
attention is hard for today's’ learners. Teachers of English have spent the majority of their
classroom time trying to teach their students grammar (structural language) because grammar
translation method has long been applied and is still being used in language institutions (Bueno,
Madrid, & McLaren, 2006). Even it can be said that in many speaking classes it is being taught
with only textbook especially grammar partinstead of modern authentic materials.
The benefits of using authentic materials in language institutions are needless to mention, and
motion pictures are one of the best sources of authentic materials, they qualify educators to meet
individual needs and interests of their students. Many scholars agree that media presentations,
especially, movies motivate learners to speak more and be interactive (Tafani, 2009). Since
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English language which is spoken in movies is very natural, through watching them learners can
learn and use real English, not textbook English (Dikilitasa & Duvencib, 2009; Li, 2013).
Gruba (2006) asserts that for many learners, movies are their first connection to Englishspeaking culture. Movies are a useful technology for learners to listen to real spoken
communication and be exposed to numerous features of conversation, such as accent, voice
modulation, pronunciation, tone, speech pace and so forth (Webb, 2010).
According to Tafani (2009), movies provide educators and learners with creative and practical
ideas. As movies improve students’ imaginations and provide them with various ideas to use in
their speech, in order to develop their speaking competencies using them is an effective method.
As pronunciation is an essential part of speech production, learners through watching movies can
gain the knowledge of how to pronounce certain words while speaking to natives. In fact,
English words’ pronunciation is very difficult for students when they read words. Listening to
native speakers’ talk in movies can help students to hear how words are pronounced. Another
important advantage is that they will know how to use intonation and where to put stress on
words and sentences (Aliyev & Albay, 2016). Learners can overcome their pronunciation
difficulties including mastering vowels, diphthongs, stress and intonation through watching
English movies. Moreover, students can feel the difference between accents like American and
British English while listening to actors (Bilal & Hani, 2015). Thus, movies enable learners to
overcome their difficulties in the use of real English. Through watching movies learners get the
chance of visually experiencing native speakers’ environment (Kalean, 2013).
According toKalean (2013), one of the best ways of teaching English is to use movies and have
students to imitate actors. Learners can also be provided with scripts of the movies and they can
be assigned to memorize some dialogues from the movie, after which they can watch that part
and then act it out in the classroom. In this waystudents can differentiate and comprehend how to
link words and it may have a great contribution to students’ fluency as well. (e.g.,theycan omit
parts of a sentence and use idiomatic expressions to facilitate the fluent speech-like English
spoken in movies).
Movies also allow learners to recognize and practice language usage through activities and tasks
which improve their speaking competencies (Bahrani & Sim, 2012). In his article, Vishwanathan
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(2014) notes that learning speaking process becomes a fun activity for students when movies are
used as a teaching resource. Language instructors are capable of enhancing students' speaking
competencies by applying diverse speaking activities such as predicting the story of a movie
according to its title, describing characters, narrating the story, acting out some scenes, in
general, “before/after watching movie” activities (Thammineni, 2016). However, in their article
Irsyad & Narius (2013) note that both language instructors and learners should be prepared for
learning/teaching process in filmic approach before coming to the class. Students should watch
movies at home and take some notes in order to remember key parts of the movie while retelling
its story or share their opinions about it, whilst teachers should motivate learners to speak, and be
active.
Primarily, it is worthy to mention that using written paper based on reading passages or a novel
in the classroom is unquestionably beneficial. Many researchers perceive that literature can be
utilized for different purposes: to overcome the problems the young students endure in life
(Jones, 2001); to deal with struggling ideas and pressure of today’s society (Bodart, 2002); for
teenagers it can be used to understand their social identity and find the place of themselves in the
society and family (Kaplan, 1999). Thus, literary texts have been seen as a positive mean to
evoke reader’s emotions.
Nevertheless, there is an agreement among many educationists and language theoreticians that
movies can also be used as a pedagogical tool in English Language Teaching (ELT) to enhance
students’ reading and comprehension abilities (Perumal, 2013; Eroz, 2009; Tarasiuk, 2010).
Safranj (2015) states that in the process of vocabulary acquisition, the competence of
interpreting the meaning, which usually requires cultural background of the target language, is
very difficult to be obtained in the classroom only environment.
In the same way, Silaški & Đurović (2013) note that the correct understanding of novels by the
speakers of other languages demand background knowledge of the target culture, and if the
knowledge of this backdrop is absent another linguistic problem occurs, so novel blends remain
miscoded and not understandable. However, as it was noted in the previous sections, movies are
believed to supply learners with cultural knowledgeandparalinguistic features, which provide
learners with alternative information that helps them to comprehend the language in a better
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way(Guichon & McLornan, 2008; Sherman, 2003). Thus, movies can complete this cultural gap
which could not be provided by the non-native speaker teachers. Smilanich & Lafreniere (2010)
supported the view that movies suggest a new chance for students to make meaning of the
reading text inmore comprehensible way. For instance, Tarasiuk (2010) stated that reading
instructors can introduce any literary text which also has a movie version and use both the
reading (novels) passage and movie together in the EFL reading or literature class.
On the survey carried out among the undergraduates of Taylor University movies were
implemented to teach reading by Perumal (2013). 14 participants aged 18-23 were involvedin the
study. They were given to watch the movies of “Great Expectations” (Charles Dickens) and
“Wuthering Heights” (Emily Bronte). They were not given any particular Internet link or time to
watch the movie, but they had their own afford. A research question was: How do students use
movies based on novels to understand the reading of the respective novel? A qualitative research
was conducted, and responses were collected using semi- structured interviews, posting online
forums and journals. In the interviews about comprehending the novels, participants stated that
movies helped them to understand the novels easily. For some students, watching the movie of
the respective novel is an entry point and encouraging part for starting to read the novel. It helps
them to get the general picture of the novel and to understand what the novel is about generally.
While some students kept the pace of the movie with the reading of the novel and each time
watched the short clip of the movie after reading. In this way, they get a deeper understanding
and clearer picture as the movie “brought life to the pages” of the novel (Perumal, 2013, p. 356).
The participants also concluded that watching the movie helped them to imagine the setting of
the novel, the scenery of the depiction, such as places, the outfit, and appearance of the
characters and the general mood. They use these features in the movie as a bridge to the novel.
Especially, in watching of “Wuthering Heights,” the participants could easily imagine the dark
castle, as well as the moor, dust, and rats. The learners mentioned in their interviews that the
movies helped them to picture the scenes better and to understand the novel better. Hence,
watching a movie was not only helpful for understanding of reading but also getting a better
insight of novel as well. As students are far more comfortable with the visual media, they
understand the language propagated in the press (Perumal, 2013).
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In his investigation into the integration of movies in reading classes, Eroz (2009) mentioned that
there are some crucial points that teachers and instructors should pay attention. He suggests that
while choosing a movie the age and language level of the students in the language classes, as
well as cultural values, ethnic or racial biases, especially in multi-cultural classrooms ought to be
taken into account. In some cases, if a teacher wants to draw attention to these features, those
kinds of biases can be enlightened. However, in most of the cases, these topics are very sensitive
and challenging, in particular, religious and political views. The other important factor that
should be taken into consideration while choosing an appropriate movie for the classroom is the
relevance of the movie with the literary text given to the students. Sometimes, producers of the
movies use different scenario for the movie; they change many parts of the novel to fit the scenes
in the movie. For the sake of right discussion, it is better to choose the close version to the
original text; it is undeniable to say that one can never find the same movie which follows the
text line by line.
2.5 Integrating Motion Pictures (videos films, movies) in Writing Classes
Movies create a motivating atmosphere for students and make the classes more expressive and
appealing, and they are believed to be more creative and productive teaching technique. Not only
can movies be implemented in listening, speaking and reading classes, but movies can also be
integrated into writing lessons (Ergenekon, 2016).Even though extensive research has been
conducted on the integration of movies in teaching listening and speaking, far too little attention
has been paid to movies impacts on reading and writing skill (Dupuy, 2001; Baratta & Jones,
2008; Kasper, 2000).
Hanim (2014) notes thatdifferent from traditional ELT course books they can provide learners
with a native community - real language environment, so that, movies are likely to make learners
become motivated and obtain cultural knowledge of target language. This viewpoint is also
supported by Esra & Tjut (2013), where they maintain that students became more engaged and
fascinated in writing classes when the movies are used in the classroom.
In their paper Saeideh & Sepehran(2014), state that critical thinking can not be separated from
writing skillsince it helps learners toargue rationally and shows how to address an issue from
numerous aspects. Saideh and Sepehran (2014) also believe that as a part of the mass media,
movies stimulate analysis abilities, increase students' awareness of the writing process and
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develop new ideas for writing classes. In one of the early studies of movie integration in writing
classes, Masiello (1985) stated that learners could think critically about certain topics through
watching films; they analyze, brainstorm, and create more productive piece of writings.
Additionally, Masiello noted that students sharpen their concentration and get used to focus on
their written works more carefully. Dupuy (2001) support the view that movies could be a useful
tool for developing informative, argumentative and reaction-response essays since they visualize
casts,eventtelling,story, and statement in the context. Similarly, in her experimental
studyErgenekon (2016) mentions that as an authentic source, films provide learners with ideas
to use in writing reaction-response essays for specific purposes. Based on the feedback given by
the students, Ergenekon (2016) also notes that learners enjoy watching films and unconsciously
learn new vocabulary within the authentic context and improve their writing.
Motion pictures have been applied in writing classes in different ways. For instance, in one of the
earliest studies conducted by Moss (1987), students were assigned to write essays expressing
their feelings and thoughts after watching a daytime soap opera in the writing class. The
researcher observed that, students felt more confident in writing their subsequent essays.
Another research conducted by Jeremiah, (1987) investigated the effect of using news reports in
secondary and post-secondary writing classes. The author suggested that the use of videos is
essential since learners are overexposed to visuals. In fact, this viewpoint is much stronger for
21st century students. Jeremiah argued that the availability of videos “would help to create for
students a link between the world of television and the written word” (p. 6). In particular, those
learners who are reluctant writers would be motivated learning writing through videos. Jeremiah
also firmly believed that with the help of the videos “one must become proficient in the use of
the written language” (p. 6)
In their groundbreaking work on the integration of movies in writing lessons, Baratta and Jones
(2008) investigated the use of films as an essential means for academic writing. The experiment
occurred at the University of Manchester in 2008. The research continued for six weeks, where
31 undergraduate students were involved in the study. Baratta and Jones (2008) used movies to
introduce concepts such as textual cohesion and coherence to university students, films such as
Halloween, Diamonds are Forever, Star Wars Episode III: Revenge of the Sixth was integrated
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and came out to be useful aids for learners in writing. Additionally, Baratta and Jones
categorized the use of films within the classroom into two groups: use of films as an alternative
or additional means to teach learners in terms of class content; and using films within the
composition classes as a facility for pre-writing performances. A variety of methods
(questionnaire and writing test) were used to assess students’ writing development at various
time points during the six weeks. As a result, they found three essential points regarding the
integration of visuals as a unique and attractive means to enhance students’ writing skill. The
first point is that movies capture students’ attention and interest, thus leading to the practical
instruction; and Baratta and Jones mentioned that the familiarity of movies and their interest in
such a medium is a primary helpful factor. The second essential finding is that students learn the
subject visually, which simplifies complex information. Referring to the last finding, even
though the majority of students satisfied with the application of movies in the writing lesson, for
some learner’s filmic approach is not conventional.
A further critical experiment on using movies in writing lessons was conducted at CUNY
(Kingsborough Community College) by Kasper (2000). She did a more specific research to
demonstrate the relationship between films and writing by screening the written material from
three diverse courses- linguistics, environmental science, and anthropology. The following films:
Secret of the Wild Child; Savage Earth: The Restless Planet and Inherit the Wind weres
displayedin her research. The researcher argued that movies assisted the progress of learning in
numerous ways providing learners with a graphic demonstration of related content information.
In order to analyze the improvement both qualitative and quantitative methods were applied.
Through analyzing arguments within the films (e.g., the debate between science and religion in
Inherit the Wind), learners succeeded in writing argumentative essays within the academic
context. On quantitative assessment, it was witnessed that learner writing score taken off from
72% to 95%. General feedback from the questionnaire was positive and responses as follows:
-

Movies make the practices clearer and help them to comprehend the texts well enough

-

Watching movies allow students to visualize concepts which are difficult

-

The movies contribute interesting variety to the lesson and permit them to learn the
material in an innovative way
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-

Movie watching makes it easy to write since the movie gives learners extra information
to write the essay

-

Students believe the movies allow them to learn in terms of collecting evidence, forming
an opinion, and making an argument for “for or against” type of writing.

Furthermore, applying motion pictures in the writing classes as an authentic tool needs a wellplanned organization and objective. For instance, (Morley & Lawrence, 1971) recommended five
steps for integrating documentary films in order to develop the four language competencies of
second language learners. First two steps, which involve listening and speaking skills, are
preparation for auditory conception and the classroom debate. Writing skills are covered in the
following two stages which are pre-writing activities and composition task. Additional reading of
chosen articles is involved in the last step. In their article they outlined steps in the following
way:
STEP 1: HIGH PREPARATION FOR AURAL UNDERSTANDING
1.1. Guide of Contents of the Movies (before first watching)
1.2. Vocabulary for Discussion (before first watching)
STEP 2: AURAL UNDERSTANDING AND DISCUSSION
2.1General Discussion Questions (such as aim, message, titling and so on) (used after first showing of the
movie)
2.2Movie Continuity Guide and Note Taking (during second watching of the movie)
2.3Particular Discussion Questions (after second watching of the movie)
2.4 Opinion Speaking-Topic Questions (after third watching of the movie)
2.5 Test Questions (noncompulsory)
STEP 3: ADVANCED PREPARATION FOR WRITING
3.1Vocabulary Practices (after first showing of the movie)
3.2Instructions beforewriting (after second showing of the movie)
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STEP 4: Writing Practices
4.1 Specific Writing Tasks (shown after second or third watch)
STEP 5: ADDITIONAL READING
5.1ChosenReading Passages (Articles)
According to the other study conducted by Jeremiah (1987), a writing lesson employing the news
segment and documentary films in writing sentences and content for an essay topic in seven steps can be
completed within 45-60 minutes.
The procedure here consists of a series of steps to facilitate the instructional process.
Step1. The writing skill (i.e., information or persuasion) should be presented on an overhead projector as
a warm-up mechanism. An introductory paragraph, adequate support, and argumentation should cover
topics. This step should emphasize the teaching objective. (10-12 minutes);
Step2. Students should be given time for questions and remarks. (7-10 minutes);
Step3. Introduce news segment for its whole period. (12-15 minutes);
Step4. Assign students to write an outline based on the news stimulus. (15-20 minutes);
Step5. Using either teacher or peer reviewing, evaluate how students designed the scenario.
Step6. The outlines should be collected to avoid any external influences.
Step7. In the next class duration, ask students to write a full-length essay, making provision for revision
of the writing samples.
Baratta & Jones (2008) proposed another instructional model which consists of several sections. First,
students watch the opening of the film and answer two writing-guide questions, such as:
-

How the opening of the movie attracted your attention?

-

What type of background information did you get from the opening?

After that, they write the introduction (hook) part of the essay. The next step aids students to
identify unity and sentence cohesion of the filmic sentences which need to be related to the thesis
statement in the film. To determine it the following type of questions were used:
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• Determining unity – Are all cinematic sentence related to the thesis of the writing?
• Determining sentencecohesion – Do all cinematic sentences relate back to information
contained within previous sentences and provide new information simultaneously?
Finally, students are taught to determine layout paragraphs and coherence, where they learned
how to build individual paragraphs of the essay which should be related to the whole idea of the
essay. In this case, students are informed about some important sections of the movie and how
they could be likened to the body paragraphs of the essay.
2.6 Opposing Viewpoints of Implementing Movies in EFL Classroom
However, some other scholars point out that application of movies might have some side effects
(Mirvan, 2013; Champoux & Robert, 2007; Sargent, 2005).
In their comprehensive examination of advantages and disadvantages of teaching English
through movies, Armilia & Bastian (2015) state that learners may forget the aim and purpose of
watching the movie since they may be captivated by the movie stars. While students are
watching the movie, they cannot give their attention to the practices.
Moreover, Aydin and Albay (2016) state that the vocabulary in movies may not be satisfactory
for language learners since it contains difficult words that could discourage them to watch. A
further common criticism of using movies in ELT classes is that they might provide learners with
inaccurate information, especially historical and cultural background, and some other aspects of
the movie may not be appropriate for the class (Ying & Hai-feng, 2012). In this case, Butler et al.
(2009) emphasize that so as to avoid this kind of misinterpretation language instructors should
choose proper movies, or at least learners should be warned about any inaccuracy that could
occur in the movie.
As for the subtitles, Tuncay (2014)states that learning opportunities of movies can be hindered
because of the non-captioned movie. Also, captioned movies may cause a distraction, and rather
than listening activity, it becomes a ‘screen reading’ task.
According to Mirvan (2013) since movies are longer than an hour it might be boring for students
to watch the movie until the end of it. Also, some learners might insist on watching English
movies with English subtitles which take more time and effort to follow since at the same time
they ought to read the subtitles and view the scenes (Champoux & Robert, 2007).
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In the case of morality, Sargent (2005) states that movies can make learners imitate inappropriate
behaviors of the actors and actresses. It is also undeniable that many students become the prey of
the adverse effect of movies every year. There are some inappropriate scenes (such as smoking
scenes, adult scenes, fighting scenes and so forth.) of movies that many times learners imitate.
Skeptics of using movies in the teaching process also claim that watching movies destroy
youngsters’ interest in reading novels. They argued that students use computers most of the time
as for the advent of technology. Currently the students are techno-geeks, and young adults are
fascinated by new technologies since they grow up information technology and tend to be more
open-minded toward this. In contrast, students should also learn to use libraries instead of search
engines when they need to learn something. Instead of using their laptops learners should also
use books, paperbacks, and other authentic resources. While using books, they can underline
important factors, as well. For this reason, teachers could be more careful and should pay more
attention that students read books, as well as watch movies (Xhemaili, 2013).
One of the most critical statements about the filmic approach in education made by a researcher
Tuncay (2014) is that students may not learn language competencies if the movies are presented
without any practices.
2.7Conclusion to Chapter 2
The purpose of this section was to review the literature related to teaching EFL writing skill
through educational technologies and English movies. The studies revealed that Educational
technologies could be considered as any tools that are used in teaching and learning since in
modern world they are seen as a computer- based or online technologies. The findings of
previous studies have shown that linguistic functions of a word processor help writing learners to
compose, check, and correct their writing easily; and as it is innovative writing has become more
efficient. In addition, Web2 technologies have found to offer more functions to writing such as
live chat, co-editing and so on. Many researchers maintain that online technologies improve
learner autonomy and help students to be more self-confident writers. It has been argued that
with the help of the blogs interaction among the students can be enhanced through written
language and blogs improve students’ motivation towards writing lesson. Moreover, wikis are
believed to be easy to use for all learners, thus creating, designing, editing, and viewing would
not be difficult for writing learners. They are collaborative tools and encourage students to take
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part in online writing settings. Studies also held that blended learning might be more useful in
writing lessons since it can be difficult to teach and learn the entire lesson online both for
teachers and learners. Discussions also, revealed that movies are leading sources to teach English
as a foreign language writing, because different from textbooks they are more natural and bring
original English environment to classes. They foster critical thinking, improve vocabulary thus
learners became more engaged and participated in writing classes when movies are integrated
into the classroom. Overall, there is a consensus among researchers that movies are beneficial in
English language teaching and learning.
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CHAPTER 3- PRACTICAL STRATEGIES TO INTEGRATE DIGITAL
APPLICATIONS AND MOVIES IN TEACHING WRITING SKILL
Introduction to Chapter 3
This section addresses the practical part of this study. The chapter is divided into three main
sections: 1) strategies to choose appropriate movies for EFL writing classes; 2) strategies to
choose online technologies for writing classes; 3) activities used throughout the study. The
chapter presents criteria, which were taken into account while choosing both the educational
technology and movies.
3.1. Strategies to Choose Appropriate Movies for Writing Classes
Previous studies have shown that movies could be leading sources in EFL writing instruction
(Baratta & Jones, 2008; Kasper, 2000; Morley & Lawrence, 1971). Still integration of movies is
a complex process that requires being well-planned. One of the critical issues in this process is
the strategies to choose appropriate movies for EFL writing classes. Regarding a common
consensus about the strategies to choose appropriate movies for EFL writing classes no data has
been found. However, different researchers discussed and used various strategies to choose
movies for general EFL and writing classes (Khan, 2015; Morley & Lawrence, 1971). Current
experimental dissertation took many of them into account while choosing movies for EFL
writing class in Azerbaijan.
Morley & Lawrence (1971) offer and followed six criteria in choosing movies: relevance,
sequence continuity, quality, intelligibility, organization, and vocabulary.
Table 3. 1Movie Selection Criteria according to Morley & Lawrence (1971)
Relevance

The content of the movie should be current, and the subject matter must be up-to-date.
To current, the vital point is that the content must be enduring in its influence on
society over the next few decades. Additionally, the extent of the subject ought to have
international ramifications. Contentious issues are especially appealing in their
linguistic productivity.

Sequence Continuity

To maintain the effect, movies should have a thread of progression in the teaching
process. Showing just a single or a few videos would not be beneficial. There should
be continuity in watching a movie and it ought to be from different areas such as the
economy, medicine, technology and so forth.
The quality of movie production should be high. It would be difficult to involve
learners in a movie if it was apparent that a movie is awkwardly done from a technical
standpoint. It is worth to emphasize that the physical conditions such as adequate dark
environment, cozy seating, etc. are significant for creating such successful program.

Quality
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Intelligibility
Organization

Vocabulary

The music accompanying a moviemust be intelligible. Voices must be
understandable. Throughout a movie, variation in voices, accent, dialects, and speech
styles must be comprehensible.
Different methods of an organization should be illustrated by the movies - involving
super-ordination and subordination, diversity of arrangement and classification, cause
and effect, compare and contrast, illustration, analogy and so on. In the sequence, the
movies ought to continue from simple to complicated organization.
The level and number of unfamiliar words must be feasible.

Yang (2011) in her dissertation discussed four main criteria for film selection: film genre, close
to life, healthy content, teaching objectives.
Film genre
It is better using movies in different genres, like as science-fiction drama and comedy.
Nevertheless, animation movies may not be appropriate since the language in animation movies,
in particular, the pronunciation and intonation are embellished. Besides this, war movies may
also not be appropriate for ELT use, since war movies usually do not involve productive
conversations. Also, the sound track is so loud which may disturb learners listening to the movie.
Close to life
It is recommended to select movies that are close to life or reflect reality. Movies also can reflect
the cultural background in different time periods.
Healthy content
Many instructors stress the significance of choosing movies which have positive and sound
content. The parts which display violence or sex are not recommended, provided learners’
attention may get diverted from learning knowledge, or their state of mind is influenced
negatively.
Teaching objectives
Finally, for those instructors who use movies as authentic material, it is strongly suggested that
they should bear lesson objective and teaching goals in mind when deciding movies.
Khan in her study (2015) mentioned that before showing the movies to learners, it is vital that
instructors choose a movie that is in line with the fields they are attempting to instruct, ensuring
that the learners can link the movie content to the subject fields taught in the lesson. Try to apply
movies with famous content. There are myriads of movies whose content is dependable and
appropriate for different ages and cultures. Nonetheless, many modern movies which are popular
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may have explicit and not-suitable scenes such as related to violence, sex, crime, death, etc.
among them, thereby an instructor ought to refrain from applying these types of movies.
Based on the criteria mentioned above and our own experience the researcher has built strategy
on choosing the movies for writing classes. Relevancy, vocabulary, political and religious
viewpoints and popularity were main concerns in movie selection for EFL writing class in
Azerbaijan.
Relevance – The content of the chosen movies was somehow related to the content of the unit
subject of the writing book thathas been chosen for class and academic context. In term of the
relevance of teaching and learning resources, the content and appropriateness of the content to an
academic context was also taken into consideration.
Vocabulary – Mainly the level of learners was taken into consideration while choosing the
movie. Different from Yangs’ (2011) argument, in some cases the researhcer preferred animation
movies which are popular and not difficult to comprehend.
Political and Religious viewpoints: One of the critical factors the researcher paid attention was
the political issues. All the movies chosen did not include any propagandizing against the
Republic of Azerbaijan’s political views. Regarding the religious issues, none of the movies
included scenes such as underestimating or propagandizing religious viewpoint. Also, cultural
issues should be taken into account.
Only in one movie (“Freedom Writers 2007”) the genocide in which Jewish people were killed
in Holocaust was included in the content of the movie, where the researcher thought that there is
no problem in displaying any genocide where innocent people were killed.
Popularity- The researcher also tried to choose popular movies that learners would enjoy.
Table 3. 2Criteria for choosing movies for EFL writing class for the current study
Relevance

Content of the movie should be related to the writing topic (Unit topic of
the writing book) and it should be appropriate to an academic context in
term of teaching and learning

Vocabulary

Spoken language in the movie should be appropriate to the learners’
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language level
Political and

Chosen movies: a) mustn’t be against the political views of the Republic

Religious viewpoints of Azerbaijan; b) mustn’t underestimating or propagandizing religious
beliefs c) cultural issues should be taken into account
Popular

Chosen movies should be popular (to appeal learner’s attention) and
recent movies (to teach current spoken language)

3.2. Strategies to Choose Digital Applications for Writing Classes
We experience latest digital tools all the time, whether they are websites, hardware, mobile
devices or applications. Trying to decide which of these ET resources are most appropriate in
your classes can be challenging. However, how can an instructor choose what technology would
be beneficial? As an instructor, it is crucial to assess technology for educational reasons. A
myriad of educational institutions has coordinators responsible for identifying resources and
educational technologies for your classroom. Seeking the help of other people is acceptable, even
so here are some common strategies that are offered by Cennamo et al. (2010) for teacher to
consider when choosing technology to be integrated into your classes.
It is essential to consider your instructional goals (related to your curriculum) and then to find ET
that will assist you to achieve those targets. In fact, technology does not automatically foster
teaching and learning, but when aligned with your general instructional needs and goals, it can
be very advantageous.
One of the best ways to appropriately apply technology is to request your peers and become part
of a professional learning network. Social media networks, wikis, blogs, and other online
technologies are outstanding ways to learn about recent educational technologies and reach firsthand accounts of what other instructors around the world are using. Look around and motivate
other instructors to share their experience and failures about educational technologies. Ask your
peers what technology tools they have used in their lessons. Sometimes you can try a number of
various methods to use an educational technology before you reach an appropriate way to
integrate it.
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Technologies improve interactivity between a teacher and learners. They, for example, may
suggest the ability to give feedback and tracking that can be very useful for a teacher. An
alternative plus of interactivity may include group work activities across subject fields.
Consider user-friendliness, speed, user interface, and training and support. Technology devices
and software programs may not always be easy to use, yet think about the support that may be
accessible to teacher and your learners provided that you get stuck.
Consider if this online resource is available for all the learners in the class. For instance, if you
would like to use applications for handheld gadgetry in a classroom, then those gadgets should
be available for all the learners.
Since there are a considerable number of free online resources accessible, it is mainly crucial to
consider the budgetary issues, the time to learn and use, and any support that may include. Even
though there are many outstanding, free online technologies available, they might suggest
restricted access or have obtrusive commercials that may not be appropriate for your learners. In
some cases, getting paid online technologies suggests more balance and support than free ones.
The issue of privacy and security is another factor that ought to be considered in technology use
in class. Using technology ought not to violate learner’s privacy and security. For example, does
this technology gather learners’ private information? Does it release learners to people out of the
classroom? Make sure to check your institution’s policy before integrating new online
technologies.
Consider whether the new technology is compatible with existing devices in your class or
institutions. You may need to bring up to date the technology with the latest version or buy extra
equipment so as to use the technology.
3.3 Chosen Educational Technologies for the Current Writing Class (PBworks)
Being real-time collaborative editing system, PBworks has many various usage areas including
business, education, etc. Supplied are the reasons why I forechoose PBworks in the classroom as
a teacher which has a considerable number of benefits for the students as well. To begin with, it
is a great way of communication between educators and educatees as it permits teachers and
students change, add or undo something easily in the online platform as well as having a group
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project. Teachers can submit audio and video materials, give feedbacks on home tasks
comfortably. Additionally, PBwork assists students to engage outside of the schoolroom and
supplies them with a variety of school works that might be more interesting along with many
personal issues. Furthermore, teachers also get feedback about the students and their attitude
towards the lesson. PBworks is also a great help and support for any teacher and even personal
assist that directly connect the instructor with thousands of other instructors.
Pbworks has plenty of advantages for both teachers and students in the ways shown below.
Firstly, it has a new mobile aspect. Recently, the majority of phones have access to PBworks
regardless to the place in the world you are. This process makes its use more obtainable and
helpful at ease. Then PBworks is an international-communicative program that provides teachers
with a chance to have relations with many other trainers from all over the world. It works with
students too. They also can have communication chances with their international peers.
Moreover, PBworks can be utilized for every age group of trainees from kindergarten to
university campuses and is very safe to use.
Despite the benefits discussed above, PBworks has some disadvantages for some reasons. One
biggest problem is related to the default language of the program which is English. The second
problem is related to the costs of internet around the world. As it costs differently, in various
countries, it can be difficult for some people to get access to it.
3.4. Main Types of Activities Used throughout the Study
As Tuncay (2014) mentioned in his study, students cannot learn language competencies
well enough if the movies are presented without any practices. We also concede that without any
practices watching movies in EFL writing class can be pointless, thus the content of the activities
ought to be linked to the movie content, and the movie content should be related to the writing
material.
Activity 1: The use of subordinators and punctuation.
The aim of the activity: This activity assists students in writing a correct complex sentence with
some subordinator and punctuation rules.
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Allocated time: As there are five questions it is enough to spend 10 minutes for this activity.
Deadline is 12:00 midnight (deadline time can be set automatically).
Procedure: After the movie, the content of which is somehow related to the current unit’s topic
of the writing book, is chosen by the lecturer (Blood Diamond 2006),questions (that involves
names and event from the movie) are uploaded to PBworks. Then students are required to
combine the sentences by using the subordinators.
Outcome:The lecturer gives general feedback online or in the classroom (Blended Learning is
applied). Students can use subordinator (because, since, when) and punctuation rules to make a
complex sentence for better writing. Additionally, they see each other’s answers online and can
compare with their own, and even they can comment on each other’s answers.
Activity Example:
Combine the sentences with the subordinators in parentheses. Add a comma where
necessary.
1. Danny was imprisoned and the diamonds are confiscated. He was smuggling the diamonds
into neighboring Liberia. (because)
2. He arranges for Solomon's release from prison and offers to help him find his family. He
overhears Captain Poison ranting to Solomon about the discovery of the large diamond. (When)
3. Archer is using Solomon to find his diamond and will eventually steal it for himself. Archer
wants to leave Africa forever. (since)
4. Archer gives Bowen the information that she wants. Archer wanted to get access to use the
press convoy to travel to Congo to find the diamond. (because)
5. Solomon is painfully reunited with his son Dia. He refused to acknowledge him because he has
been brainwashed by the rebels. (When)
Complete the sentences with your own words. Add a comma where necessary.
1. Archer kills Coetzee and the other two soldiers with him ecause …………………………………
2. Since Archer has been shot …………………………………
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3. Simmons helped reunification of Simmons family since …………………………………
4. Since ………………………………… Bowen secretly photographs the deal with Simmons.
5. When Archer calls Bowen while dying …………………………………

Activity 2: Organizing and developing Essay. (Writing a thesis statement for opinion type of
essay)
The aim of the activity: The aim of this activity is to assist writing students in writing a wellorganized and strong (with the topic and controlling idea) thesis statement.
Allocated Time: About 10-15 minutes are enough for this activity since they are expected
towrite just two well-organized sentences which can be a thesis statement.
Procedure: Movie (Kung Fu Panda 2008), the content of which is related to the unit content of
the writing book, is chosen by the lecturer. Some parts of the movie, such as proverbs, which are
understandable and suitable to learner’s level, are taken and uploaded in written form (script) to
PBworks. The period of these parts is illustrated in practice instruction, and students are asked to
watch those parts again and write a thesis statement about given proverbs online to the part
which separated for them (mainly comment part).
Outcome: The lecturer gives general feedback online or in the classroom (Blended Learning is
applied). Students, firstly, learn new vocabularies and proverbs from the movie which are very
important in successful writing. Additionally, students learn their usage which is known that
many learners are struggling with the use of vocabulary (especially those are used with
prepositions. (e.g. markof a true hero). Above all, learners learn how to write a strong thesis
statement for opinion type of essay.

Activity Example:
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Watch the given time periods of the movie (Kung Fu Panda 2008) again and write a thesis
statement for the following statements. It should give your opinion, include topic and controlling
idea. (time - 01:02:06 – 01:02:21)
After watching this part (the script is given below), learners write a thesis statement for the
following statement.
SHIFU: The mark of a true hero is humility!
SHIFU
You have done well, Panda.
PO
Done well? Done well?! I've done
awesome
He swings his belly around and knocks Shifu off balance.
Shifu staggers back, regaining his dignity.
SHIFU
The mark of a true hero is humility
After a moment's thought, though, he leans toward Po
SHIFU (CONT'D)
But yes...you have done awesome.

Taken from the script of the movie (http://www.imsdb.com/scripts/Kung-Fu-Panda.html)

Activity 3: Part 1: Characteranalysis for brainstorming
Part 2: Online quizzes
The Aim of the activity: Part 1: To improve students’ critical thinking skill and help use
descriptive adjectives in a sentence. Part 2: To assess and grade learners’ descriptive paragraph
writing ability.
Allocated time: All together for part 1 and 2 about an hour is given to the students to write.
Procedure: First of all, learners watch the half of the chosen movie (about 50 min) (Ratatouille
2007) in the classroom. Another half of the movie is given as homework. Next, some discussion
questions, which related to some events and some characters in the movie, are added to the
PBworks as an activity 1. Following this, in activity 2 students are asked to write a paragraph
about one of the characters they liked in the movie.
Outcome: The lecturer gives general feedback online or in the classroom (Blended Learning is
applied). Learners’ critical thinking is improved by character analysis type of questions (Activity
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1). They learn how to use specific vocabulary (descriptive adjectives) in a sentence. Moreover,
they see how others wrote a paragraph and used descriptive adjectives, which they can compare
with their own.
Activity Example:
Part 1: Choose at least three characters and write some sentences regarding with what did you
like and did not like about the character. You will write your answers in comment part.

Part 2: Choose one of these questions and write a paragraph. (This paragraph will be graded)
DEADLINE: 04.03.16 13:00
1. Who was your favorite character in the movie and why?
2. What makes food taste good?
Note: Use descriptive adjectives that you learned in the class.
Activity 4: Preparing students to essay writings
The Aim of the activity: To help students to learn and practice the structure of the essay writing.
Allocated time: 10-20 minutes.
Procedure: After watching a selected movie (Gulliver’s Travel 2010) again the one which is
related to the unit content of the writing book, a question which their critical thinking is
stimulated here is uploaded to the PBworks. Next, learners are asked to write an outline for an
essay about the given question. Subsequently, the students will be asked to complete essay the
day after in the classroom.
Outcome:The lecturer gives general feedback online or in the classroom (Blended Learning is
applied). Students will learn how to write an outline for an essay. After skeleton of the essay is
ready, it will help learners to write a well-organized essay. What is more, learners can compare
their outlines with others.
Activity example:
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What do you think Gulliver learned from the discovery?'
Write an outline to the essay question. Use ideas from discussion parts.
You will be asked to complete essay tomorrow in the classroom.
Activity 5: Complex sentences for Cause and Effect type of essay (Pre –writing activity)
The aim of the activity: To enhance students’ vocabulary knowledge (useful language and
linking words\phrases) that expresses causes and effects and their use to join two simple
sentences to make a complex one.
Allocated time: As there are six questions 10-15 minutes.
Procedure: Learners read the script of the chosen movie (Freedom Writers 2007) before they
watch it. It is for a better understanding of some words and special idioms. After that, they watch
the entire movie in the classroom in the movie day. Of course, they watch at home again if they
want. Next, an activity, again the content of which is taken from the movie is added to the
Pbworks. A sample is given for students about how to do the exercise, and they are required to
make a complex sentence by joining the sentences with given special vocabulary for expressing
causes or effects (such as linking words-transitions).
Outcome: The lecturer gives general feedback online or in the classroom (Blended Learning is
applied). Students can make complex sentences for Cause and Effect type of essay writing. They
see other respondent’s answer, as well.
Activity Example:
Join the sentences by using phrases in the brackets.
Ex: Miss Gruwell did everything she can affect her students. Her students finally changed their
character. (give rise to)
Answer: Miss Gruwell’s efforts gave rise to a change in students’ behavior.
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1. When Marcus tells her that she is his hero, she denies it, claiming she was merely doing the
right thing by hiding Anne Frank from the German soldiers. This event causes Eva to rethink
lying during her testimony and she finally breaks down and tells the truth. (As a consequence of)
2. Teachers assumed that the students don’t really want to study and the students go to school
just because they have been asked to do so by their family. The senior teachers just teach the
students only for the sake of teaching. (Due to the fact that)

Activity 6: Improving learners’ grammar knowledge.
The aim of the activity: To enhance students’ grammar knowledge, namely the use of relative
clauses and restrictive clauses in a sentence for better writing, in other words using and omitting
pronouns in sentences.
Procedure: After watching the chosen movie (Kung Fu Panda 2008), some gap filling
questions, the content of whichis taken from the movie, with respect to restrictive clauses are
uploaded to PBworks. Then learners are asked to complete the sentences with their own words.
Outcome: The lecturer gives general feedback online or in the classroom (Blended Learning is
applied). Students learn how to describe or identify nouns and how pronouns can be omitted.
Also, students see and comment other learners’ responses through Educational Technologies
(PBworks)
Activity Example:
Complete the sentences with your own words. In which sentences pronoun can be omitted?
Example: One would think that Master Oogway would choose someone who actually knew Kung
Fu.
1. The Furious Five that…………… does not believe that Po can be the Dragon Warrior.
2. Po, a panda who …………………., lives with his father who opens a noodle restaurant
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3.5 Conclusion to Chapter 3

As a conclusion to all that has been previously mentioned all throughout this chapter, we
would like to indicate the following points. It is necessary to identify some criteria while
choosing an appropriate movie and digital application for writing class. While choosing
movies for the current study our criteria were relevancy (link between movie content and
writing book), vocabulary (appropriate level for the current class), political and religious
standpoints (universal ethics), and popularity of movies (to grab the students’ attention).
Concerning the online educational technology, PBworks was chosen due to the fact that it is
easy to set up, manage and edit (from the instructors and students’ aspect) and it has a series
of other pluses as is mentioned above.
Based on the obtained data, the following model was designed and set for experiment.
Figure 3. 1 Designed Model for the Experiment- Step1

Designing Movie
Selection Criteria

• Rubrics was
designed

Movie Selection
According to
Writing Topics in
the Textbook

•Content was
appropriate

Selection of Digital
Applications:
Blogs and Wikis
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•Availability of
technology was
checked

Figure 3. 2 Designed Model for the Experiment- Step 2

Movie Watching

•in class/at
home

Designing
Collaborative
Tasks for Blogs
and Wikis

•Students are to
write, post, edit,
proofread,
analyze and
synthesize
online

Giving Feedback
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•in class/online

CHAPTER 4: METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES
Introduction to Chapter 4
In this chapter the aim, methodology, strategy and design of the research are described. While
conducting the presented research, numerous research tools were exploited. Due to the
importance of the study, both qualitative and quantitative research methods were implemented.
The data collected from various types of forms lets researcher have more inclusive and
comprehensive perception of the research questions.
4.1 Research Design
4.1.1 Research Design and Strategy
The research involves fivestudies. Study 1 aims to shed a light on Azerbaijani undergraduate
students’ perceptions towards learning writing in English. To conduct the study, a quantitative
approach was applied through placingthe questionnaire on Google Forms. 360 students from
different universities participated in this study. Study 2 examines students’ readiness to use
digital applications and have movies integrated in writing lessons. To get the needed data, the
researcher applied the questionnaire. Once students’ attitudes towards writing lesson and
readiness to use online technology and movies have been measured, the researcher set an
experiment at Qafqaz University. Taking their English proficiency level into account, classes
were chosen both for the control and experimental groups randomly. After the first twoweeks of
the experiment, a questionnaire was prepared on SurveyMonkey and experimental group
students were required to fill the survey. The purpose of this survey was to determine learners’
opinion about this innovative approach implemented in the experimental study. The experiment
continued for two semesters, one academic year (2015 March-2016 December). Having finished
the experiment, the post- survey was prepared on SurveyMonkey to figure out the experimental
students’ satisfaction levelwhile integrating movies throughdigital applications in a writing
lesson. Lastly, the researcherasked 8 students to take part in the interview voluntarily (see Table
4.1 for research design).
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Table 4. 1Research Design
Study

Objective of the study

Data collection tool

Study 1: Azerbaijani students’ To figure out EFL learners
attitudes towards EFL writing attitudes towards writing
lessons

classes at different universities

Questionnaire
Form

on

Google

Questionnaire
Form

on

Google

in Azerbaijan
Study 2: Students interest in To
movies

and
3:

Azerbaijani

modern students’ readiness to use

technologies
Study

determine

movies and online technology

on A. To determine learners’
opinions on the new
sharpening foreign language
method during
writing skills through the
experimental study

A.

application

B. Essay writing questions

supported

Experiment

of
by

technologies

Survey

questions

on

Survey-Monkey

movies

B. To determine students’
educational
progress during the
implementation of movies
and online technologies.

1. Pre-test
2. While-test 1
3. While-test 2 4. Post-test

C. To observe students’
motivation level
Study4: Evaluating and

To

understanding learners’

satisfaction on filmic approach Monkey

satisfaction about movies and

which

digital applications

online technologies

figure
was

out

students’ Questionnaire

supported

Study5: Experimental group To obtain thoughts of
students’ impressions

experimental students about
new method
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by

Interview

on

Survey-

Firstly, to start the experiment in School of Languages atQafqaz University, a letter was written
to the board of directors. The experiment was described briefly in the letter. After the approval of
the letter, the researcher started his experiment (see Appendix F). The experiment started on the
17thof February, 2016 and ended on the 26th of December 2016. The experiment continued for
one academic year; one spring semester and one fall semester. This time period was sufficient to
do an experiment and get necessary data from the study.
4.2 Study 1 -Attitude towards EFL Writing Skills among Azerbaijani Learners
4.2.1 Overview
Writing as being a productive skill requires a profound knowledge of all other receptive skills
and general understanding of many different topics. Due to these characteristic traits, it is
considered to be one of the most difficult skills to acquire (Abdel, 2010). To make this viewpoint
much clearer a small questionnaire (10 questions) was prepared in google form to demonstrate
Azerbaijani English learners’ attitude towards EFL writing skill. The aim of the study was to
figure out EFL learners attitudes towards writing classes at different universities in
Azerbaijan.The questionnaire was posted through the researcher’s facebook account.
4.2.2 Participants
Table 4. 2Demographic Structure of the Participants
Qafqaz University
Khazar University
BHOS-Baku Higher Oil
School
ADA University
Other Universities
5.4%
Elementary

71.8%

Total
Participants

Male

Female

360

49.6%

50..4%

30.5%

27.1%
Upintermediate

24.6%

9.9%
5.1%
8.8%
4.5%
12.1%
Preintermediate

Intermediate

Advanced

The number of participants to this questionnaire was 360. As for the percentage of genders,
50.4% of them were female and 49.6% were male students. Responses were collected from
Qafqaz University (254 students - 71.8%), Khazar University, (35 students - 9.9%), BHOS Baku Higher Oil School (18 students - 5.1%), ADA University (31 students 8.8%) and other
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universities (16 students 4.5%). The English level of the participants was also different. 5.4% of
total participants were elementary (19 students) and pre-intermediate students accounted for
12.1% (43 students). The proportion of intermediate participants was 30.5% (108 students),
upper-intermediate was 27.1% (96 students) and advanced was 24.6% (87 students) (See table
4.2).
4.2.3 Results
Figure 4. 1The Less Interesting Lesson from Students’ Standpoint

Which lessons do you find most
boring?
16,1%

56,1%

Listening
5,9%

Speaking
Reading

21.8%

Writing

One of the most important questions was students’ general attitude towards language skills. Not
surprisingly, 198 participants preferred to choose writing lesson as the most boring, which
makes56.1%. For learners, the second less interesting lesson was reading with 21, 8% (77
students). Those who markedlistening and speaking as boring skillsamounted to 16.1% (57
students) and 5.9% (21 students) respectively.

Figure 4. 2 Importance of Writing Lesson
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How far do you agree that writing lessons are
important?
160

143

140
120

102

100
69

80
60
40

22

20

21
6,2%

40,1%

19,3%

5,9%

28,6%

0
strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

The aim of the second question was to identify the importance of writing lesson among the
students.

Actually, from the previous graph it is apparently seen that writing is the less

interesting lesson, however, the majority of these students know that writing lesson is important,
with 102 students strongly agreeing (28.6%) and 143 students agreeing (40.1%). 69
students(19.3%) in this case do not have a certain opinion. Unfortunately, 12.1% of participants
disagree (21) or strongly disagree (22) that writing lesson is important. It is notable that the
learners really understand the value of writing but they do not find writing lessons motivating,
which might stress the required changes in terms of teaching methods and techniques.
Figure 4. 3Motivation in Writing Classes
How motivating are writing lessons in your class?

14,6%

7,6%

27,0%

Not at all motivatong
Slightly motivating

32,9%

Somewhat motivating

18,0%

Quite motivating

Extremely motivating
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The results ofthe third questions are represented in Figure 4.3. 27% of respondents think that
writing lessons are not at all motivating and 18% (64 participants) feel that it is slightly
motivating. Those who said that writing lessons are somewhat motivating accounted for 32.9%
of total participants. Only 14.6% and 7.6% of the subjects considered writing class quite and
extremely motivating.
Figure 4. 4How Motivating Teaching Methods are in Writing Classes
How motivating do you think teaching methods are in
writing lessons?

13,5%

Not at all motivating

18,3%

Slightly motivating
21,7%

Somewhat motivating

18,9%

Quite motivating
Extremely motivating

27,6%

The collected data from the next question indicates that 65 students who account for 18.3% of
total respondentsconsider teaching methods in the writing classes are not motivatingat all and
18.9% of subjects mentioned that writing classes are just slightly motivating. Almost two-third
ofrespondents (27.6%) said that writing classes are somewhat motivating. The share of those
who marked the teaching methodsas quite motivating and extremely motivating amounted to
21.7% and 13.5% in turn.

Figure 4. 5Motivation Rate of EFL Writing Home Task
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Do you agree that writing home tasks are motivating ?
5,6%

Strongly agree

20

Agree

22,2%

Neutral

27,8%

Disagree

25,6%

Strongly disagree

18,8%
0

79
99
91
67
20

40

60

percent

80

100

120

number

The researcher also wanted to determine students’ motivation rate about writing tasks. From
thedata in figure 4.5, it is apparent that 18.8% of participants strongly disagree that writing home
tasks are motivating. Apart from this, almost one in four of the students disagree with the opinion
that writing homework is motivating at all. 27.8% of participantsresponded neutrally to this
question and 22. 2% agreed that writing home tasks are motivating. A tiny minority of
participants (5.6%) stated that they strongly agree with the motivating nature of teaching
methods in writing classes.
Figure 4. 6Difficulties of Finding an Idea for Writing Essays or Paragraphs

Do you agree that it is difficult to find an idea for
writing?
18%

9%

Strongly Disagree

17%

Disagree
39%

Neutrall

17%

Agree
Strongly Agree
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Students many times complain about finding an idea for a writing task. As is illustrated by the
graph below, 138 students (39%) agreed that it is difficult to find an idea for better writing and
64 students (18.1%) strongly agreed with it. 17.2% of learners did not have a clear opinion
aboutthis statement. The proportion of those who disagreed that it is not easy to find an opinion
for writing was 17.2%. Just very few participants (8.5%) strongly disagreed with this viewpoint.
Figure 4. 7Gaining an Idea for Essay or Paragraph Writing
How do you gain idea for writing a paragraph or an essay?

150
150
100

81

75
21,4%

42,9%

44

23,1%

50

12,6%

Percent
Number

0
I read books I read samples I do nothing
Number

Other

Percent

In this section, the researcher wanted to figure out how students find an idea for better essay or
paragraph writing. It is clear from the chart that 150 participants read sample writing to get the
idea. 75 students (21.4%) said they prefer to read a book to gain an idea. 23.1% of the total
respondents mentioned that they do nothing to gain an idea. And 44 students preferred option
“other”. 12 students among those who preferred “others” commented that they search the
internet. Some respondents commented that they write from their experience and one student
from ADA University commented that s/he uses paraphrasing method.

Figure4. 8Creativity of Writing Activities
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How far do you agree that activities done before writing
are interesting ?
Strongly agree;
5,6%

Strongly
disagree; 14,1%

Agree; 19,5%

Disagree; 22,3%

Neutral; 38,4%

The last question in thisstudy aimedto figure out how interestingthe class activities are in writing
classes. It is obvious that 14.1% participants strongly disagree that class activities are interesting
at all. Just under a quarter of participants (22.3%) stated that they disagree with the question. Of
the 136 participants (38.4%) preferred not to statetheir opinion and stayed neutral. By contrast,
19.5% of the total respondents stated that class activities in the writing lessons are interesting. A
mere 5.6% of subjects strongly agreed that writing practices are alluring.
Table 4. 3SPSS Analysis of Study 1
One-Sample Test
Test Value = 3

Df

Sig.
tailed)

How far do you agree
that writing lessons 13.467
are important?

356

.000

How motivating are
writing lessons in -8.681
your class?

355

How motivating do
you think teaching
-2.208
methods are in writing
lessons?

354

T

(2- Mean
Difference

95% Confidence Interval
of the Difference
Lower

Upper

.790

.67

.91

.000

-.570

-.70

-.44

.028

-.155

-.29

-.02
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Do you agree that
writing home tasks -4.799
are motivating?

355

.000

-.298

-.42

-.18

Do you agree that it is
difficult to find an 6.377
idea for writing?

353

.000

.410

.28

.54

How far do you agree
that activities done
-3.435
before writing are
interesting?

353

.001

-.198

-.31

-.08

Hypothesis test has been appliedfor each question in order to draw much clearer picture of the
topic under study. The agreement level with the statement was determined on the 5- point scale
and means of answers were compared with the test value of 3, which indicates that students are
neutral with these opinions.
On average, although the question takes 3.8, the low p-value does not allow us to conclude that
students agree with the statement that writing lessons are important since it also rejects the null
hypothesis that is scored- 4.
Mean of answers shows thatwriting lessons are somewhat motivating and this result is
statistically significant.
Coming to the statement related to motivation level of teaching methods in writing lessons, pvalue which is lower than 0.05 confirms that students evaluated this level as between somewhat
motivating and slightly motivating.Reasonably, home tasks have the significantly same level of
motivation, and activities before writing are interesting at the same level with 95% of
confidence.
A bit more than half of the respondents agree that it is difficult to find an idea for writing. With
95% confidence level, the students tend to agree with this statement with the score bigger than 3.
4.2.4 Discussion
This study could be overgeneralized to general Azerbaijani-English language learners since it
was applied to four Universities (Qafqaz, ADA. BANM, Khazar), where the study language is
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English. Of the study population, 360 subjects completed and returned the survey. Based on this
study, therefore we could reach to following conclusions. Primarily, it is evident from the first
question that reading and writing classes are the least interesting classes in Azerbaijan. 56.1% of
the participants said that writing lesson is the most boring lesson. This is probably due to the fact
that reading and writing lessons mainly are taught through books and not so interesting authentic
materials are used for teaching these lessons. Even though participants (68.7%) feel that the most
boring writing lesson is of a great importance. It is still thought-provoking that learners have a
general understanding of language acquisition process and realize the drawbacks existing in
language teaching approaches.
Almost half of the students (45%) feel that writing classes are not motivating and one-third of the
respondents do not have certain opinion about the topic. As for the writing home task, again
44.4% of the participants disagree that home tasks are motivating. And 27.8% of subjects
preferred to choose option “neutral” in the question. What is more, two-third of the respondents
feels that writing activities are not interesting and motivating. And 38.4% of participants did not
agree that they are motivating and stayed neutral. Nowadays, it is not easy to motivate learners
since thanks to the technology and other opportunities learners almost have everything, so they
do not find many things surprising and motivating. Language instructors can easily find authentic
materials such as videos, films and some other media tools for listening and speaking lessons
from the internet, however, finding such appealing material for reading and writing lessons is as
not easy as oral skills.
When respondents were asked to indicate whether it is easy to find an idea for writing or not,
about two-third of writing learners (57.1%) struggle with finding an idea and many students
(17.2%) again were neutral on this issue and when students were surveyed it was clear that to
gain an idea reading samples are most popular.
Finally, it is worth to mention that those who chose option “Neutral” in the questions do not have
a positive opinion about writing.
4.2.5 Conclusion to Study 1
The study 1 set out to determine Azerbaijani EFL students’ attitude towards writing skills.The
most apparent conclusion to emerge from this questionnaire is that among all language skills
writing is considered to be the most boring lessonby Azerbaijani learners. The result of this
investigation has shown that activities that are done before writing, writing home tasks and in
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general writing classes are not enough motivating and satisfactory. In terms of teaching methods
in writing lessons,many participants do not believe that it is sufficiently encouraging.It was also
shown that it is challenging for students to find an idea for better writing. These findings suggest
that in general teaching the writing skill in Azerbaijan needs to be analyzed more profoundly
and innovative approaches should be offered by the researchers to promote writing in terms of
teaching and learning.

4.3 Study2 (Pre-Survey): Evaluating University Students’ Interest towards Digital
Applications and Movies
4.3.1 Overview
This section involves breakdowns about questionnaire, methods, participants, procedures and the
survey results. The survey aims to measure Azerbaijani undergraduate learners’ willingness to
watch movies and potential to use modern technologies since movies and online technologies are
two main concerns of the dissertation.
4.3.2 Participants
In general,442 students participated in this survey with different English levels and class profile.
53.3% (232 students) of the participants were females and 46.7% (203 students) were males.
Participants of this questionnaire were bachelor students. Of the 46subjects (10.7%) were
preparatory year students (school of languages) and 160 participants(37.1%)were first-year
students at the university. 87 participants(20.2%) were in their second year at university and the
number of respondents who were in their third year was 79 which accounts for 18.3% of
participants. 13.7% of respondents(N-59) were senior students. Turning to participants of
English proficiency level, almost one-third of the students (30.6%) were upper-intermediate and
27.1% of them were advanced. The share of subjects who were intermediate amounted to 25.5%.
Pre-intermediate and elementary level participants accounted for 11.4% and 5.3% respectively.
It is worthy to note that, the numbers of respondents are different for each question in the survey.
For detail see:
(https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1VyVDMBixXqGvIlDRgFK2W4ur4sl0LyoizMi0owpEjmc/ed
it#responses)
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4.3.3 Procedure and Results
Questions were prepared on Google-Forms. Multiple choice type questions were preferred by
the researcher and distributed via Facebook and WhatsApp groups to the undergraduate students.
In fact, technology use in Azerbaijan is really high; however, the researcher wanted to
demonstrate it with facts. The results were analyzed in the SPSS 16.
Figure 4. 9Interest in Electronic Devices

Looking at the details, in the first part of the questionnaire the researcher wanted to measure
undergraduate students’ interest in online technologies.In response to the following question,
most of those surveyed(82%) indicated that they have Smartphones. The proportion of those who
have laptop accounted for 59.1%, and 37.9% of the participants mentioned that they use the
cellular phone. Just over one-third of the participants (36.5%) stated that have desktop computers
and nearly one in four of the subjects (26.9%) own tablets. Of the 41 respondents (9.4%) showed
that they also use other devices.

Figure 4. 10Spent Hours on the Usage of Electronic Devices
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How many hours in a day do you use your electronic
device(s)?
2,7%
12%

12,8%

29,7%

43%

1-2 hours

2-3 hours

4-6 hours

7-12 hours

more than 12 hours

Next question aimed at measuring the time students are using the mentioned devices in the
previous question. 43% of the respondents (188 students) said that they use these devices for 4-6
hours. 29.7% of students (130) use electronic devices for 7-12 hours. 12.8% chose the option
indicating 2-3 hours. Those who use electronic devices more than 12 hours account for 11.7% of
total subjects. A tiny minority of participants use electronic gadgets for 1-2 hours, at 2.7%.

Figure 4. 11Purpose of Using Electronic Devices

What is your general pupose of using
electronic devives?
For Education
10%
24%

16%

For fun and entertainment (such
as Games)

For internet

The

50%

Other
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study

also

investigated that half

of the participants use these devices mainly to surf the internet. 23.6% of students use electronic
devices for educational purposes. 16.2% of the students use these electronic devices for fun and
entertainment (e.g. games) and 10.1% of them use electronic devices mainly for other purposes.
(see Figure 4.11)
Figure 4. 12Spent Hours on the Internet

How many hours in a day do you spend on the internet?
0,5% 8,3%
9,2%
18,8%

23,2%

40,1%

None

1-2 hours

2-3 hours

4-6 hours

7-12 hours

more than 12 hours

The next question aimedto determine how much time undergraduate students spend on using the
internet in a typical day. 175 learners which make up the 40.1% of total respondents use the
internet for 4- 6 hours. 23.3 % (101 students) of participants spend their 7-12 hours on the
internetand 18.8% (82 students) use the internet about 2-3 hours a day. The proportion of
students who use the internet for more than 12 hours amounted to 9.2% (40 students), as opposed
to 8.3% (36) who use the internet for 1-2 hours daily. Interestingly, just 2 students (0.5%)
mentioned that they almost do not use the internet.

Figure 4. 13 Preferred Online Social Tools
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Since the wikis as adigitaltechnologyare one part of the dissertation the researcher also wanted to
evaluate which social media networks website do they use and how much time learners spend on
social websites. It is apparent from the results of this question that Facebook, Instagram, and
YouTube are the most commonly used social media tools. 85.5% of respondents which is 375
students use Facebook. Moreover, 81.9 (358 participants) stated that they have an Instagram
account and YouTube is another most popular online social tool among the undergraduate
learners with being accounted for 74.6%. Furthermore, 19.2% of learners mentioned that they
use twitter and 9.2% of participants useBlogs and Wikis. Just 5 students mentioned that they do
not have any other online social tool. The rest of the respondents also use other Social network
websites such as LinkedIn, SnapChat, Myspace, Tumblr WhatApp and Vkontakte as I mentioned
in the comment part of the option “Others”. (See Figure 4.13)

Figure 4. 14Time Spent on Social Media
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How much time do you spend on your social media
account (facebook\twitter\instagram)?
2,5%
6,9%
19,4%

32,9%

38,2%

1 hours

2-3 hours

4-6 hours

7-12 hours

more than 12 hours

As for the time, the participants spent on these mentioned online social tools, it is obvious that
38.2 % spend 2-3 hours and 32.9 % spent 4-6 hours. Those who spend 1 hour amounted to
19.4%. Of the 30 participants (6.9%)spend 7-12 hour for social media and only11 respondents
(2.5%) indicated that they spend more than 12 hourson social media.
Figure 4. 15Purpose to Use Social Media

What is your general purpose to use your
social media account?
14,6%

12,2%

For education
For chatting and
communicating with friends
Other

73,3%
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Regarding the purpose of using the mentioned social network websites, 73.3% showed that they
use for chatting and communicating with friends and 12.2% use them for educational purposes.
14.6 % of respondents mentioned that they use it for other reasons, such as getting information
about the latest news around the world (as is written in the comment part).

Figure 4. 16Measuring Students thought about Integrating ICT on ELT
To what extent do you agree that online websites like
Facebook-twitter and so on can be used in English
classes?
3,4%
13,7%

8,9%
31,8%

42,1%

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

The last question of this survey was about the integration of these social web tools in English
lessons. The aim of the question was to measure whether students believe that social websites
can be used in teaching English. According to the given pie chart, 42.1% (184 students) agree
that social web tools can be implemented in ELT classes. 13.7%

of the total respondents

strongly support the view that it can be used in English classes. 31.8%, however, stayed neutral.
Nevertheless, 12.3% of learners oppose the view that social web tools can be used in ELT classes
where 8.9% for disagreeing and 3.4% strongly disagree.

Figure 4. 17Measuring Learners’ Interest in Movies
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How much do you enjoy watching movies\films?
6%
12%

25,3%

21,4%
39,9%

Not at all

A little

A moderate

A lot

A great deal

The second part of the questionnaire was about the movies since the movie is the main concern
of the dissertation. In this part, the researcher wanted to measure Azerbaijani students’ interest in
movies. This survey was the second part of the previous survey.
The first question was about the general interest for movies. It aimed to evaluate how much
Azerbaijani undergraduate students love watching films. What stands out from the pie chart is
that 39.9% (173 students) of respondents like movies a lot. What is more, one in four of the
respondents (25.3% of total learners) showed that they enjoy movies a great deal.21.4% of
students moderately love movies and 12% enjoy watching movies a little. Just 6 learners
mentioned that they do not like movies at all.

Figure 4. 18The Number of Movies in a Typical Week
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How many movies do you watch in
a typical week?
8,8%

1-2
3-4

26,6%

5 and more

64,6%

The collected data from the survey revealed that 64.6% of respondents watch at least 1or 2
movies in a typical week. The proportion of those who watch 3-4 movies is 26.6% and mere
8.8% watch more than 5 movies in a typical week.
Figure 4. 19Preference for Movie Types

In the survey, the researcher also tried to investigate what types of films do the learners want to
watch. As is illustrated by the bar graph,the overwhelming majority of learners at 62% are keen
on watching comedy movies (269 students ). The proportion of the interest in action movies and
drama were almost the same, each at about 55%. Additionally, about 36% of the students prefer
watching animation movies and almost the same proportion of students are interested in
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Thriller\Crime. Romance at 35%(152 participants), Documentary movies at 32% (139
participants) and Horror movies at 29.5%(128 participants) are the last three popular films
among the students.
Figure 4. 20Preference for Language While Watching Movie
In what language do you generally watch Movies?)
2,8%
7,9%

Azerbaijani
Turkish
41,8%

Russian

37,4%

English
Other
10,9%

The purpose of the next question was to identify the language they watched the movies in.
English and Turkish languages are the most popular languages according to the survey. 180
participants, who make up 41.8%, watch movies in English language. 37.4% of (161)
respondents watch movies in Turkish language. 10.9% prefer watching movies in Russian
language and just 7.9% watch in Azerbaijani language. Only, 2.8% chose the option “others” (in
the comment part there were answers like Korean, Indian).

Figure 4. 21Watching Movies to Learn English
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Do you use movies to learn English language?
4,6%

20,7%

Never
Sometimes
42,6%

Usually
Always

32%

With the following question, the purpose of watching movies was aimed to be clarified. 42.6%
mentioned that they sometimes watch movies to learn English. 32% mentioned that they usually
watch movies to learn English and one in five of respondents (20.7%) always watch movies to
learn English. Nonetheless, 4.6% stated that they do not watch movies to enhance English
knowledge at all (see Figure 4.21).

Figure 4. 22Movies with Subtitles

Do you watch movies with subtitle?

29,7%

70,3%

Yes

No

It is also apparent that 70.3% watch movies with subtitles and 29.7% do not prefer watching
movies with subtitles.
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Figure 4. 23Language in Subtitle
If you watch movies with subtitle which language do
you adjust subtitle?
3,2%

2,8%

3,7%

13,4%
36,4%
40,6%

Azerbaijani

Turkish

English

Russian

I do not use subtitles

Other

According to the collected data, 40.6% watch films with English subtitles and 36.4% watch it
withTurkish subtitles. 13.4% stated that they do not use subtitles when they watch movies. 3.7%
adjust subtitle in Azerbaijan language and 2.8% in Russian. Those who use subtitles in other
languages account for 3.2%.
Figure 4. 24Learners thought about integration of movies in ELT instruction
To what extent do you agree that movies\films can be used in English
classes??
1,2%

2,3%
10,1%

37,3%

49,1%

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

Finally, the researcher wanted to figure out whether respondents think that movies can be used in
English Language for language learning purposes. 86.4% of respondents generally agreed that
movies would be beneficial to be integrated into English classes. 49.1% chose the option to agree
(213 out of 434 students answered agree). 37.3 % strongly believed that films can be used in
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English classes (162 out of 434 students answered strongly agree). 10.1%, on the other hand,
stayed neutral and do not have a certain answer. However, 2.3% oppose that movies would be
beneficial and 1.2% of the total respondents strongly disagree with the integration of movies in
classes.
Table 4. 4SPSS Analysis of Study 2
One-Sample Test
Test Value = 4

T

Df

Sig.
tailed)

(2- Mean
Difference

95% Confidence Interval
of the Difference
Lower

Upper

To what extent do you
agree that online
websites
like
-10.131 436
Facebook, Twitter and
so on can be used in
English classes?

.000

-.462

-.55

-.37

Do you use movies to
learn
English -32.124 433
language?

.000

-1.311

-1.39

-1.23

To what extent do you
agree
that
movies\films can be 4.998
used
in
English
classes?

.000

.191

.12

.27

433

Significance test was done for each question in order to draw a conclusion. The agreement level
with the statement was determined on the 5- point scale and means of answers were compared
with the test value of 4 which indicates that students agree with these opinions.
Very low p-value shows its significance that students tend to agree that online websites like
Facebook, Twitter and so on can be used in English classes, although it is not at the highest level
of agreement.
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The statistically significant average score is so low that indicates students do not use movies to
learn English.
For the final conclusion, with 95% confidence level, highly statistically significant results say
thatstudents evaluate this agreement with the statement that movies\films can be used in English
with the score bigger than 4.
4.3.4 Discussion
An initial objective of the current study was to determine Azerbaijani students’ readiness to use
online technology and movies. One of the most important findings was that of 359 subjects
which accounts for 82% of total respondents use smartphones and many students have laptop,
tablets and other electronic devices. In addition to this, 188 of the participants mentioned that in
a typical day they use these devices for 4 to 6 hours and 138 of them use them 7-12 hours. Thus,
it can be suggested that modern technologies were spread highly among Azerbaijani learners.
According to the results they mainly use these tools for the internet. Findings show that students
primarily use the internet for education purposes (37.3%), entertaining (26.9%) and for chatting
(21%). The results of this study indicate that a hefty 85.8% of respondents have Facebook
accounts and 82% of them have registered to Instagram. Of 165 participants spend 2-3 hours and
143 respondents spend 4-6 hours for these social networking websites. Apart from this, 308
students stated that they use social networking websites for chatting; while a mere 12.1% of
participants use social networking websites for education. To the question whether social
networking websites can be integrated into English classes, over half of the participants gave a
positive answer. 42.2% of them chose the option agree, and 13.7 % of them strongly agreed. It
should also be noted that 139 students stayed neutral to this question. Hence, based on the results
it could conceivably be hypothesized that Azerbaijani undergraduate learners are ready to use
online technologies in English classes.
Regarding the movies, 86.7% of the subjects stated that they enjoy movies. Of the 279
respondents mentioned that they watch 1-2 movies and 116 participants reported that they watch
3-4 movies in a typical week. Interestingly, according to the results, the overwhelming majority
of participants prefer comedies. Drama and Action movies share second and third places among
the favorite types of movies. Another crucial data emerged from the survey is that proportion of
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participants (41.7%) who watch movies in English is higher than the Turkish(37.5%),
Russian(10.9%) and other languages. Besides this, just under half of the subjects noted that they
sometimes watch movies to learn English. The share of those who “usually” and “always” watch
movies amounted to 32% and 20.7%, respectively; in other words, those who watch movies to
learn English accounts for 95.5% of total respondents. This percentage is in fact quite enough
percentage to hypothesize that movies could be integrated into English classes in order to
improve language skills. In the last question, which students were surveyed to answer the
question that whether movies can be used in English classes, in general, 86.4% of them agreed.
The result of the last question also strengthens the suggestion that movie can be integrated into
EFL writing lessons.
It should be noted that the number of the subjects were different for different questions since
participants skipped some questions. For details see:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1VyVDMBixXqGvIlDRgFK2W4ur4sl0LyoizMi0owpEjmc/edit
#responses
4.3.5 Conclusion to Study 2
Turning to the question posed at the beginning of this dissertation, it is now possible to conclude
that,thanks to the facts that are listed below, it is highly probable that students can easily adapt
the use of movies supported by online technologies in writing classes;
➢ the availability of the technological devices in Azerbaijan;
➢ the time students spend on electronic devices and internet;
➢ students’ high interest in social networking websites (e.g., Facebook and Instagram);
➢ learners’ own believes that online technologies can be integrated into English classes;
➢ great interest in the movies in English language;
➢ the use of movies to learn English by Azerbaijani learners;
➢ the use of English subtitles while watching movies;
➢ learners’ own beliefs that movies can be integrated into English classes.
As a consequence, the study has shown that undergraduate students in Azerbaijan have a high
potential to learn writing skill through online technologies and movies. The next study is the
experiment which purposes to figure out Azerbaijani learners’ writing skill’s improvement
through movies which were supported by educational technologies.
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4.4 Study 3: Experimental Study: Evaluating and Testing Students’ Development in
Writing Skills
4.4.1 Overview
In this section itemized information is provided such as instruction of writing using movies
supported by educational technologies, participants, testing method, proceduresand results. This
study is the experimental part of the research. The purpose of the experiment was to find out the
learners’ advancement in their writing. The study continued for two academic semesters.
Paragraph and essay questions were implemented to conduct the study (It was the last lessons for
teaching paragraph writing according to syllabus, so one of the movies were used to teach
paragraph writing and then we started essay writing). Students’ writing was assessed through
specific rubrics which are designed for checking paragraph and essay writing(For Rubrics see
Appendices B & C).
The participants were from Qafqaz University in Azerbaijan. All the participants were the
students fromschool of languages Of Qafqaz University in Baku, the republic of Azerbaijan.
School of Languages (SL) generally deals with the first-year language classes where the new
learners acquire initial and secondary languages demanded by their departments.
Learners’ English language level wasB2 (intermediate) when the experiment started. Four
classes were chosen according to their English Language level for the experiment. The classes
were homogeneous consisting of around 15-16 students in each. 2 classes were chosen as
experimental groups and another 2 were chosen as control groups. In the first academic semester,
there were 13 Females and 19 malesin the experimental groups. On the other hand, there were 14
Females and 18 males in the control group. In the second academic semester, there were 15
females and 17 males in the experimental groups. In the control group, there were 16 females
and 16 males. The average age was of both experimental and control group was about 18. Each
semester lasted for15 weeks.
4.4.2 Research Instrument and Procedure
A letter was written to the committee board of school of languages for permission to the
experiment. After having the ethical approval from the committee board of School of languages,
the experimental and control groups were formed with the help of deputy director responsible for
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the education process. There were 13 B2 level groups in the first academic semester of the
experiment and 7 B2 groups in the second academic semester of the experiment in School of
Languages at Qafqaz University. All the groups were formed homogeneously by the head of
School of languages where the average of all level classes was almost the same. Therefore, all
groups were chosen randomly for the experiment.Two of the B2 classes were selected as
experimental groups and two for control groups. In general, conventional methods were
implemented in both experimental and control groups. In addition, for the experimental group a
writing syllabus was developed to implement a digital technology and movies(See Appendix L).
The text book was Q-Skills for success Reading and Writing (Ward & Gramer, 2015) both for
experimental and control groups.In the textbook, each unit starts with a unit questions and there
is a listening part that helps to warm up the lesson. Unit questions part gives some information
about the writing topic and asks students’ opinions which is considered as a brainstorming part.
Each part gives strategies for better writing. There are grammar and vocabulary partsin each unit.
Apart from this, there are some practices regarding writing such as forming a thesis statement.
Some exercises were done in the classroom, and all the necessary parts were discussed. Some of
them were given as homework and feedback was given in the classroom. We had five hours
writing lessons in each week. In a week we covered one or sometimes one and a half unit of the
writing book consisting of grammar part, pre-writingpractices, examining some samples and a
unit assignment at the end of each unit.
In the control group, a traditional method was applied in teaching writing. We had five hours
writing lessons in each week. In a week we covered one or sometimes one and a half unit of the
text bookconsisting of grammar part, pre-writingpractices, examining some samples and a unit
assignment at the end of each unit. In control group, learners were assigned to write some prewriting practices such as outlines, grammar exercises at home which were provided in the
writing textbook. As an extra material to writing, some story books were chosen from library
according to their levels. All the writing processes were paper-based in the control group.
Regarding the experimental group, designing the experiment was not easy due to some reasons.
Initially, at the beginning of the semester in the experimental groups as a researcher teacher, the
new method of the writing lesson was discussed. In terms of the learners teaching writing with
movies was not seen logical since this method was unusual. After the researcher explained the
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procedure students were interested in it, but they did not know that it was an experiment. The
researcher started the experiment after two weeks since choosing an appropriate movie, and
educational technology for the class.
As regards the movies, choosing them was not easy, since movies shown in the classroom should
be chosen carefully in order to avoid possible problems that may occur in the educational
process. While choosing movies as a researcher following criteria were taken into consideration:
first, the content of the chosen movies was somehow related to the unit topic. Paying attention to
the content of the movie is essential; otherwise, watching the movie would not be more than
having fun. Second, while choosing movies, the researcher paid attention to the political issues.
None of the movies involved something against the Republic of Azerbaijani politics. Thirdly, as
Azerbaijan is Islamic country the researcher had chosen movies which did not involve anything
showing Islam as a terrorist or insulting for Muslim people. Lastly, its appropriateness to the
classroom, in other words, the movies which do not contain any inappropriate scene were
chosen. These were the main criteria. The researcheralso took learners’ age, cultural issues, and
so on into consideration. The following movies were chosen in the first (spring) and second
(autumn) chosen semesters:
Table 4. 5Chosen Movies for Experimental Groups
Semester I

2015-2016(Spring)

Semester II 2016-2017 (Fall)

Ratatouille(2007)

The Guardian (2006)

Blood Diamond (2006)

Worlds War Z (2013)

Kung Fu Panda (2008)

Ratatouille (2007)

Freedom Writers (2007)

Men of Honor (2000)

Gulliver’s Travel (2010)

Freedom Writers (2010)
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When it comes to educational technologies, it was another issue that took our time to choose.
Many online educational technologies are not free in charge or many of them give very few
options in the free version. After searching for online technologies, the researcherdecided on the
PBworks which is considered as wikis. It has many features that can be used in the education
process (features of PBworks are explained in chapter two). As there were two classes in each
semester, two digital classes were created in PBworks. Accounts both for teacher and the
students were created. After learners chose their classes, the experiment started. As it is
mentioned five movies were selected for the experimental groups and movie days were
determined. Movies were displayed about every two or three weeks. Before watching a movie, a
trailer of the movie was uploaded to the PBworks.
Different from books, in the experimental group movies were provided as an extra material and
practices in the book were uploaded to the PBworks. Of course, the content of the exercises was
somehow linked to the content of the movie. Homework was uploaded on PBworks. The
deadline was set for many exercises, and students did their practices online. They were able to
see their works and comment each other. They had a right to edit their works as well. Feedbacks
of the practices were given online and in the classroom. In general, blended learning was applied
so, all writing tasks were done both online and face to face in the classroom (for details please
see aydinaliyew.pbworks.com) .
As an administrator for PBworks one student was selected and given a responsibility to upload
exercises and solve any problem that may occur online. It is worthy to say that today’s students
are digital natives, so they could be involved in the educational process when contemporary
technologies are applied in the classroom.
Both in experimental and control groups,different types of essay questions were asked in the
tests (Pre-test, 2 while tests, Post-test), such as discussion, opinion and so forth. One paragraph
writing and three different essay questions were prepared from the writing questions part of the
textbook Q-skills for success Reading and Writing published by Oxford University Press. The
Students were asked to writeat least100 words for paragraph writing and 200 words for an
academic essay (See Appendix A). The results of the essays were analyzed in E-Views 9.5 using
descriptive analysis and paired samples T-test to prove and certify students’ initial English.
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The specially designed rubric was used to assess students’ writing skills. In writing introduction,
body paragraphs, conclusion, sentence structure, grammar, spelling, punctuation, and
capitalization were assessed and graded. In the introduction part mainly its clearness,
attractiveness, thesis statementswere examined. In the conclusion part logical end at the body
paragraphs, topic sentence, supporting sentences, coherence and so on were examined. Sentence
structure, their construction and connection to each other (conjunctions &transition words)
grammar use were examined. In writing spelling, punctuation and capitalization were assessed
and evaluated. (For details see Appendix C)
The procedure was the same in the second semester both for control groups and experimental
(fall) for the second experiment.
4.4.3 Intermediate-Questionnaire of Experimental Students
After the experiment started, the questionnaire was distributed among the students in the
experimental group to determine their initial opinions about the implemented method.
A questionnaire was prepared on SurveyMonkey and was sent to the students via WhatsApp
group of the classes.This survey was carried out after the second movie.Multiple choice
questions were prepared.

Table 4. 6Findings of Intermediate-questionnaire in the Experimental Group

To what extent do you agree or
disagree that integration of the
movies (Ratatouille and Blood
Diamond) were useful in writing
lesson?

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neither
agree nor
disagree

Agree

3.13%

3.13%

25.00% 65.63%
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3.13%

Strongly
Agree

Total

32

How far do you agree or disagree 3.13%
that it was useful to apply
educational technologies
(Pbworks) to the writing classes?

0.00%

3.13%

53.13% 40.63%

32

Was it motivating to apply
movies with educational
technologies in terms of
improving writing?

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

56.25% 43.75%

32

How far do you agree or disagree 0.00%
that applying this method would
be beneficial for the rest of the
units?

3.13%

0.00%

53.13% 43.75%

32

______________________________________________________________________________
_______
No

Not
certain
3.13% 15.63%

Yes

Did the application of the movies help you get an idea
about the unit (writing) topic?

0.00% 21.88%

78.13% 32

Do you think that integrating movies into the writing lesson
would be beneficial for the rest of the units?

3.13% 12.50%

84.38% 32

Do you think that applying educational technologies would
be beneficial for the rest of the units?

6.25% 3.13%

90.63% 32

Was it (applying movies with educational technologies) a
different and innovative way compared to the previous
writing classes?

3.13% 3.13%

93.75% 32

Were the movies related to the Unit topic?

No
because it
is time
consuming
Did the application of

0.00%

No because it
is complex to
write
on educational
technologies
(Pbworks)
0.00%
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Total

81.25% 32

Yes,
Yes, because Total
because it it is
is
collaborative
innovative
59.38%

62.50%

32

educational technologies
(PBworks) motivate you to
spend more time on the writing
practices? Why? Note: You
can choose more than one
answer

4.4.4 Result and Discussion of Intermediate-Questionnaireof Experimental Groups
The first question aimed to determine the students’ opinion about the effect of
movies(Ratatouille - 2007 and Blood Diamond -2006) that they watched in writing classes. As it
is seen from the table, in the first question 65.63% of the students strongly agreedthat the applied
movies were useful in writing lesson. 25% of the students chose the option“agree.” One of the
learners stayed neutral to the first question. Just one learner marked fordisagree and strongly
disagree. The survey also indicates that 81.25% of respondents acknowledged that contents of
the movies were related to the unit topicin the writing textbook. One student said it was not
related to the unit content and five students (15.63%) were not sure about it.
The purpose of the following question was to figure out whether movies were helpful to gain
ideas about the unit topic of the writing textbook. According to the results,78.13% of subjects
mentioned that moves helped them to get an idea for writing and21.88% of the respondents
stayed neutral.
The study also asked the learners to mention whether they believed that integration of movies
would be beneficial in writing classes. A massive 84.38% of the learners stated that it would be
helpful in writing classes if the movies were applied. A mere 12.50% of participants were not
sure about it, and only one student mentioned that movies would not be beneficial for the rest of
the writing classes.
As for the PBwork’s benefit to writing, almost half of the students(53.13%) agreed that applying
digital technology (PBworks)was useful in their writing classes. The share of those who strongly
agreed with this question was 40.63%. Just one student did not have a clear opinion about the
question, and one student strongly disagreed that digital technology was useful.
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In response to question 6, 59.38 % of those surveyed indicated that digital technology motivated
them to spend more time in writing since it is innovative. In addition to this, almost two-thirds of
the subjects (62.50%) acknowledged that as it is collaborative, PBworks encouraged them to
write more.
According to the next question, the vast majority of students (90.63%) believe that application of
the digital technology (PBworks) would be beneficial. One student, however, did not have a
clear opinion about it and two students stated that the digital technology would not be helpful for
the rest of the writing classes.
In general, over half of those surveyed (56.25%) reported that integration of movies that was
supported by the digital technology was motivating in writing classes and 43.75% strongly
agreed with this opinion. What is more,the overwhelming majority of the learners (93.75%)
acknowledgedthat the application of movies and the digital technology was innovative in their
writing classes as opposed to the traditional teaching methods.
In the last question, the researcher wanted to know if the students wanted to have this innovative
approach in their writing classes. Of the 17 subjects (53.13%) stated positively and 43.5%
strongly agreed that integration of movies which was supported by the digital technology would
be beneficial for the rest writing lessons. Just one student showed that the new method is not
desirable.
From the result, it can be seen that the majority of the learners agreed that this method is
innovative, motivating and beneficial.Therefore, it could be hypnotized that there is no need to
do any changes in the plan of the experimentso far. Following this survey, the experiment
continued with while-test 1 and it went on until the end of the 2015-2016 academic year. The
second experiment took place in the 2016-2017 fall semesters, and the same procedure of the
experiment was also applied here.
4.4.5 Results of the Progress Tests
A pre-test was applied to both experimental and control groups in different mentioned time
periods. The first experiment was carried out in the 2015-2016 educational year in II semester
and the second experiment was carried out in the 2016-2017 educational year I semester.
Regarding the first experiment, a pre-test was given on 30th of March, 2016. The pre-test
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purposed to establish a reference line for next tests to compare students’ advancement in their
writing skills. The second pre-test was conducted on 11thof April, 2016 and the second whiletest on 13thof May, 2016. The post-test was carried out on 7thof June, 2016. As for the second
experiment, a pre-test was given on 7th of October, 2016. The second pre-test was conducted on
4thof November, 2016 and the second while-test on 2ndof December, 2016. The post-test was
carried out on 28thof December, 2016.
Table 4. 7Experimental Group Progress Tests Results (2015-2016 Spring)
Experimental Group Progress Tests Results(2015-2016 spring)
I Experimental
Group
Pre-Test
While-test 1 While-test 2
21
28
Student 1
23
20
28
Student 2
24
28
27
Student 3
26
28
29
Student 4
25
22
25
Student 5
24
27
24
Student 6
18
22
24
Student 7
24
25
24
Student 8
16
23
19
Student 9
22
26
23
Student 10
25
22
26
Student 11
26
29
28
Student 12
26
21
23
Student 13
20
29
24
Student 14
26
27
23
Student 15
26
23
21
Student 16
21
29
18
Student 17
24
29
25
Student 18
19
24
26
Student 19
16
24
25
Student 20
23
28
27
Student 21
23
28
20
Student 22
23
12
23
Student 23
18
28
21
Student 24
24
24
25
Student 25
20
24
27
Student 26
20
109

Posttest
29
30
29
27
27
26
30
25
24
29
27
29
26
28
28
27
28
29
27
26
28
25
24
28
25
25

Student 27
Student 28
Student 29
Student 30
Student 31
Student 32
Mean
Std. Dev

19
19
21
22
24
24
22.21
2.945

29
18
25
24
27
24
24.69
3.970

25
27
28
18
28
28
25
3.333

26
24
27
27
30
27
27.01
3.795

Table 4. 8Control Group Progress Tests Results (2015-2016 Spring)
Control Group Progress Tests Results(2015-2016 spring)
I Control
Groups
Pre-Test
While-test 1 While-test 2
19
23
22
Student 1
27
24
24
Student 2
25
26
25
Student 3
20
20
20
Student 4
22
26
21
Student 5
24
25
28
Student 6
22
28
27
Student 7
25
24
21
Student 8
22
28
28
Student 9
29
24
23
Student 10
23
18
22
Student 11
22
20
21
Student 12
20
17
21
Student 13
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Post test
29
30
25
21
24
29
25
25
28
20
23
22
20

Student 14
Student 15
Student 16
Student 17
Student 18
Student 19
Student 20
Student 21
Student 22
Student 23
Student 24
Student 25
Student 26
Student 27
Student 28
Student 29
Student 30
Student 31
Student 32
Mean

22

23

22

21

22

22

24

28

23

24

25

30

21

21

20

20

21

22

25

27

17

19

24

20

21

22

23

27

22

20

25

21

26

26

25

20

22

25

24

26

22

22

24

21

18

17

24

27

23

23

23

23

21

24

24

28

20

20

23

27

19

18

24

22

24

26

28

27

23

26

27

27

23

26

24

27

22.18

22.78

24

24.68

The provided table shows averages of progress tests of both groups in the first experiment. The
tests were assessed over 30 points. The averages were on a gradual upward trend in both groups.
In the control group, the result of the pre-test was 22.18, while-test 1 was 22.78 and while-test2
was 24, and the post-test was 24.68. In the experimental group, the pre-test was 22.21; the whiletest 1 was 2.69, while-test 2 was 25, post-test was 27.01.
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Figure 4. 25Average of Progress Test of Experiment and Control Group 1

Averages of Progess Tests (part I)
Experimetn
22,18
22,21

Pre test

24,69

Control

22,78

while-test one

24
25

While- test 2

24,68
27,01

Post -Test

Table 4. 9Experimental Group Progress Tests Results (2016-2017 Fall)
Experimental Group Progress Tests’ Results(2016-2017 fall)
II Experimental
Pre-Test
While test 1 While test 2
Groups
77
80
88
Student 1
73
80
85
Student 2
71
81
81
Student 3
83
82
83
Student 4
58
71
77
Student 5
81
84
89
Student 6
70
80
84
Student 7
70
75
85
Student 8
65
74
88
Student 9
71
72
86
Student 10
81
82
85
Student 11
72
74
76
Student 12
68
72
70
Student 13
72
68
77
Student 14
68
63
76
Student 15
57
68
73
Student 16
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Post test
92
87
84
89
84
92
88
88
95
89
89
89
80
83
81
80

Student 17
Student 18
Student 19
Student 20
Student 21
Student 22
Student 23
Student 24
Student 25
Student 26
Student 27
Student 28
Student 29
Student 30
Student 31
Student 32
Mean
Std.Dev

76
53
77
74
79
67
68
75
78
63
73
76
61
78
82
81
71.81
7.405

78
66
69
83
76
77
71
80
82
66
80
82
77
86
84
84
76.4
26.25

89
53
81
88
85
72
74
87
84
74
79
90
59
92
92
77
80.5
27.28

88
69
83
92
87
88
79
89
95
80
81
89
80
89
92
90
86.28
5.917

Table 4. 10 Control Groups Progress Tests Results (2016-2017 Fall)
Control Groups Progress TestsResults (2016-2017 fall)
Pre-Test
While test 1 While test 2
II Control Groups
69
70
74
Student 1
61
67
68
Student 2
71
71
66
Student 3
60
85
82
Student 4
74
67
74
Student 5
82
83
88
Student 6
70
72
78
Student 7
80
80
84
Student 8
61
77
79
Student 9
76
70
76
Student 10
77
78
79
Student 11
77
66
81
Student 12
73
80
83
Student 13
72
79
76
Student 14
73
72
77
Student 15
79
87
88
Student 16
78
72
72
Student 17
113

Post test
70
72
77
84
79
90
80
84
75
78
81
82
67
79
78
83
77

Student 18
Student 19
Student 20
Student 21
Student 22
Student 23
Student 24
Student 25
Student 26
Student 27
Student 28
Student 29
Student 30
Student 31
Student 32
Mean

72
52
75
76
68
75
78
74
76
58
76
55
69
72
74
71.34

76
62
82
80
80
79
69
72
71
64
78
69
74
72
73
74.28

73
61
87
53
83
82
75
74
69
63
79
77
79
69
69
75.56

72
72
86
79
83
80
78
71
74
65
80
75
80
64
79
77.31

The figure below shows averages of progress tests of control and experimental groups in the
second experiment. The tests were assessed over 100 points. The average test results of the
students increased gradually in both groups. In the control group, the result of the pre-test was
71.34, and in the while-test 1, the average increased to 74.28. Subsequently, the average of the
test went up to 75.56 in While-test2, and the post-test was 77.31. In the experimental group, the
pre-test was 71.34, and the results increased gradually when it climbed to 76.4 in the while-test
1. Following this, the average of the results grew to 80.55 in the while-test 2, and afterward, the
results reached remarkable point to 86.28 post-test.
Figure 4. 26Average of Progress Test of Experiment and Control Group 2
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Averages of Progess Tests (part II)
Experimental

71,34
71,81

Pre-test

74,28
76,4

While test 1

Control

75,56
80,5

While test 2

77,31
86,28

Final

The results of the both experiments were also analyzed in E-Views 9.5 analyze the program. The
following tables occurred.
Table 4. 11Descriptive Statistics of the Variables (Both 2 experiments)
Obs.
No.
Panel 1: Experiment 1
Final
64
Midterm
64
Progress2
64
Progress1
64
Gender
64
Dummy
64
Panel 1: Experiment 2
Final
64
Midterm
64
Progress2
64
Progress1
64
Gender
64
Dummy
64
Variable

Mean

Maximum

Minimum

Std.Dev.

25.29
23.69
23.98
22.26
0.422
0.500

30.00
29.00
30.00
29.00
1
1

15.00
12.00
12.00
16.00
0
0

3.795
3.333
3.970
2.945
0.498
0.504

77.31
49.17
48.75
71.34
0.484
0.500

90.00
88.00
87.00
82.00
1
1

64.00
12.00
12.00
52.00
0
0

5.917
27.28
26.25
7.405
0.504
0.504

An empirical model for estimations is specified as below:
𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗ ln(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑔1) + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝐹𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 + 𝛽3 ∗ 𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦 + 𝑢𝑖
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Where 𝑦 is the dependent variable (𝑦𝑖 ∈ ln(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑔2) ; ln(𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚) ; ln(𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙)), 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑔1denotes
initial progress test results, 𝐹𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 is included to control for gender issues (equals 1 if the
student is female, 0 if the student is male). 𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦 is the binary variables which is the main
variable of interest (equals 1 for the experimental group students, 0 for control group members),
supposed to indicate the difference between the groups’ performance. 𝛽s are regression
parameters. Estimation results are tabulated below, in the Table 4.12
Table 4. 12Estimation Results

Panel A: Sample 1
Ln(prog1)
Female
Dummy
C
No. Obs.
R2
S.E.of Reg.
Panel B: Sample 2

Model 1
(𝑦𝑖 = ln(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑔2)

Model 2
(𝑦𝑖 = ln(𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚)

Model 1
(𝑦𝑖 = ln(𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙)

0.508***
0.034
0.078**
1.530***
64
0.230
0.148

0.078
0.020
0.030
2.915***
64
0.035
0.115

0.179*
0.027
0.101***
2.629***
64
0.237
0.106

Ln(prog1)
0.404***
0.523***
0.360***
Female
0.014
0.038
-0.005
**
Dummy
0.026
0.061
0.108***
C
2.576***
2.072***
2.813***
No. Obs.
64
64
64
2
R
0.337
0.365
0.557
S.E.of Reg.
0.071
0.098
0.062
Panel C: ALL TOGETHER
Ln(prog1)
-0.017
-0.018
-0.033**
Female
0.045**
0.045**
0.025
**
**
Dummy
0.054
0.048
0.106***
C
4.355***
4.391***
4.484***
No. Obs.
128
128
128
2
R
0.073
0.081
0.279
S.E.of Reg.
0.128
0.114
0.093
Note: *, **, and *** denote significance level of 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively;
According to regression estimation results for the 1st sample, experimental group students
performed 7.8%, 3% and 10.1% better compared to the control group members in progress test 2,
midterm and final exams, respectively. The difference is statistically significant at 5% level of
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significance while considering progress 2 and final exam results, while the difference is
statistically insignificant in midterm exam results.
In the case of the 2nd sample, similar results are found. Here also, it is confirmed that
experimental group members perform significantly better than the control group participants.
Thus, the difference is statistically significant at 5% which indicates that experiment led to 2.6%,
6.1%, and 10.8 % higher exam results.
While pooling both samples together, estimation outputs supported previous findings with
positive and statistically significant coefficients for the binary variable. Here the difference is
found to be 5.4%, 4.6%, and 10.6% respectively.
4.4.6 Discussion
This study examined the learners’ advancement in writing lesson wheremovies and educational
technologies were implemented together. Test results were analyzed in E-Views 9.5 program
which provides sophisticated data analysis. The results of the experiments were as expected. It
should be mentioned that setting experiment was not easy, especially choosing and administering
thedigitaltechnology was complicated. It took some time to get used to using it. Nevertheless, in
the second experiment, it was easier to set experiment compared to the first one since as a
researcher and teacher I became more professional in using educational technology.
The experimental study has found that generally the integration of movies supported by digital
technologies in English language teaching, in particular writing, is beneficial and necessary. In
the first experiment (Spring 2015-2016) the average test results (assessed over 30) climbed from
about 22 to 27 in the experimental group and about 22 to 24 in the control group. In the second
experiment (Fall 2016-2017) average result (assessed over 100) in the experimental group
increased from about 71 to 86 and in the control group from about 71 to 77. The test result
analyzed in the E-View 9.5. Thus, the differences between experimental and control group in the
final exam were 10.8% in the first experiment and 10.6% in the second experiment. Taken
together, these results suggest thatapplication of movies in writing lesson should be taken into
account by the ELT professionals and institutions which teach English in Azerbaijan and
different parts of the world.
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4.4.7 Conclusion
Apart from being exposed to visuals(movies, ads, pictures and so on) much more than ever
before, people use electronic devices at its peak point in 21st century. The main goal of the
current study was to determine students’ progress during the implementation of movies and
online technologies. Thus,results in this study showed that learners are eager to watch movies in
the educational process. In addition to this, supporting them with digital technologies makes the
lessons more motivating andfun. Students of the experimental groups acknowledged this method
as innovative, which is another important finding for the research. While the experiment was
conducted itappeared that watching movies in the lesson should somehow be related to a unit
topic with different practices, otherwise it can be nothing more than fun. Besides this, since
educational technologies are likely to be integrated into educational process much more in the
future around the world thanks to the advancement in the technology, howeverit should be
mentioned that their use in the education process should be more professional. During the
experiment,the researcher found out that even though we are in the digital era, using online
technologies effectively in the educational process has not been improved yet.To say in other
words despite the fact that teachers and students are good at using technology such as
smartphone, tablets and so on, they cannot use them effectively while teaching and learning.
4.5 Study 4: Impressions of Experimental Students on Integration of Movies which was
Supported by Online Technologies
4.5.1 Overview
In this part, the detailed breakdown about the experimental students’ views regarding the new
method, procedure of the study and results are presented. The main purpose of the post-survey
was to evaluate and understand how experimental group learners were satisfied and
acknowledged movies and digital technology (PBworks) in the writing lesson.
4.5.2 Participants
All the participants were the experimental group students. 59 students from the experimental
groups in School of Languages at Qafqaz University took part in this study. 32 of them were
males and 27 females. Learners received this questionnaire at the end of the experiment.
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4.5.3 Research Instrument and Procedures
For post-survey ten multiple choice questions were prepared in the SurveyMonkey. Once the
questions wereprepared, the link was sent to the learners via WhatsApp group that was created in
the classroom. The data collected wasanalyzed in SPSS 16. Some of the graphs were
downloaded from SurveyMonkey, and some others were prepared in Excel.
4.5.4 Results
The survey conducted after class experiment initially constructed on nine questions for
measuring satisfaction level. But results of the analysis showed that one question has a relatively
lower correlation with other questions. In addition, according to the reliability test, Cronbach’s
Alpha would increase, if the discussed question was deleted for further analysis. Tables below
demonstrate results of reliability test which measures the level of internal consistency of a set of
items excluding one question. Reasonably high index (0.978) and strong correlation among
questions allow relying on the results of the questionnaire in terms of consistency.

Table 4. 13Reliability Statistics of Study 4
Reliability Statistics

Cronbach's
Alpha

Cronbach's
Alpha Based
on
Standardized
Items
N of Items

.978

.979

8

Table 4. 14Inter-Item Correlation Matrix
Inter-Item Correlation Matrix
Q_1

Q_1

Q_3

Q_4

Q_5

Q_6

Q_7

Q_8

Q_9

1.000

.800

.942

.783

.854

.932

.914

.833
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Q_3

.800

1.000

.856

.978

.888

.747

.840

.735

Q_4

.942

.856

1.000

.841

.888

.902

.960

.853

Q_5

.783

.978

.841

1.000

.870

.729

.829

.723

Q_6

.854

.888

.888

.870

1.000

.813

.863

.785

Q_7

.932

.747

.902

.729

.813

1.000

.920

.886

Q_8

.914

.840

.960

.829

.863

.920

1.000

.898

Q_9

.833

.735

.853

.723

.785

.886

.898

1.000

Table 4. 15Item Total Statistics
Scale
Corrected
Scale Mean if Variance
if Item-Total
Item Deleted Item Deleted Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

Q_1

30.14

19.209

.928

.929

.974

Q_3

30.33

19.242

.892

.963

.975

Q_4

30.21

18.097

.961

.955

.972

Q_5

30.34

19.388

.877

.958

.976

Q_6

30.29

18.597

.911

.857

.974

Q_7

30.09

19.729

.907

.918

.975

Q_8

30.19

17.525

.957

.951

.973

Q_9

30.03

19.402

.869

.837

.976
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The first question in this study sought to determine whether students want their teachers to use
educational technology in the writing lesson.As it is mentioned by the line graph, 59 students
responded to this question. According to the post-survey, 28 students (47.46%) agree that teacher
should use movies and PBworks in their writing lessons. Additionally, 27 students (45.76%)
strongly agree that the writing instructors should use this method. Insignificant 6.78% of the
students do not have an absolute idea about the new method. Interestingly, no one chose
“disagree” or “strongly disagree”choices.

Figure 4. 28Does the New Method Make Learning Easier?
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In response to the next question - does the new method make learning easier or not, all of
thosesurveyed agreed that applying movies and digital technology in writing classes make
learning easier. Almost half of the respondents (49.15%) agreed that learning writing is
muchaccessible through movies and the digital technology.50.85% of total respondents strongly
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agree that new method is very advantageous in terms of learning in an easy way. “Strongly
disagree,” “disagree” and “neither agree and disagree” did not get an answer.

Figure 4. 29Comparison of a New Writing Model with Other Methods

In next question, the researchertendedto figure out students’ satisfaction with new method
compared to other writing instruction methods. It is evident from the chart thatalmost twothird(62.07% -n 36) of the participants feel that the new method is more satisfactory when it is
compared with other methods. Moreover, 29.31% of students strongly agree that application of
films and contemporary educational technologies in writing lesson is better than the other
methods (17 students chose this option). A minority of participants (6.90%) preferred to answer
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“neither agree nor disagree.” Furthermore, just one student disagrees that this method is better
than other methods.

Figure 4. 30 Effect of Movies on Improving Writing Skill
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One of the essential questions in this study was whether movies improve writing skills of the
students since movies are the primary concern of the dissertation. Curiously, 54 out of 59
students who accounts for 91.53 % of the total participantsbelieve that movies improved their
writing skill.Looking at details, the proportion of those who chose to agree accounted for 47.46%
(n-28) and the share of those who chose strongly agree amounted to 44.07% (N-26). Besides
this, 5.08% (N-3) of respondents stayed neutral to this question. Unfortunately, for two students
(3.39%) movies are not an appropriate way to improve writing competence. No one chose the
answer “strongly disagree” for this question.
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Figure 4. 31Does Educational Technology Help Improve Writing Skill

Another concern of the dissertation was educational technologies (PBworks); thus this question
is as essential as the previous question.Almost two-third(62.71%) of those who responded to this
question, agreed that PBworks improved their writing skills. 17 students (28.81%) strongly agree
that wikis (PBworks)enhanced their writing competencies. Four students neither agreed nor
disagreed that PBworks improved writing skills. One learner opposes the view that PBworks
develop writing skills.
Figure 4. 32How Collaborative was Educational Technology (PBworks)
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With respect to collaborative writing, no one chose strongly disagree;and just one student feels
that PBworksis not suitable for collaborative writing. Very few participants(10.17%) neither
agree nor disagree that wikisisa collaborative tool. The proportion of those who are of the
opinion that digital technologies (PBworks) are a collaborative tool is 50.85% (N-30).In
addition, over one in three (37.29%) of learners strongly agreedthat wikis is a collaborative tool.
In total, 88.04% of respondents acknowledge that wikis (online technologies) is a collaborative
tool.

Figure 4. 33Movies in terms of Brainstorming

This time the researchermeasured whether watching movies help learners to gain an idea of
writing. 96.55% of students agreed that watching movies is beneficial to get an idea for better
writing. Of the 29 participants (50.00%)preferred the option agree.46% strongly agreed with the
opinion that movies are helpful to gain ideas for writing. A small minority of participants
(3.45%) were not sure about the question. No one chose disagree or strongly disagree.
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Figure 4. 34Movies Compared to Books
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This time the researcher wanted to compare books and the new method in terms of improving
writing skill. As it is mentioned before, it is a harsh reality that Azerbaijani people are not
interested in reading books. That is why, instead of books, applying movies in writing classes
wasthought to be more beneficial. Thus, according to the respondents’ answers, 44.07% (N-26)
agreed that movies supported by educational technologies are better than books and 47.46% (N28) strongly agreed that new method is better compared to books. On the whole, 91.53% of total
participants (N -54) approved that new method is more beneficial than books in terms of
improving writing. Very few respondents (5.08%) indicated that they neither agree nor disagree
with this question. One of the participants chose the option disagree and again one participant
chose strongly disagree.

Figure 4. 35Students’ Support of the Movies and Online Technologies
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In the last question, the researcher wanted to measure whether the learners support movies and
educational technologies in English language learning. In general, 96.61% (57 out of 59
students) of respondents supported the view that movies which were supported by educational
technologies are helpful and beneficial in English Language Teaching. One student chose the
answer “neither agree nor disagree.”Unexpectedly, one student opposed the view that movies
and online technologies are beneficial in learningEnglish Language.
4.5.5. Discussion
The present study was designed to determine the effect of movies and PBworks (digital
technology) in a writing lesson in Azerbaijan.

According to the results, 55 (out of 59)

participants were satisfied with this innovative approach and wished that their teachers continued
to use movies and digital technologies in their lessons.
The third question in this research was whether the new method makes learning easier. All the
respondents to this research (Agree - 49.15%, Strongly - Agree 50.85%) acknowledged that
movies supported by the educational technology helped them to learn writing in an easy way.In
fact, with the new method, our writing lesson became fun and learners many times were not
aware that they are learning English writing skill.
When the participants were asked to compare the new method (where movies and a digital
technology integrated into writing lesson) with other methods, a hefty 91.38 % of the participants
mentioned that as opposed to other writing methods this approach is more satisfactory. A writing
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lesson in School of languages in Azerbaijan is mainly taught with traditional methods (paperbased and book-oriented), where many times learners were not satisfied, or they did not enjoy
the writing classes. Apart from this, mainly no media tools such as movies, clips, or music are
not integrated into writing lessons since media tools are believed to be integrated to speaking and
listening classes only. Thus, learners found the new method quite motivating and satisfactory
compared to othermethods.
As one of the concerns in the dissertation was to identify the effectiveness of integrating movies
in teachingwriting skill, the question whether movies improve writing or not in the post-survey
could be seen as one of the significant questions. The overwhelming majority of the respondents
(91.53%) believe that movies played a significant role in improving writing skill. Also, 96.55%
of respondents stated that movies are beneficial sources to gain an idea for writing a paragraph or
essay. It is known that if a writer does not have a sufficient knowledge about the topic, it is
rather unlikely that the result will be successful. Thus, we can conclude that movies are one of
the leading sources for gaining ideas to write a successful paragraph or essay.
Regardless of the fact that at the beginning of the experiment students did not see a link between
movies and a writing lesson, in the post-survey, they acknowledged that movies could be
beneficial in teaching and learning writing skill.
Another important question was about the PBworks in the post-survey. As the researcher
expected, a massive 91.52% of the experimental group students felt that digital technology was
helpful in the writing lesson. Different from the movies, PBworks directly hasa connection with
the writing skill because they spend time and write something on the wikis and on time they
improve their writings. Besides this, 88.14% of the respondents ofthe post-survey indicated that
the digital technology is a collaborative tool. Learners saw the digital technology (PBworks) as
social networking websites that is why in a short time they got used to it.
4.5.6 Conclusion to Study 4
In post-survey, the researcher aimed to figure out the impact of the experiment on students’
perrceptions.The result of the post-survey was as it was expected. It is apparent from collected
data that experimental group students, despite some exceptions, were motivated and successful
with the application of movies which was supported by online technologies.Apart from the test
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results, the findings of the post-survey also suggest that in general, integration of movies and
educational technologies into English classes, in particular, writing lessons are advantageous.
The study has also shown that students in Azerbaijan at Qafqaz University have supported the
new method in the writing lesson and they believed that it could also be useful in other lessons as
well.Based on the post-survey results,it can beconcluded that movies and the educational
technology(PBworks) are mainly helpful for the writing lesson in terms of gaining
ideas,collaboration, the way of learning andpracticing; and as opposed to traditional methods this
method is preferable in contemporary writing instruction.
4.6 Study 5: Foundation Students’ Impressions on Movies and Wikis in Writing Classes
4.6.1 Overview
In the follow-up phase of the study, participants were asked to demonstrate their thoughts and
impressions about the integration of movies andPBworks into the writing lesson, which
continued for two academic semesters.
4.6.2 Participants
The study was held in School of Languages (Foundation) at Qafqaz University. Participants of
this study were the same experimental group students and their English proficiency levels were
intermediate and upper intermediate. Eight students(fivefemales and three males) took part in
this studyvoluntarily.
4.6.3 Research Instrument and Procedure
After the experiment finished,a number of students who were chosen randomly were asked to
mention their feelings and impressionsabout the writing lesson that was delivered through the
above described model, in written form. This study was additional to post-survey part. In fact,
the experimental group students have already mentioned their views in a post-survey, but in here
the researcher wanted to figure out if there are particularpoints of view with respect to the new
method;or what are the possible drawbacks of the new methodfrom students’ standpoint. As a
result, eight students sent their beliefs in written formconcerning the writinglesson.
4.6.4 Results
Student 1:
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We can take academic writing lessons more effectively and efficiently with movies. It
is not only to develop and expand our writing skills, but also to exercise higher order
thinking skills such as analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating information. On the
other hand, it is the best way to present unique ideas or claims via PBworks.
As I observed before that we were only being prepared to think and write in one way,
I understood with movies and PBworks we can develop essential skills required by
the common standards, such as using evidence to support claims, analyzing literary
and informational texts, using precise words, telling details.
Additionally, after viewing a movie, my group mates often have strong opinions that
want to discuss. We may debate a movie's message or share how a particular film
relates to our own lives. Films even engage reluctant students by dramatizing events
and personalizing history.
Taking everything into account, I, therefore, feel that this method is enjoyable and
effective in writing lessons.
Student 2:
On the one hand, PBworks allows us to access learning materials anytime and
anywhere, such as while traveling or waiting because we have our smartphones or
IPads with us most of the time.
On the other hand, PBworks is also enjoyable. It encourages collaborative
learning, allows us at different locations to get in touch with our peers or other
teams to discuss and learn.
When it comes to movies, they are the best part of PBworks, and I think it is more
effecient way than books. Also if more student watches the same movie for same
purposes, it will be competitive and will lock our attention towards the movie,
learning.
For me, the important point of PBworks is that in the classroom there will be a few
students who wouldn't have understood the concepts clearly but shy and hesitate to
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ask for a re-explanation or ask from classmates. In PBworks, nobody knows how
many times you revisit it, which gives you the freedom to do it until you have
understood it.

Student 3:
In our modern world, English is considered as a highly imperative language
all over the world. In order to enhance our writing skills, tutors may offer a
lot of ways. However, not all of them could be as successful as "PBworks"
project and movies. It is evident that this project not only helped us improve
our writing skills but also social skills simultaneously.
Initially, we discussed our opinions over the internet interacting with one
another online was a bonding experience for all of us as a class. Sometimes,
you didn't agree with peers, and as a result, debating appeared. It was very
interesting to learn to respect one another's opinions.
What is more, in terms of academic contribution, this project's role was
undeniable. Expressing our feedbacks in academic sentences was the
challenging part of it which significantly impacted our improvement.
Besides, putting deadlines for assignments was another advantage of this
project. It played a major role in the development of our personal skills
namely time management and responsibility.
This project is worked on films. In my point of view, working on films is the
best way in involving students for studying. Additionally watching the film for
learning purposes helped to widen our outlook. We discussed the main idea of
movies and got the subliminal message which author tried to give, which later
helped us to write a satisfactory essay.
Student 4:
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Learning with unusual method always attracts students. We studied English so
funny and understandable way which was using online website and movies.
PBworks(online website) is like a social network that we can discuss the certain
topic for a time. That affected us positively in many ways.
Firstly, we started using the internet consciously and that caused us to get
knowledge about the benefit of social media. Every new lesson made us exciting
because after finishing daily topics we used to discuss in the classroom. Knowing
one another’s ideas helped us to make a brainstorm about the topic. That leads to
getting lesson very well.
In addition, there was a movie part of our lesson which was a favorite way of
learning for me. Watching movies didn’t only improve our writing skill in a
foreign language it also improved our listening ability dramatically. As movies
were entertaining, I watched them sometimes more than one at home, and when I
did exercises on PBworks, it helped me to understand movies better. All in all, I
want to say that I liked this writing lesson.
Student 5:
Last year we used two new methods in our writing lesson. Firstly, we were doing
PBworks exercises as a daily homework. For me, it was beneficial. PBworks is a
multi-faceted tool that allows a central location to display important information
for the class team. We could store all of the project details and share our thoughts
in comment section. In addition, we had a deadline for each exercise that can help
us to be more punctual in our lessons. Secondly, we were watching movies. To my
mind, watching foreign language movies is a vital part of any language learner's
experience. Besides writing skill we could improve our listening skills, and we
could watch with subtitles sometimes which can influence our reading skill. I
believe that these two methods were beneficial and helpful in my foundation year
at university.
Student 6:
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To improve language skills, reading books all day long cannot be enough and
sometimes it becomes tediousfor students. Creating a new way of teaching is
important in recent years, which is usually extremely hard to come up with for
teachers. As a student, regarding my past experiences doing the online exercises
after watching movies was very enjoyable. In this way, not only our writing skill
but also our reading listening and speaking skills improved. Undoubtedly,
establishing that kind of method of teaching was undeniably necessary.
Considering the effort as students, we put in was reasonably low. As a result, I
believe this method is extremely efficient and fun.

Student 7:
As we all know the role of social network in our life is big. Also, you can improve
your learning skills by using the internet. To give an example, we can develop our
writing by using the social network in our life. As far as I am concerned one of the
effective among many is watching movies;that is to say, you can make reviews or
comments on movies in writing form. As a result, by this method, I can exchange
with my friends not only my thoughts about the movie but also my writings. That
absolutely works. In my opinion using the internet in the education process in this
way can influence our studentspositively. So, it will be a great pleasure for me if
teachers use the mixture of the internet and movies in order to improve writing
skills.
Student 8:
We all know that the internet currently covers all our lives. We use the internet to
research something and improve ourselves. Nowadays, the internet is used in all
spheres of life, such as education. Let me give an example, you can use the internet
to improve your learning and writing skills. It seems to me that the most important
way to improve these skills is watching movies. First of all, you can get to learn
real English language. The English which you learn from the book is not what you
hear in the movie. Secondly, you can improve listening skills. In addition, it is not
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only useful for the academic side but also make classmates friendlier. For
example, after watching any film, you can share your emotions and thoughts with
the class and also discuss it. In my mind, in the future this method will be
distributed in all school and academic institutions.
4.6.5 Conclusion to Study 5
Watching movies in the classroom is not new at Qafqaz University. Even there is a movie day in
many classes. However, movies are mainly implemented in speaking or listening classes since
teachers and learners believe that they aremostly effective for oral language skills and integrating
them into writing lessons is considered to be pointless for many teachers and learners. Before the
experiment when the students were asked about the link between movies and writing lesson, the
overwhelming majority of the learners did not have a positive opinion about it. However, at the
end of the semester, they had different viewsregarding the integration of movies and PBworks
into the writing class.
First and foremost, some students feel that this method was useful as a pre-writing activity such
as, making brainstorming. Also, to gather information for writing topic, movies were accepted as
an effective tool by the students. Some students mentioned thatwatching movies and
commenting on them in PBworks improved their critical thinking which helped them to analyze,
synthesize, and assess information; in this way, they believe that their writing skills were
improved.
Reflections from learners showed thatit was easy to reach thepractice materials for the writing
lesson at anytime and anywhere thanks to the technology availability. As almost all students had
modern devices (I-pad, tablets, smartphone and so on), it was not difficult to surf the internet and
do their writing home task online.
Implementing movies thatwas supported by online technology was also compared with books by
some students. It should be noted that in Azerbaijani community, reading books isnot common.
Thus, some learners apparently preferredthe new method, where movies and online technology
are integrated into writing classes; and they mentioned that compared to books movies could be
more beneficial for writing classes.
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One of the students mentioned that there mightbesome learners who do not understand a writing
lesson because instructors’ teaching method may not meet their needs in the writing lesson. What
is more, there can be some shy students who do not feel comfortable themselves in the
classroom, which may avoid them benefit from the lesson effectively, such as asking questions.
In this case, online learning helps them to participate in the learning process in a more
comfortable way.In other words, these learners can make reviews or comments on movies in
written form in the comment part of online technology.
Surprisingly, some learners also emphasized the deadline part which was arranged for some
writing home tasks. Normally, during the experiment, learners many times asked the instructor to
give extra times. Yet, now students believe that setting deadline has some merits for them in
terms of improving personal skills such as time management or responsibility.
In their dailylife, students already use popularsocial networks. Therefore, learners acquired
PBworks as a social networking website and easily adapted to use it. They also believe that using
PBworks creates friendlier classroom environment, which promoteswritingacquisition process.
On the whole, students believe that this method should be also used in other classes by the
ELTinstructors because they stated that watching movies is not only helpful in improving writing
skills but it also useful for developing other language competencies(listening, reading, speaking).

Research Limitations
In this section following limitations of the current work will be discussed.
In the first study, the number of the participants were 360, Despite the fact that it was an online
questionnaire (Survey-Monkey, Google Forms), students participated from other universities
were fewer than it was expected. Also, participants were mainly Qafqaz university students.
However, the researcher collected adequate responses for analyzing.
Regardless of the fact that, movies are used in EFL classes across the globe, and there are plenty
of articles and studies concerning the implementing films in classes; just a few them
concentrated on the EFL writing lessons. Hence, it was another challenge to find adequate
strategies about implementing movies in writing classes.
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The current study was carried out in the school of languages (prep-school) at Qafqaz University
in Azerbaijan, so the experiment is limited to only one university. The other school of languages
in private and state universities has almost the same structure in Azerbaijan. Thus, the result of
the study may be generalized for both of them. Nevertheless, to get a much more accurate result,
it was desirable to set up the experiment at different language institutions to be much surer about
the generalization.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
The literature review depicts the importance of written competence in developing
high-order thinking skills in English as a foreign language. Generally, obtaining a
proficiency level in this particular competence is a guarantee for students’ academic
and professional success in this fast growing and rapidly changing world.
Technological innovations have greatly influenced on shaping absolutely different
trends in education. Teachers are set in technology-embedded context to meet the
expectations, demands and wants of their students, who are digital natives of this era.
Traditional teaching methods changed their nature and moved to a new stage through
integrating different types of digital applications in the classroom.
Consequently, the literature review stresses a focal importance of integrating Web 2
applications in English as a foreign language writing classes, which promotes
students’ agile participation in collaboration tasks. The use of collaborative tools
appears to increase the opportunities forcollaboration and interaction in writing
classes.Web 2.0-assisted collaborative writing tasks enable students to have quick
online peer feedback through editing, suggesting and commenting on each other’s
work. It has to be noted here, that the students become more organized in generating
ideas and accurate in using language while writing on the blogs and wikis as their
writing products are viewed by their peers.
The literature review puts a great emphasis on integrating movies in English as a
foreign language writing classes a great source of the language in the context through
being exposed to different native speaker voices in real life situations. Movies
provide English as foreign language learners with the opportunities to acquire new
vocabulary in context, functional phrases, facts and figures, which could be a
springboard for generating some interesting ideas for writing tasks. They are excellent
references for cross-cultural understanding of the target language, which helps
learners properly design a writing paper and appropriately address to the target
audience.
The study revealed that Azerbaijani undergraduate learners do not have very positive
attitudes toward English as a foreign language writing classes, as they find it more
daunting than the other skills. The primary reason could be the complexity of the
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writing skill itself even in the native language. This also could be explained through
their poor level in English and lack of background knowledge to generate ideas for
the task. Notably, inappropriate teaching methods, wrong techniques and strategies
could definitely lead to the failure. The overwhelming majority of the study stated
that writing classes are less engaging. Even though, they consider writing classes at
Azerbaijani universities very unmotivating, they do understand the importance of
mastering written communication. Still, the picture is promising for the region.
The data obtained from the second study revealed Azerbaijani undergraduate
learners’ high level of readiness to have movie and technology integrated in writing
classes. The questionnaire results showed that there is a great availability of the
technological devices in Azerbaijan. The students allocate much of their time for
using social media, which pinpoints their potential to have technology-embedded
setting in the classroom. The obtained data also revealed Azerbaijani learners’
preferences to have English movies integrated in teaching process.
The designed, implemented and tested model, which was shaped through all the study
results conducted beforehand, was supported by the hypothesis that integration of
movies through digital applications enhances EFL students’ writing competence and
increases their motivation level. Assessment of experiment results strikes a gradual
increase in students’ academic achievements. In the first experiment, the results in the
experimental group rose from 22.21 to 27.01 (out of 30). In the second experiment,
the results increased from 71.81 to 86.28(out of 100). However, in the control groups’
results rose from 22.18 to 24.68 in the first experiment and from71.34 to 77.31 in the
second experiment. The results obtained from the experimental group give a clear-cut
picture of students’ high achievements in writing. This confirms the hypothesis of the
dissertation. It is important that the observation process, post questionnaire and
interview results show a great increase in students’ motivation. The study revealed
the students’ great support in integrating movies through digital applications in
writing classes.Findings in this study are in line with previous resultsas well (Baratta
& Jones, 2008; Esra & Tjut, 2013; Lin & Yang, 2011).
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Based on the results, it could be recommended for EFL teachers to have technology
embedded lessons to meet with the expectations of digital generation and have their
high engagement in teaching and learning process.

Future Research Prospects
The study could call for further investigation with a broader sample of participants at
different age and level. It will be desirable to analyze the level of motivation on gender
basis as well. More different activity types and strategies could be applied to provide
much sound and effective results in the application of movies supported by digital
applications in writing classes.
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APPENDIX A - APPLIED TESTS (Pre-Tests, While-tests, Post-tests)
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APPENDIX B
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APPENDIX C
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APPENDIX D-Chosen Movies and PBworks (for details visit http://aydinaliyew.pbworks.com)

Screen Capture 1:The creation of adigital Classroom

Screen Capture 2:Choosen Moviesin Pbworks(Blood Diamond and
Ratatouille)
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Screen Capture 3: Chosen moviein Pbworks (Men
of Honor)

Screen Capture 4: Chosen Movie in Pbworks (Gullivers Travel)

Screen Capture 6:Chosen movie in Pbworks (Kung Fu Panda
and Freedom Writers)
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Screen Capture 5:Chosen movie in
Pbworks (World War Z)

Screen Capture 7:Chosen movie in Pbworks (Guardian)

APPENDIX E – Some of the Chosen Activities and Answers (for details visit http://aydinaliyew.pbworks.com)

Screen Capture 8:A writing Activity uploaded to Pbworks

Screen Capture 9: A writing in Pbworks (from the movie Freedom Writers)
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Screen Capture 10: A writing activity in PBworks (from movie the Kung Fu Panda)

Screen Capture 11: A writing activity in Pbworks (from The movie Kung Fu Panda)
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APPENDIX F- Pre-Survey Questionnaire (Study 1)
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APPENDIX G – Pre-Survey Questions (Study 2)
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APPENDIX H - Intermediate-Questionnaire

1. To what extent do you agree or disagree that integration of the movies (Ratatouille and Blood
Diamond) was useful in writing lesson?
Strongly disagree
Somewhat disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat agree
Strongly agree

2. Were the movies related to the Unit topic?
No
Not certain
Yes

3. Did the application of the movie help you get an idea about the unit(writing) topic? w
No
Not certain
Yes

4. Do you think that integrating movies into writing lesson would be beneficial for the rest of the
units?
No
Not certain
Yes
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5. How far do you agree or disagree that it was useful to apply educational technologies (Pbworks) to
the writing classes?
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly agree

6. Did the application of educational technologies (Pbworks) motivate you to spend more time on
writing practices? Why?
Note : You can choose more that one answer w
No because it is time comsuming?
No because it is complex to write on educational technologies (Pbworks)
Yes because it is innovative
Yes because it is colloberative
Other (please specify)

7. Do you think that applying educational technologies would be beneficial for the rest of the units? w
No
Not Certain
Yes

8. Was it motivating to apply movies with educational technologies in terms of improving writing? w
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Netiher agree nor disagree
Agree
Srongly agree
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9. Was it (applying movies with educational technologies) different and innovative way compared to
previous writing classes? w
No
Not certain
Yes

10. How far do you agree or disagree that applying this method would be beneficial for the rest of the
units? w
Strongly disagree
disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Strongly agree
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APPENDIX I – Post Questionnaire

1. What is your Gender?
Male
Female
2. I want my teachers to use Movies and Educational Technologies (ex. Pb-works, Edmodo) in
our lessons.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
3. Movies and Educational Technologies can make my learning easier.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
4. I am more satisfied with Movies and Educational Technologies method than other Englishlearning methods.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
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5. Movies help to improve my writing skills.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
6. I improved my writing skills by using Educational Technologies.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
7. Using Educational Technologies in writing class is good for collaborative learning.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
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8. Watching movies is helpful to gain an idea for writing a paragraph or an essay.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
9. Movies and Educational Technologies are motivating and easier than books.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
10. I really support Movies and Educational Technologies in English language learning.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
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APPENDIX J –Letter to Ask Permission for the Experiment
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APPENDIX K: Syllabus

Qafqaz University
School of Languages
2015-2016 (Spring)
B2 – C1 Writing Lesson
Name of Lecturer

PhD(c) Aydin Aliyev

Course Language:
Course Type:
Classroom Meeting Time:
Course Coordinator:
Course Objectives:

English
Main

Course Description:

This course, in general, teaches learners English as a Foreign
language writing skills. The lesson provides learners with grammar
knowledge, academic vocabulary, listening and reading passages
and writing samples in order to assist in teaching writing skills. The
ability of critical thinking, synthesizing, and analyzing for better
writing is fostered. In this lesson metacognitive abilities (e.g.,
Planning, organizing, ) are also promoted with special methods.
This course also allows students to gain the ability of interactive
learning, peer feedback, self-feedback, self-directed learning and so
on through the help of the social media.

Aydin Aliyev
• instruct stages of process writing
• develop grammar knowledge
• build vocabulary
• improve critical thinking
• improve time management
• enhance coherence and cohesion in writing
• distinguish opinion and fact
• distinguish main ideas and supporting ideas
• utilize digital technology and movies to improve writing
• promote self-directed learning through digital technology
• promote self-assessment learning through digital technology

Week and
Unit

Writing

Vocabulary

Grammar Critical Thinking

Unit outcome

1 Nutritional
Science

Use descriptive
adjectives.
Write a descriptive
paragraph.
Plan before writing.

Use context to
understand words.
Match definitions.
Define new terms.
Assess your prior

Identify use
and placement
of adjectives.

Write a descriptive
paragraph about your
favorite dish using
adjectives.
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Reflect on the unit.
Connect ideas across texts or
readings.
Express idea/reactions/opinions
orally and in writing.

What makes
food taste
good?

Revise, edit, and
rewrite.
Give feedback to peers
and self-assess.

2 Information
Technology

Write a summary and a
personal response.
Plan before writing.
Revise, edit, and
rewrite.
Give feedback to peers
and self-assess.

How has
technology
affected our
lives?

3 Marketing
Does
advertising
help or harm
us?

4 Psychology
Why do people
take risks?

5 Philosophy
Why do people
help each
other?

6 Economics
How can a
small amount
of money make

knowledge of
vocabulary.
Learn selected
vocabulary words
from the Oxford
3000 and the
Academic Word
list.
Synonyms.
Match definitions.
Define new terms.
Assess your prior
knowledge of
vocabulary.
Learn selected
vocabulary words
from the Oxford
3000 and the
Academic Word
list.

Relate information from unit to
self.
Set and achieve goals.
Fill in a chart to categorize
information.
Evaluate qualities of food.
Parallel
structure.

Reflect on the unit
Connect ideas across texts or
readings.
Express idea/reactions/opinions
orally and in writing.
Relate information from unit to
self.
Set and achieve goals.
Compare and contrast information
presented in a chart.
Formulate an opinion.

Write two paragraphs:
one paragraph
summarizing a reading
text and one paragraphlong personal response to
the text.

Write an opinion
essay.
Plan before writing.
Revise, edit, and
rewrite.
Give feedback to peers
and self-assess.

Suffixes.
Match definitions.
Define new terms.
Assess your prior
knowledge of
vocabulary.
Learn selected
vocabulary words
from the Oxford
3000 and the
Academic Word
list.

Compound
sentences.

Reflect on the unit.
Connect ideas across texts or
readings.
Express idea/reactions/opinions
orally and in writing.
Relate information from unit to
self.
Set and achieve goals.
Fill in a chart to categorize
information.
Formulate and justify an opinion.

Write a four-paragraph
opinion essay about
advertising.

Write a narrative
essay.
Plan before writing.
Revise, edit, and
rewrite.
Give feedback to peers
and self-assess.

Use the dictionary
to find the correct
meaning.
Match definitions.
Define new terms.
Assess your prior
knowledge of
vocabulary.
Learn selected
vocabulary words
from the Oxford
3000 and the
Academic Word
list.

Shifts between
past and
present time
frames.

Reflect on the unit.
Connect ideas across texts or
readings.
Express idea/reactions/opinions
orally and in writing.
Relate information from unit to
self.
Set and achieve goals.
Rank and justify rankings.
Analyze and describe a previous
personal risk.

Develop a multiparagraph narrative essay
describing a risk you
have taken.

State reasons and give
examples.
Plan before writing.
Revise, edit, and
rewrite.
Give feedback to peers
and self-assess.

Phrasal verbs.
Match definitions.
Define new terms.
Assess your prior
knowledge of
vocabulary.
Learn selected
vocabulary words
from the Oxford
3000 and the
Academic Word
list.

Gerund and
infinitives.

Reflect on the unit.
Connect ideas across texts or
readings.
Express idea/reactions/opinions
orally and in writing.
Relate information from unit to
self.
Set and achieve goals.
Use a graphic organizer to see
connections between ideas and
patterns of organization.
Determine what makes people
help each other.

Write an analysis essay
of the Unit Question,
”Why do people help
each other?” using
reasons and examples.

Write a cause/effect
essay.
Plan before writing.
Revise, edit, and
rewrite.
Give feedback to peers
and self-assess.

Collocations with
nouns.
Match definitions.
Define new terms.
Assess your prior
knowledge of
vocabulary.

Complex
sentences.

Reflect on the unit.
Connect ideas across texts or
readings.
Express idea/reactions/opinions
orally and in writing.
Relate information from unit to
self.

Write a cause/effect essay
explaining how a small
amount of money can
make a big difference.
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a big
difference?

7 Behavioral
Studies
What does it
take to be
successful?

8. Midterm
Exam
9Sociology
What makes
someone
admirable?

Learn selected
vocabulary words
from the Oxford
3000 and the
Academic Word
list.
Write an
argumentative essay.
Plan before writing.
Revise, edit, and
rewrite.
Give feedback to peers
and self-assess.

• Organize and
develop an essay
• Write an analysis
essay

Write a multi-paragraph
argument essay.

• Use the dictionary
to expand
vocabulary

• Restrictive
relative
clauses

• Explain ideas to demonstrate
comprehension

• Write an analytical
essay about the qualities
that make a person
admirable and provide
examples of the
accomplishments
ofadmirable people.

• Match definitions
• Define new terms
• Learn selected
words from the
Oxford 3000 and
the Academic Word
List

• Write a descriptive
essay
• Use adjectives,
sensory language and
details to create
descriptive language

• Recognize
collocations with
nouns in order to
learn patterns of
usage

• Support opinions with reasons
and examples
• Reflect on the unit question
• Connect ideas across texts or
readings

• Definite and
indefinite
articles

• Match definitions

Apply new information to your
own experience

• Write a descriptive
essay.

• Discuss questions in a group to
clarify understanding of new
material
• Reflect on the unit question

• Define new terms

• Make an outline

• Learn selected
words from the
Oxford 3000 and
the Academic Word
List

• Write a narrative
essay and vary
sentence patterns

• Build vocabulary
using prefixes and
suffixes

• Plan before writing

• Match definitions

• Make an outline

• Define new terms

• Revise, edit, and
rewrite

• Learn selected
words from the
Oxford 3000 and
the Academic Word
List

• Give feedback to
peers and self-assess

• Compare information using a
chart

• Express ideas/reactions/
opinions orally and in writing

• Plan before writing

• Give feedback to
peers and self-assess

What
important
lessons do we
learn as
children?

Reflect on the unit.
Connect ideas across texts or
readings.
Express idea/reactions/opinions
orally and in writing.
Relate information from unit to
self.
Set and achieve goals.
Fill in a chart to categorize
information.
Evaluate the elements of personal
success.

• Make an outline

• Revise, edit, and
rewrite

11
Developmental
Psychology

Sentence
fragments.

• Plan before writing

• Give feedback to
peers and self-assess

What makes
you want to
buy
something?

Collocations with
adjectives.
Match definitions.
Define new terms.
Assess your prior
knowledge of
vocabulary.
Learn selected
vocabulary words
from the Oxford
3000 and the
Academic Word
list.

Midterm Exam

• Revise, edit, and
rewrite

10Consumer
Behavior

Set and achieve goals.
Complete a graphic organizer to
show cause/effect.
Assess a situation and interpret
cause and effect.

• Connect ideas across texts or
readings
• Express ideas/reactions/
opinions orally and in writing

• Past perfect
and past
perfect
continuous
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• Relate information to your own
experience to remember and
understand it better
• Reflect on the unit question
• Connect ideas across texts or
readings
• Express ideas/reactions/
opinions orally and in writing

• Write a narrative essay
about a personal memory
of someone or something
that influenced you when
you were younger.

12
Anthropology
How important
is it to write by
hand?

• Write a compare and
contrast essay
• Plan before writing
• Make an outline
• Revise, edit, and
rewrite
• Give feedback to
peers and self-assess

13 Nutritional
Science
Should science
influence what
we eat?

• Write a cause and
effect essay
• Plan before writing
• Make an outline
• Revise, edit, and
rewrite
• Give feedback to
peers and self-assess

• Write a summary

14 Education
Does school
prepare you
for work?

• Plan before writing
• Make an outline
• Revise, edit, and
rewrite
• Give feedback to
peers and self-assess

• Use the dictionary
to distinguish
between homonyms
• Match definitions
• Define new terms

•
Subordinators
and transitions
to compare
and contrast

• Learn selected
words from the
Oxford 3000 and
the Academic Word
List
• Use collocations
with prepositions to
express cause and
effect

• Use a chart to categorize
similarities and differences
• Support your opinion with
reasons and examples

• Write an essay
comparing and
contrasting two forms of
writing.

• Reflect on the unit question
• Connect ideas across texts or
readings
• Express ideas/reactions/
opinions orally and in writing

• Agents with
the passive
voice

• Match definitions

Apply information to your own
life
• Compare and contrast trends in
different fields

• Write a cause and effect
essay about the positive
or negative effects of
science on the food we
eat.

• Use a T-chart to analyze cause
and effect

• Define new terms

• Reflect on the unit question

• Learn selected
words from the
Oxford 3000 and
the Academic Word
List

• Learn to recognize
word forms to
expand your
vocabulary
• Match definitions

• Connect ideas across texts or
readings
• Express ideas/reactions/
opinions orally and in writing
• Reported
speech with
the present
tense and
shifting tenses

• Define new terms
• Learn selected
words from the
Oxford 3000 and
the Academic Word
List

• Justify your opinions
• Apply and compare new
information to your own
experience
• Evaluate advantages of a
situation

• Summarize important
points of a text by
paraphrasing the author's
purpose, thesis statement,
main ideas, and
conclusions.

• Reflect on the unit question
• Connect ideas across texts or
readings
• Express ideas/reactions/
opinions orally and in writing

15 Final exams

Course Learning Outcomes
By the end of this semester students will be able to:
• engage in writing as a process, including various invention heuristics (brainstorming, for instance), obtaining
information, outlining, drafting, revising, editing, and proofreading
• engage in the collaborative, social aspects of writing, and use writing as a tool for learning
• use language to investigate and examine contemporary global, multicultural, and international questions
• display how to use writing aids, such as handbooks, dictionaries, online aids, and tutors
• gather, summarize, synthesize, and explain information from various sources
• use grammatical, stylistic, and mechanical formats and conventions appropriate for a variety of audiences
• critique their own and others’ writings (online as well)
• produce coherent, well - organized, readable prose for a variety of rhetorical situations
• reflect on what contributed to their writing process and assess their own work
Prerequisites
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Special Requirements
Weekly
Laboratory\Practice Plan
Textbook
Other course material
Teaching Methods:
Method
Quiz
Midterm
Presentation
Final
Total

Q-skills Reading and Writing 3\4
Having a social media account on PBworks
Apart from traditional methods, movies and a digital technology\online learning will
be involved in the lesson.
Course Evaluation Criteria
Quantity
Percentage
2
10 (for each)
1
30
1
10
1
40
100

ECTS (ALLOCATED BASED ON STUDENT) WORKLOAD
Activities
Course Duration (Including the exam week: 15x Total course hours)
Hours for off-the-classroom study (Pre-study, practice)
Assignments Mid-terms, Final examination, Other
Total Workload
ECTS Credit (Total workload/25)
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Quantity Duration (Hour) Total Work Load
1

4

60

